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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Project Overview. One of the qoals of this project has been to 
develop computer based simulation models of a type which might be used in 
assessing the impact of alternative U.S. foreign policies toward specific 
countries under alternative strategic environments. To achieve this 
objective, the Project is developing computer simulations of several 
Middle-East oil producing nations. In doing this, assumptions about 
the relations between U.S. policies and policy actions and country and 
region specific domestic indicators are being expressed in a mathematical 
language. Results froir" ARPA supported basic research efforts are being 
used to provide a basis for defining and testing the relations between 
these indicators. 

As a substantive target, U.S. relatirns with Saudi Arabia and Iran 
are being examined. Each country simulation is divided roughly into 
four modules - an agriculture module, an oil production module, a human 
resources and national accounts module and a novernment or "decision" 
module (this structure is shown in Figure 1.1), In order that these 
simulations be of a type potentially usable by the policy planning 
community and in order to take maximal advantage of the knowledge of 
planners, the simulations are being developed (with the assistance 
of CACI, Inc.) and evaluated in close interaction with policy planers 
in both the Defense and State Departments. 

A second Project objective, in some senses derivative from the first, 
is to provide an overall assessment of the utility of analytic and 
computer simulation r.odels in policy planning. While some work along 
this line has been completed durino the last six months (see P'P Working 
Papers 34, 35,39), the majority of the technical work is scheduled for 
the last eight months of this contract. 

1 
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1.2 Sunmary of Accomplishments During Past Six Months 

• Continued work on identifying and progranming Decision Module 
for Saudi Arabia. 

• Completed extensive substantive review of the oil, agriculture 
and human resources modules in conjunction wit: both policy 
planners and academic specialists. See PTP Wcking Paper 38. 

• Begun delineation of the roles of analytic an- simulation models 
in policy planning. See PTP Working Papers 33, 34, 35, and 
39. 

• Continued validation efforts. 

• Implemented several of the changes in the sirJation modules 
suggested by the substantive review. 

As in previous Semi-Annual Reports, Sections 2 and 3 will summarize 
technical accomplishments during the past six ronths. detailed statements 
are found in Technical Reports 33-39 (attached). These reports are 
referenced in the next sections. 

 ,     - -     ~ — ■     '■■■- '- im \ ■  ■   ■   ■■ ■- '——"—'  ■ -   ■   --.—    . ,      ■■■■ ■     ■■ -. . -  - — 
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2. THE SIMULATION MODULES: STATUS REPORTS 

2.1 Introduction. From the perspective of the s 
Saudi [jovernment is viewed as an information processor 
goals with respect to its environment. The Saudi govc 
currently available information about present, past, a 
Slates of the environment to generate policy actions 
the level of goal achievement. For the purposes of th 
Saudi government's environment has been divided into t 
and international. The domestic area has been subdivi 
sectors or "modules" - oil production, agriculture, an 
These modules are used within the simulation to genera 
tion for the government (decision module) and to produ 
actions taken by the decision module. At the present, 
user will be responsible for providing the dynamics (a 
of the international environment. The Saui.'i simulatic 
to accept a wide range of "international" ir.pjts and t 
range of foreign policy outputs. Figure 2.1 provides 
of the flow of information in the simulation. 

lulation, the 
viiich has specifiable 
■.ment then uses 
^  forecasted future 
.igned" to increase 
simulation, the 

, areas - domestic 
?d into three 
human resources. 

» current informa- 
s consequences for 
.he simulation 
amative "scenarios") 

r will be prepared 
generate a wide 

; schematic overview 

Perhaps the structure of the simulation can best be clarified by a 
description of an anticipated simulation run. First, thfi Saudi decision 
module would receive a set of sentences (information) describing the 
current state of their external environment. Some of '.nese sentences 
would be generated by the international environment (i.3., the user) 
and some of these sentences would be generated by the three sector 
simulations. The sentences will then be given an interpretation, 
resulting in a description (on the part of the decision module) of 
the current state of the environment (this is being termed state 
knowledge). Next, the decision module would begin to work on the 
state knowledge and relevant environmental sentences. The Saudi decision 
module will produce three types of outputs: (1) relevant changes in the 
state knowledge; (2) authoritative actions on the part of the government; 
and (3) internal communications. Examples would include budget recommen- 
dations such as "increase the budget for fertilizer a lou" These 
internal communications (or bureaucratic recommendations will then have 
to be adjudicated, resulting i; final authoritative outputs. These 
outputs would then be channeled to either the international or domestic 
environments and the next cycle (year, month, etc.) of the simulation 
would be ready to begin. 

Sections 2.2-2.5 will provide a brief, but more detailed, description 
of the current status of each of the modules. Even more elaborate 
descriptions are available in the various Technical Reports which nave 
been submitted as appendices to the Semi Annual Reports. These will be 
referenced as appropriate. 

 - -   I     I Mil ■ 
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2.2    The Decision Module 

Even causal observers of politics are frequently s 
changing and often apparently adaptive nature of nation 
International alliances seem to shift in apparent respn 
"realities" such as a perceived scarcity of oil. Yet 
adaptive mechanisms, the range of adaptation has limits 
(U.S. policy towards China v;ould serve as an example) c 
and the reason for the slow change seem related more to 
structure of the mechanism irself (e.g., bureaucratic s 
level "politics") than to the external environment the 
attempting to handle. 

true!' with the 
al policy behaviors, 
nse to changing 
as with most all 

Some policies 
ninge very blowly 
the international 

r,d individual 
government is 

These observations suggest several principles. First, and of 
considerable Importance, governments must be modeled a_< control structures 
operating in specific external' environments. That is, governments attempt 
to manipulate specific external environments. No clain is made that 
governments are optimal control mechanisms. Further support for this 
claim can be found in Rosenau, 1970; Rosenau, 1974; ard Th^on, 1974a 
Awell-known example of an attempt to model internatior .-I behaviors 
without viewing governments as control structures is fcjnd in Forrester, 

Second, the internal structure of the government mist be explicitlv 
modeled. In systems terms, the output of the aovernmertal con "fro 1 structure 
will be a function (in the mathematical sense) of the inputs and the 
current state of the government. There is considerable evidence to 
suggest that assessing the -,tate of the governmental structure requires 
at least the modeling of bureaucratic structures within the government 
Empirical support for this claim is found in Allison, 1971; Halperin 
and Kanter, 1973; and Halperin, 1974. Much of the arms race modeling 
effort (e.g., Brito, 1972) violates this principle and considers the government 
as a unitary rational actor." 

Third, internally governments are organized hierarchically  In 
other words, there is a large decree of"specialization within a government. 
uitferent kinds of information and decisions are processed at different 
iSJ! 0J}he  hierarchy- Support for this assertion is found in Phillips 
1974; Anderson, 1974; Mesarovic and Pestel, 1974; and Nurmi, 1974 
Again, most arms race models and the Forrester W0RLD2 model violate this 
principle. 

Fourth, governments pursue multiple (and sometimes conflicting) qoals 
This principle is related to the previous prfnciole, and support for TTcan 
be found in the same sources. While this claim seems most reasonable, 
there are some technical reasons (Miller and Thorson, 1975b) why this 
principle may need to be modified. Nonetheless, it has guided the modeling 
effort thus far. 3 

♦« A H!t#lftJS
:gSgrS& -e-^lb.il redundancy of potential control. According 

to Arbib (1972, p 17) the principle of redundancy of poti?üTaT control 
i!™!! ♦ /"r"'1 -^ Jhat command should pass to the region with the most 
Important information." As an illustration Arbib (who attributes the 
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example to Warren McCulloch) cites "a World War I naval fleet where the 
behavior of the whole fleet is controlled (at least ter.riorarily) by the 
signals from whichever ship first sights the enemy, the point being 
that this ship need not be the flagship, in which command normally 
resides (p. 17)." The critical point here is that potential control 
need not reside in only one portion of a government.  In: :..d the way in 
which various governments resolve the redundancy is critical to under- 
standing and explaining its behavior. Current attempts by the U.S. 
military to upgrade its command, control, and communications "systems" 
reflects an implicit recognition of the redundancy notion within one 
bureaucracy. Moreover, important decisions (e.g., whether to sell a 
sophisticated weapons system to some country) generally involve more 
than one bureaucracy at more than one level of the hierarchy. We 
rould find no existing models which have the redundancy property. 

Sixth, governments are event-based (that is, governments respond to 
events in the external tnvTronment). These events may have associated 
with them particular probability distributions. Thus long-range forecasting 
(though not policy planning) may be very difficult. Moreover the notion 
of time employed in the model should be 'event time," that is, the "time 
flow" against which the system states are plotted should be event based. 
This suggests, for example, that differential equation rodels are either 
inappropriate or require considerable reinterpretation. The arms race 
models and the Forrester model are inconsistent with this principle. 
Crecine, 1969, provides evidence for the event-based nature of governmental 
structures. See Miller and Thorson, 1975b, for a more detailed discussion 
of this and the next point. 

Seventh, models of governments rust allow for disturbances. The 
environment in which governments operate in noisy, and random disturbances 
may be important in "defining" the events to which governments respond. 
The presence of disturbances is especially important to recognize if extremal 
experiments are to be designed. 

The seven principles outlined above serve as framework conditions 
within which the decision module designed below is being developed. 
More specifically, two points must be addressed: (1) what are the 
structural characteristics of a government?; and (2) hew is the 
structure to be implemented as a computer simulation? The first point 
deals with the nature of that which is simulated. The second, with its 
realization as a computer program. 

The basic characterization used to structure the nf.ture of governments 
is expressed in one of the organizing principles discussed above: govern- 
ments are goal seeking systems. But simply to state that governments 
are goal seeking systems does not provide sufficient structure to allow 
machine implementation. Additional structure is required. The additional 
structure imposed upon the characterizations of governments is illustrated 
in Figure 1. The basic elements of this structure are: (1) the government 
(or inner environment); (2) the outer environment (the process to be 
controlled); (3) the observation interface; (4) the access interface; 
and (5) the model of the outer environment. (Cf. Simon, 1969; Thorson, 1974) 



government, with the use of the image f the causal operation of the outer 
environment, generates outputs (access interface actions) that are intended 
to increase the level of goal achievement. 

In the Saudi Arabian simulation the inner environn^it, access interface, 
and observation interface are all parts of the Saudi bureaucracy. The 
environment can be usefully partitioned into two classes, the domestic and 
international environments.  In the simulation, the dorr^stic environment 
has been additionally decomposed into three sectors: oil, agriculture, 
and human resources. Each of these three components are simulations in 
their own rights. The oil module models oil production snd petroleum 
revenue, the agriculture modules models the production of wheat, and human 
resources models the flow of people in Saudi Arabia fro- the perspective 
of education and employment. Thus, on one level, the d.cision module 
attempts to control these three domestic enuronments s; as to achieve a 
set of goals. In addition, the government of Saudi Arabia has goals 
for the international environment. The entities in th-2 international 
environment consists of other nations, e.g., Iran, Egypt, Israel, the 
United States, the PLO, and the UN, as well as non-gove'-nmenUl actors, 
e.g., ARAMCO. In this report, the only portion of the simulation to be 
discussed in any dept'i will be the agriculture module (the environment) 
and the portion of the decision module with primary responsibility for 
controlling it (the Saudi Ministry of Agriculture). 

Even with a characterization of that which is to be simulated, and the 
organizing principles constraining admissible solutions, there is still the 
question of implementation. Since the construction of the simulation is an 
effort at elucidating the internal mechanism by which governments generate 
behaviors, the manner in which the model is represented as a computer program 
is consequential. The the area of computer simulations of human problem 
solving, similar concerns have been expressed. Allen f.ewell (1973a) 
developed the notion of control structure as a means for addressing this 
point. The control structure of a model is roughly the system architecture. 
The control structure specifies how the basic processes of the model are 
organized into a coherent whole. The control structure is in part 
determined by the programming language used. 

A language such as FORTRAN (or any other, for that matter) may 
be seen as a device to evoke a sequence of primitive operations, 
the exact sequence being conditional upon the data. The primitive 
operations in FORTRAN are the arithmetic operations, the given 
functions . . ., the assignment of a value to a variable, the 
input and output operations, etc. Each of these has a name in the 
language (+, -, SIN, LOG, etc.). However, just having the names is 
not enough. Specifying the conditional sequence is also required 
and what does that is called the control structure. In FORTRAN 
it includes the syntax of algebraic expressions, ... the order 
of statements ... the syntax of the iteration statement, . . . 
the format of the conditional and unconditional branch. 
(Newell, 1973b, 297) 

j 
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For some purposes, it is acceptable to let the programr.ing language 
determine in large part the control structure. Other times constraints 
such as minimum execution time, or minimum storage requirements will help 
determine how the control structure is realized. But \f  one wishes to make 
a theoretical statement using the structure of the prof-am itself, those 
solutions are not acceptable, since such solutions contain implicit but 
inadmissible theoretical claims. The programming techrique (and control 
structure) that is used for the decision module is call:-d a production 
system. Since the intent is only to theorize about govirnments, PL/1 has 
been used for programming the oil, agriculture, and hun.in resources 
simulation module. Newell develooed this programming structure for the 
simulation of cognitive processes  While the operatior of production 
systems will be discussed in more detail below, several comments are in 
order. The first is that all operators, other than the basic flow of 
control in production systems must be explicitly defined. Second, programs 
structured as production systems do not result in the K/nimization of 
program coding time, execution time, or storage requircients. There 
exist "easier" methods for coding a program to produce '.imilar outputs. 
But these other ways to program the decision module hlVä the potential for 
introducing methods and processes that do not reasonably reflect the 
structure or capability of the processing mechanism of ocvernments. Given 
the basic flow of control inherent in production systetrs, it was necessary to 
define only one ödditional operator, the ** operator discussed below. 
This method for structuring the decision module has the advantage that 
the claims about the information processing capability of governments 
are explicit. Any assumptions about the capability of governments to 
process information had to be explicitly defined. Thus the chance of 
making unintentional capability claims as a result of tne way in which 
the decision module was programmed have been minimized. 

Processing models written as production systems are formed by a 
collection of independent rules, called productions. Tne rules (or 
productions) are stated in the form of a condition and m action: C-M. 
The condition refers to the symbol in the short-term image (STI) of the 
system. The STI represents thj system's transient imace of the current 
state of the OE. The actions o^ the productions consists of transformations 
on the STI "including the generation, interpretation, and satisfaction of 
goals, modification of existing elements, and addition of new ones." (Klahr, 
1973: 528) A production system obeys simple operating rules: 

1. 

ii 

iii. 

iv. 

v. 

The productions are considered in sequence, starting with the 
first. 
Each condition is compared with the current state of knowledge in 
the system, as represented by the symbols in STI. If all of the 
elements in a condition can be matched with elements (in any order) 
in STI, then the condition is satisfied. 
If a condition is not satisfied, the next production rule, the ordered 
list of production rules, is considered. 
If a condition is satisfied, the actions to the right of the arrow 
are taken. Then the production system is reentered from the top 
(Step i). 
When a condition is satisfied, all those STI elements that were 
matched are moved to the front of STI. 
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vi. Actions can change the state of goals, replace elements, apply 
operators, or add elements to STI. 

vii. The STI is a stack in which a new element apprirs at the top 
pushing all else in the stack down one positicn. Since STI is 
limited in size, elements may be lost, (from Ilahr, 1973: 528-29) 

Prior to a discussion of the production system for ■the Saudi Ministry 
of Agriculture in detail, the basic operation of the mr.ijle will be discussed. 
After the operation of the system has been discussed ir, 
portion of the production system will be discussed in c 
system. 

a  verbal fashion, a 
tail as a production 

As discussed above, a number of organizing princi 
as constraints on admissible solution to the construct 
government. Noc all of those principles are directly 
of the decision module which roughly corresponds to the 
Ministry of Agriculture p-3sented here for several rtn* 
the principles of hierarchical organization, redundanc ' 
and multi-goal seeking are not represented because the 
as represented here is only a portion of the total str. 
since the decision module is a developmental version, l 
properties of the module are at a relatively primitive 
of these shortcomings, the module, as presented above, 
useful illustration of the basic technique and its potf 

In essence, the decision module can be conceptual! 
tc improve performance as indexed by a function with t\. 
f(fertilizer constraint on yield, mechanization constp. 
Within the agriculture module, the yield at any given i 
function of the level of fertilizer application and m? 
The fertilizer constraint on yield can be expressed as 
current level of fertilization, assuming all other fac 
what is the maximum possible yield? The mechanization 
similar expression. Since the actual yield will be cor 
smallest constraint, if yield is to be increased, the 
constraints must be increased. The policy variables o" 
under this interpretation, are the amount budgeted for 
fertilizer purchase, and the amount budgeted for goverr 
of tractors. 

les have been employed 
en  of a simulated 
fleeted in that aspect 
Saudi Arabian 

ris. In particular, 
of potential control, 
imulation module 
ture. In addition, 
.i decision making 
täte. In spite 
•les serve as a 
.tial. 

-.ed as attempting 
• arguments yield = 
.nt  on yield). 
Int in time is a 
tanftatlon usage. 
rollows: given the 
'rs are optimal, 
onstraint has a 
-trained by the 
asser of the two 
m to the government, 
governmental 
..ental provision 

Assuming that the Saudi's budget is increasing, t; 
resultant governmental outputs is as follows: Assume t 
spend, the constraint is (say) fertilizer, and the des1' 
More money should be spend on fertilizer and the same A 
Mechanization could be decreased since some money spen>. 
wasted, but since it is not known exactly how the mech: 
behaves with respect to budget levels and since money i 
decreased yields are "costly" it is more prudent to ta' 
"wasting" some money by spending more on fertilizer to 
of increasing yield. 

e motivation for the 
nere is more money to 
re is to raise yield. 
raunt  of mechanization, 
on mechanization is 

»-lization constraint 
3 "cheap" and 
e the chance of 
improve the chance 

From a more operational perspective, it is required that governments 
make observations of the environment and base outputs ^pon those "perceptions" 
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of the current state of the outer environment. As a res-jlt, ^tsJnto 

Environment is based on two assumptions: «W first is am  u.e «" 
govern", nfdoes not have the infonnation P^^ssing cap.ci y o handle 

„or the «««recent «P^51'"'^" 0
k "f c 

n
t e ;

St
f ^e S iin tlons at 

I« that the Saudi s are capable of making rcianveiy ' ^' u ^ .. r,,,^^. 
^extren«^ the.scale,' This dai™ «f^^    •'^f^Ä' 

been a thorough census of the Saudi populanon. 

Rfl«;ed upon the absolute judgments of the constraints, the decision 
TOdÄf-o Parison bet^^ 

or ex nip ea'very high co strain? is judged greater t.ian a high constraint, 
an5 fhgh constraint is judged greater than • ■«"» «»""^    l\Mi 

If more than two boundaries are crossed, the compansoi. is   much greater 

than.' 

These two rankings of the constraints serve as the basic '"P"* " the 

choice porti" of the production system.    The structure of the decision 
2*" breaks the process of generating outputs into   .= ^"«j,,^ 
fhrhudnet to be manipulated is determined, e.g., budc-.t for fertiliser 

rch        anS/or budget for tractor P^chase     Second: .;.e amoun 

hS9ti 15 SUÄ^ fh "d ? s orioduie^^4^ ^tTeiaUvrjpgment 
(gre   e   thaJ) to deiemine which budget to manipulate.    ' ^ """ralnt 

Bk^^ ".f- r«XTÄ %tZ\ (or budgets) 
is s1mp?y "increased."    If the level of the constraint ,s low or very low, 
the budget is increased "a lot." 

In the current implementation of the decision modele ir!cre"^a.^ttle 

meansVincrease the Lget by 20 P-^ft. increase r.ans --e       the 
hnHnPt bv 50 nercent, and increase a lot means to increase tneouageuy 
1509percent     Since ihe actual budget changes will  in the final analysis 
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be determined by the Council of Ministers, the current procedure represents 
only a temporary method for allowing a portion of the decision module 
to operate for testing purposes. The rates of increase should not be taken 
Otoo seriously. In addition, the portion of the module discussed above 

assumes no budget decrease takes place. 

In light of the above discussion of the rules upon which a production 
system operate«., and the non-technical (from a prograrr.ning point of view) 
discussion of the operation of the module, the portion of the agriculture 
module in Figure 2.3 should be fairly straightforward. The system in 
Figure 2.3 is that portion of the production system that takes the judgments 
of the size of the constraints and determines which budgets to increase 
and by how much they should be increased. 

As mentioned above, there is only one operator that .was implemented, 
the ** operator. The ** operator takes the first element in the short 
term image (STI) and replaces it with the double stars. Thus, if the 
** expression were: 0LD(**) and the first elerent in the STI were SSSSS, 
then after the execution of the **, the front of STI would be: OLD^SSSSS). 
This operator was necessary to insure that the system would not go into 
an endless loop. If a production were satisfied'by the elements of STI, 
after the operation of the ** operator, the production would not be 
executed again, until the masked condition were reentered into STI. 

As an example, consider the ooeration when the STI contains the 
symbols YMECH MEDIUM, YFERT GREATER THAN YMECH. The system starts with 
production 1. Since the conditions of production 1 are not in STI, the 
system checks production 2. This process continues until production 12 
is executed. The elements in STI match the conditions of the production, 
and the action portion of the production is executed. This results 
in C ) the elements in STI that matched the production conditions being 
placed in front of STI; (2) the ** operator is applied to the first 
element in STI, YFERT GREATER THAN YMECH. The result is that 0LD(YFERT 
GREATER THAN YMECH) is now the first element in STI; (3) the symbol 
string INCREASE BMECH A LOT is placed in the front of STI, moving all 
other symbol strings down one position; (4) control is passed to the 
first production. The system loops through the productions until none 
of the productions is satisfied. At that point control passes to tl J 
portion of the module responsible for taking these qualitative changes 
In the budgets and producing actual budget figures. 

The agriculture decision module presented here serves onlv as a 
preliminary version upon which more sophisticated and r^asonab'ie modules 
canbe based. Besides the obvious necessity of addressing the question of 
validity of the simulations (discussed below), the next path for future 
development are in two main areas. The first is the development of the 
processing sophistication of the decision module; for example the 
necessity to model learning within the bureaucracy. But in its present 
form, no learning takes place in the decision module. In addition, the 
implicit model of the environment the module is attempting to control is 
made up of monotonically increasing functions. For example, the decision 
module implicitly assumes that the yield function always increases with 
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Increased levels of the relevant variables. Thus, from the perspective 
of the decision module, if 2 kilograms of fertilizer per hectare are good, 
200000 kilograms of fertilizer will result in ev-n better yields. The 
second class of sophistication thit is planned for the decision module is 
that of language processing. The quality of language processing becomes 
especially important when dealing with the international aspects of the 
outer environment. Diplomacy is in many respects a linguistic exercise. 
The capability for language processing entails that outputs from the 
simulation be sentences in a language. For the simulation to have this 
capability, several things are necessary. First, the language and its 
associated grammar must be specified. Secondly, the routines rust be 
written which will take sentences de^-ribing either states of the environ- 
ment or actions of other actors as input and produce perceptions of the 
current level of goal achievement to serve as inputs into the decision 
making portion of the system. 

- - -   a_a^_a_MH 
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2.3  Oil Production Module. The oil production module has not been 
modified in the past six rr.onths. Several areas where the oil module 
requires change (see section 1.6) have been identified and these will be 
implemented during the next six month period.  In addition, programming 
modifications will be made to integrate this module with the others. 
At the present tin.e the oil production module is available on a stand- 
alone basis. It consists of three "stages," each of which represents a 
specified time period. 

The first "stage" is used for the years 1963-1972, and although it 
makes no atterpt to model explicit country-company relationships, it provides 
values for Saudi Arabia's incor.e from oil revenues for those years.  It 
determines the monthly revenue for any given month of that period by 
taking one-tv/elfth of Saudi Arabia's revenue for the appropriate year. 
The annual revenue figures are taken directly from Table 95 of the OPEC 
Statistical Pulletin for 1972. The primary purpose of the first stage is to 
provide revenue da:a which permit testing other simulation modules over 
the 1963-1972 tiire period. 

The second stage models country-company relationships for the year 1973. 
Revenues resulting from the sales of independent and sellback crude are 
kept distinct from tax and royalty revenues, and the Saudi government's 
growing control over production capacity, production level, ana prices is 
included in the stage. 

The third stace simulate:, the period beginning January 1974.  In this 
stage, the producing country government sets production levels and prices 
unilaterally, disregards entirely the Teheran, Geneva I and Ge.ieva II 
agreements, and determines its own share of participation. It is 
anticipated that this third stage is flexible enough to perrri*. simulation 
of various alternate futures through simple changes in its parameters. 
This third stage represents changes made to reflect recent events. 

Research Report Number 23 provides an interim user's manual for the 
Oil Module in its present stand-along form, and includes examples of needed 
user input and suggestions for simulation of recent events. Figures 2.4 
and 2.5 illustrate the structure of this module. 

M^B^la^Maaa 
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FIGURE 2.4 

Simple Flowchart of Oil Production Module 
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riCUUr.    2.4  (cont.l 
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FIGURE 2.4a 

i. 
Legend for symbols used in Figure 2.5: 

Process information variable 
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FIGURE 2.5 

Conceptual riowchart of Module 
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2.4 Agriculture Module. While oil is a dominant factor in the economy 
of Saudi Arabia, the future economic development of Saurii Arabia depends 
heavily upon the modernization and development of the agricultural 
sector. The agriculture module (within the simulation) has been con- 
structed in a manner designed to enable the (1) identification and 
tracing of the various information and material flows in the agricultural 
production process that influence Saudi decision makers' choices of 
development policies and programs, and (2) projections of the consequences 
of various policy choices for agricultural output. 

Within the simulation, the couplex array of variables and relations 
comprising the agricultural sector is conceptually grouped into several 
sequentially-linked components to simulate various facets of the production 
process. Four such components are included in the present version of the 
module: resource allocation, modernization, production, and consumption/ 
demand. The output from each component serves as either an input to another 
component, an output, or both. The final outputs of the module thus include 
both physical outputs and performance measures. It is this set of measures 
which is evaluated by the decision module when choosing policies and 
programs for the next time period. 

The present module is structured to simulate the production of field 
crops (specifically wheat, the principal crop and food staple). Parameter 
and initial values have been identified for Saudi Arabia. A summary 
critique of this module is contained in Section 2.6. Technical Report 
No. 32 contains a detailed description of this module. 
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2.5 Human Resources. An important constraint on many possible Saudi 
MllcräctTcns \% the availability of personnel with V.9 proper mix of 
skills. This is especially important considering the .indi reluctance 
to use largo amounts of foreign manpower. The human n ources module is 
designed to model the development of manpower "pools" v. Saudi Arabia. 
Within the simulation, the population of Saudi Arabia tt any one time 
is divided into a set of mutually exclusive and exhaus: .ve categories. 
These categories are: 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

unstructured pool (persons about whom there v: no available 
information) 
persons in elementary school 
persons in intermediate school 
persons in secondary school 
persons in teacher training school 
persons in technical and adult school 
persons in universities (both Saudi and non-S udi) 
petroleum wage earners .        y * ,•„„ 
non-petroleum wage earners (wage earners in irJustnes and manufacturing 
other than petroleum) 
civilian governmental employees 
military governmental employees . ,   ,       ,  \ 
non-industrial wage earners (this includes agricultural wa^e workers) 
self-employed non-agricultural 
self-employed agricultural 
persons no longer active (retirees, deaths, e'.c.) 

These categories were chosen both with respect to availability of data and 
because they are useful in addressing questions of agricultural, oil, and 
industrial expansion and contraction. 

Persons "flow" from one category to another over a time horizon 
according to specified transitional constants. For example, a person 
might move from the intermediate school category to the secondary 
school category with a probability of .?. A transition matrix containing 
all these transition probabilities together with a baseline vector of the 
number of persons in each category is used to generate vector descriptions 
of Saudi human resources. The transition matrix is, to some extent, 
open to manipulation by the decision module. As an example, suppose the 
decision module builds additional schools. Several transition probabilities 
would be altered. First more people could move from the unstructured 
pool into elementary education. Also, more individuals might be 
expected to move to a higher level of education. The precise nature of 
these manipulations has not yet been determined. 

This module is described more fully in Technical Report No. 31. 
This report also describes the procedures employed in estimating the 
transition matrix. 
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(2.6 Validation Efforts. The assumptions of the oil production, agriculture, 

and human resources modules were subjected to a critical review during the 
past six months. This review was done at CACI, Inc. (see Technical Report 
No. 38) and was basod upon the results of interviews with area experts, 
ex-flag officers, and policy planners. In this evaluation, two types of 
criteria were employed. First, there was concern that the module was 
appropriate for its intended purpose. For example, since the modules 
are to function as models of processes to be controlled by the decision 
module, they had to be capable of accepting control inputs which are 
identifiable as government policies or acting. Second, the module should 
be consistent with what is believed known about actual causal linkages. 

Suggested modifications are summarized below: 

A. Oil Module 
1. Increase delay in production capacity increase from three months to 

six months to two years depending on source of increase. 

2. Introduce equations to describe increase in capital investment 
necessary to replace depreciated production capital equipment. 

3. Improve estimation of proved reserves by postulating a fixed gross 
discovery rate. 

B. Agriculture Module 
1. The module can safely "largely" ignore the traditional agricultural 

sector. 

2. Allowance should be made for the "experimental" nature of Saudi 
agricultural development. 

3. Improve estimates of delay time for new irrigation projects. 

4. Look at geographical distribution of farm equipment. 

5. Demand for wheat should not assume constant income elasticity. 

C. Human Resources 
1. Distinguish foreign from domestic labor. 

2. Distinguish students enrolled in religious schools from those in 
"modern conventional ones." 

3. Modify some parameter and variable values. 

These suggestions are presently being examined and a number of them will be 
implemented during the next six months. 
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1 3.    DATA 

3.1    Data Holdings.    Data holdings have not chanf  d substantially in 
the past sTTmonths.    Some new data on Saudi human rescjrces has been identified, 

- ■ ■ ■   - ■ - 
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4. PERSONNEL 

4.1 Principal Investioators. Professor Thorson 's been primarily 
involved witn the development of the decision module.  o made project 
related presentations to the International Studies A-,s .-.iation, the NSF 
Conference on Contrcl Theory in International Politics .nd the Summer 
Simulation Conference. 

Dr. Phillips has continued to devote his time to validation efforts 
(conducted in interaction with policy planners) and to some work on the 
decision module. 

— 
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5.    BUDGET 

1. Total amount of contract 

2. Funding to date 

3. Expenditures and committments to date 

4. Estimated funds required to complete 
contract (1-2) 

5. Estimated date of completion 

$302,642.00 

$239,169.00 

$236,841.00 

$ 63,473.00 

June 30, 1976 

  ._J—.. 
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6.  PUBLICATIONS AND WORKING PAPERS 

6.1 Publications (No. 17 and 18 new additions this period) 

No. 1   Phillips, W. R. and T. Lorimor, "The Effect of Crisis Upon the 
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Research, Vol. 9, October 1974. 

No. 2 Phillips, W. R. and R. C. Crain, "Dynamic Foreign Policy Interactions: 
Reciprocity and Uncertainty in Foreign Policy," The Sage International 
Yearbook of Foreign Policy Studies, Vol. II, 1974. 

Phillips, W. R., "Where Have All the Theories Gone?" World Politics 
January 1974. 

Phillips, W. R., "Theoretical Approaches in the Events Data f'oveirent," 
International Interaction, Vol. II (forthcoming). 

Phillips, W. R., "Forecasting for Planning," Knowledge and Diplomacy; 
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Under Majority Rule," Econometrica, Vol. 42, No. 5 (September 1974). 
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Design Theories in Foreign Policy Behavior," In Search of Global 
Patterns (Free Press, forthcoming). 

No. 11  Phillips, W. R. and S. J. Thorson, "Simulation for Policy Planning," 
in the Fifth Annual Pittsburgh Conference Proceedings on Modeling 
and Simulation (T974). 

No. 12  Thorson, S. J., "The Inter-Nation Simulation Project: A Methodological 
Appraisal" in Quantitative International Politics: An Appraisal 
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No. 13  Thorson, S. J., "Modeling Control Structures for Complex Social 
Systems," Interdisciplinary Aspects of General Systems Theory, 
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No. 15  Anderson, P. A., "Role of Complete Processi- J .Models in Theories of 
Inter-Nation Behavior," to appear in World » dies. 

No. 16  Thorson, S. J., 'Model sing for Policy Planni 7," in G. Hilliker (Ed.) 
Knowledge and Diplomacy: The Interaction of :'csearch and Foreign 
PolicylO.S.U. Press, forlhcomingy.       " 

No. 17  Miller, R. A., and S. J. Thorson, "Production Systems as Models of 
Control Structures for Governmental Decision-Nuking" to appear in 
J. Gillespie and D. Zinnes (Eds.) Control Theory and International 
Relations Research (Praeger Press, forthcoming)*; 

No. 18  Thorson, S. J., P. A. Anderson and E. Thorson, "Governments As 
Information Processing Systems: A Computer Simulation" to appear 
in The Proceedings of the 1975 Summer Computer Simulation Conference 
(forthcoming"),  
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ABSTRACT: 

Basic concepts of formal theories and models are reviewed and used 

for a model theoretic analysis of some of the applications of mathematical 

methods in theorizing and model construction. The systems theoretic 

concept of the constructive specification of a model is discussed and 

optimization, particularly optimal control, approaches to model con- 

struction are considered in this light. The results provide a framework 

in which it is possible to distinguish the analytic requirements of a 

theory (used to obtain a constructive specification) from substantive 

requirements. It is argued that a theory can have policy relevance 

only if the statements of the theory are based on substantive grounds 

and the model which represents the theory has some established ties with 

a real system. Since specific results must be specific theory dependent, 

an analysis of Brito's (1972) paper on dynamic arms races is performed. 

This paper vas selected because it contains a general problem statement 

and claims policy relevance. It is shown th?t statements in the Brito 

theory are included only to meet the requirements of the particular 

optimal control formulation used. It is also shown that his theory 

distinguishes between logically equivalent constructive specifications, 

accepting one and rejecting another. 
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I 1  Introduction ■ 

As in other areas of social science, international politics theorists ' 

are increasingly turning to mthenatics for languages in which to express 

their theories. While examples of specific problo. areas which have seen 

extensive uses of nathemtics abound, perhaps the most technically sophis- 

ticated are the various extensions to the Richardson analysis of anns reces 

(e.g., Richardson, 1960; Intriligaton, 1954; Brito, 1972; Zinnes and Gilles- 

Pie. 1973), reveml of which have analyzed anns reces as optimal control 

problem. 

In this paper we adopt a model-theoretic (see 52) perspective to inves- 

tigate the various roles mathematics might play in problem fonnulation and 

theory development and to relate these roles to the various purposes to 

which the theories might be put. While the argument to be made is general, 

the specific evidence is specific theory dependent. Iherefore much of an ' 

analysis will be done on Brito's (1972) paper on dynamic anrs races. The 

Brito formulation was chosen because it is both a very general statement 

of the ar^s race problem from the optimal control perspective and is easily 

accessible. A. general conclusicns of this analysis are, we believe, appli- 

cable beyond the Brito paper. ^ next section develops the nodel-theoretic 

perspective fron which we will view th. application of optical control theory 

to the study of arms races. 

I 
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1 Varieties of Models and "nieories 

There are a variety of terns which will be used in a technical 

sense in developinE the areument of this paper.    Since these terns {..g., 

theory, nodel, system, etc.) are employed in the intermtional politics ' 

literature in a variety of mutually inconsistent ways, it is necessary 

«IM some space be devoted to developing rather precise definitions. 

9m first term to be defined is "theory."   Host all uses of "theory" 

suggest that theories are lin^istio. ttat is they are expressed in soTO 

language.    In intematior^l politics, the lan^age is generelly a "natural- 

one such as Horwegian or English,    to.ever, some are expressed in artificial 

languages such as differential equations (Rictoxison options) or nWM) 

(Forrester's World Model).    In generel, as „ill b. argued below, the lan- 

gte in which a theory is.expressed is conseouantial.    languages are not 

always interchangeable and propositions which are e^ssible in one „my 

may not be expressible in another. 

Secondly, the sentences in a theory of international politics 

generally are assertions that soae state of affaire obtains in soae 

v^rld;   that is, that it is tn« in som. world.    For exa^le, cne vereion 

Of Rosenau's adaptation theory contains the sentence "Variations in the 

stature of a nation are related to ch^es in the nation's exterml 

environment."   lhat the sentences in a theory are asserted to be tree 

vo*d seem to b. fairly unobjectio^ble (ftr an opposing position see 

IHedMn. 1953).   Of course, to assert a sentence to be tree does not 

make it true.   Whether particular sentences are accepted as tree is 

largely dependent upon epistemological, methodological, and socio 

logical concerns which are outside the scope of this essay.    t*Mh 

hero is being employed in the sense of Tarski (igw). 
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Thus far a theory has been said to be a set of sentences each of 

which is asserted to be true. Since the concern of this paper will be 

primarily with theories which have some deductive structure relating 

the sentences, the definition can further be sharpened to read: "A 

theory, in a technical sense, is a set of sentences where each sentence 

is asserted to be true and where the set is closed under deduction." 
i 

That is, the theory set contains any sentence logically implied by any 

other sentence in the set. Thus, this concept requires seme preassigned 

logical framework such as the predicate calculus. The definition given 

above is a fairly standard one within the context of the deductive sciences. 

In most of the international politics literature, no clear distinction 

is drawn and maintained between models and theories. Indeed, the common 

practice is to use "model'* and "theory" as synonyms. Thus  in seme 

contexts the Richardson equations are termed a "model" of the arms race 

and in others a "theory" of the arms race. While there is nothing wrong 

with having synonyms for frequently used words such as "theory," there is 

a useful technical distinction which can be made between "model" and 

"theory." 

Corresponding to the technical sense of theory defined above, is a 

technical notion of model where a model for a set of sentences (i.e., a 

theory) is a set theoretic stmcture which satisfies those sentences. 

(This discussion of model is based upon Thorson and Stever, 1974.) More 

specifically, a set-theoretic structure M is a set of elements (objects), 

A = {a1, a2, . . .)  together with a set of relations of order i, P?"l, . 

• ., Pi2, and may be expressed 

.M = <Ai Pjl, Pj2, . . ., pjn, . . .>" 
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This idea of a set theoretical st^ctun. is important to the development 

[.      of the arcuncnt of this paper and will be rammed to below. The point 

to note here, however, is that A is an abstrat set (i.e., collection of 

objects). Mo particular dorain from which the objects must be drawn has 

|       been specified. The elements of A cculd be numbers (a numerical domin), 

• .  weapons systems (a political domain), wends (a linguistic domain) etc. 

Quite clearly if the goal is to develop a theory which is erpirically de- 

scriptive of some aspect of politics, e.g., arms races, sc^ of the ele- 

ments of A should resemble objects believed to be present in the referent 

I       reality being Theorized about. The relations in M are subsets of i-fold 

cartesian products on elements in A. Given a set of theoretic structure 

which is felt to in seme (as yex undefined) sense represent the referent 

reality,^the theorist will want to write dovn sentences which are descrip- 

tive of properties of M. Th.ese sentences form a theory of M. As an infor- 

iral ejanple, the m» race work to be considered below appears to be devel- 

oping a theory of a set theoretic structure where A consists of two nations, 

each nation's stock of weapons, a consumption stock for each nation, and 

money. The relations include reaction rules and utility functions for 

each nation. In order to develop a theory of such a structure, it is nec- 

essary to have a language in which the properties of M can be expressed. 

Such language L in which properties of M can be expressed will consist 

of fomulas generated by a specified set of rules, say the predicate calcu- 

lus, from an alphabet consisting of relation symbols (^ R2, ...), var- 

iable s^ls Ur  x2, . . . ), connectives (-1,A ,v. . . . ), and quanti- 

fiers, (3 ,V). Since functions and constants are special kinds of rela- 

tions, function symbols (f^ f2, . ! . ) and constant sumbols (c^ c,, . . . ) 

will also be used in L. The language L is generally assumed to be first or- 

der, that is, its variables range over the elements of A (as opposed to 
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ranging over the subsets of A, or set of subsets, etc.). Sentences in L 

are formulas containing no free variables. 

Let T be a set of axioms in a language L. If 0 is a mpping of con- 

stant symbols occurring in T into the set of objects A, and also a napping 

of relation symbols occurring in T into the set of relations in M, then M 

provides an interpretation of T under 0. If this interpretation results in 

the sentences in T being true, then M is said to satisfy T and M is a model 

of the axiom set T. A irodel for a set of axians then, is a set-theoretic 

mathematical structure which together with the rapping 0 interprets the 

axioms in such a way that the axioms are true. 

ThQ distinction just rade between objects and symbols denoting objects 

(constants) and between relations and relation symbols should be emphasized: 

The reason for this distinction is that each rapping cnt0 the objects and 

relations in a structure H provides an interpretation of the symbols in T. 

This  is ijiportant since  (as will te ihCM)) a given axicn set can have irore 

than one interesting interpretation, and only tooa of them will be models of 

the set. 

One of the most obvious problems with the above definition of nodel 

is what is meant by a sentence being "true." Rather than provide an extended 

discussion of truth, the reader is referred to Tarski C1W0. The notion of 

truth being employed here is senantic and not "nethodological." The impor- 

tant question is not hew we know whether a particular sentence is true but 

rather what is meant to assert a sentence to be true. Roughly the idea of  • 

truth being suggested here is similar to that of Aristotle: "To say of what 

is that it is not, or of what is not that it is, is false, while to say of 

what is that it is, or of what is not that it is not, is true." However, a 

|      senantic definition of truth views "truth" as a relation between sentences 

of a language and the objects and relations ^"referred" to by these sentences. 
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•nius, in the terms of. this paper, truth is structure dependent. That is, 

sentences which are true of one set-theoretic structure will not in gener- 

al be true of another. 

This "model dependence" of truth is quite important to bear in mind 

in evaluating mathematical theories of "non-mathematical" phenomena since 

the Tarski definition of truth is the one generally employed by mathemati- 

cians and logicians. One consequence of Tarski's definition is that if 

sane set-theoretic structure together with an appropriate mapping serves 

as a nodel for an axiom set, then 1) by definition, the axions are true of 

the nodel and 2) all deductive consequences of the axioms i.e., the theory 

sentences are true of the model. However, being true of one model does 

not inply anything about being true of other structures (unless these other 

structures can be shown to stand in some special relation (e.g., iscmorphisrf.) 

to the nodel. Thus, for example, great care must be exercised in moving 

from one structure, e.g., a well specified model, to another, e.g., "the 

real world." While this point will be developed further below, it will be 

helpful to first illustrate what is meant by model using several examples. 

In order to make this definition of model more clear, consider a very 

simple Theory T' which contains only two axiom sentences. 

Al: ( x^ (x1Rx1) 

A2: ( x1)( x2)( x3) [(x1Rx2Ax2Rx3)->x1Rx3]. 

Consider further the following two mathematical structures: 

M*: <A;P >  where2A is a finite set of "alternatives" 
and P is the binary relation "is preferred 

and 

Mftft: <L;F >  where L is the set of "living males" and 
F is the binary relation "is the father of." 

If the symbol R is napped onto P , and the variables are assumed to range 

over A, then Al would raid "for all alternatives in the set A, it is never 
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the case that an alternative in A is preferred to itself." Axiom A2 

would read: "For any triple of alternatives in the set A, if the first 

alternative is preferred to the second, and the second is preferred to 

the third, then the first alternative is preferred to the third." To 

claim M" to be a model of T' is to assert the truth of these two sentences 

(Al and A2). Further, Tarski (ISUU) shows that asserting a sentence to be 

trje is equivalent to saying it is satisfied by all its objects. Again, 

there exists no algorithm for determining whether a particular sentence is 

in fact satisfied by all its objects. However, to assert that T' is modeled 

by Mft is to say that each sentence in T' is satisfied by all its objects. 

Let us now examine the relation between the structure H** and the 

sentences in T1. Do we want to assert that M:':" is a model of T'? In this 

2 
case the function maps the relation symbol R onto the relation F . Inter- 

preting Al with M** results in the sentence: 

"For all males in the set of all living males, it is never 

the case that a male is the father of himself." 

To assert that M"" is a model for T' is to assert this to be a true 

sentence. And, indeed, the sentence is empirically true. However, we 

must be careful not to move hastily fron this observation to asserting 

tint M"" is a model for T. The definition of a model requires that all 

the axioms be tme when interpreted by a models Consider A2. Under M- 

we have the following sentence: 

"For any three males in Lj if male, is the father of 

*  male», and male - is the father of male-, then male. 

is the father of iiBle3." 
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Again, to assert M** is a nodel for T; is to assert the truth of this 

Bentcncc. Yet this sentence is empirically untrue. Indeed, an ordinary 

language translation of this sentence would result in the assertion that 

a grandfather is the father of his grandson. The reason "is preferred to" 

seems a satisfactory interpretation of R and "is the father of" does not. 

is that "is preferred to" is generally thought to be a transitive relation 

(as asserted by A2) and "is the father of" is not transitive. Thus the 

structure M** is not a model for T'. 

Another transitive relation is "is greater than." If the letter "I" 

denotes the set of integers, and ">" denotes "is greater than," then the 

structure I,> is a model for T'. A thirxd trar.sitive relation "is greater 

than or equal to" may be denoted by ">.." Consider whether the structure 

1,1 is a mcdel of T'. Clearly axion A2 is'trve with this interpretation; 

hcwever, Al reads as follows: 

"For any integer, it is never the case that the integer 

is greater than or equal to itself." 

Most of us would assert this sentence to be false and not allow 

1,1 as a model for T'. 

Hopefully, these simplistic examples provide a general sense of how 

the tenns "model" and theory" are being used in this paper. Moreover, it 

should be clear from the above discussion that it is possible to develop 

a theory of models. In Robinson's (1953) words: "Model theory deals with 

the relations between the properties of sentences or sets of sentences 

|       specified in a fomal language on one hand, and of the mathcratical struc- 

tures which satisfy these sentences, on the other hand [p.l]." 

This notion of model is central to the theory building enterprise. 
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In theorizing about any phenomena (be it arms races, ethics, or whatever) 

a necessary first step is to isolate a set of "objects" (variables) with 

which the theory will be concerned. Each of these objects in turn can 

take on a number of values. Each of these values is scrnetimes termed an 

appearance of the object. For example, suppose scr.e theory of arr.3 races 

partitioned overall weapons stock into three values or appearances - 

low, medium, high. From the model theoretic perspsctive, this means the 

A component of the mathematical structure <A; P.> will include weapons steck 

as an object which is itself a set consisting of three elements where each 

element correspends to one of the appearances of the object. 

Since the arms race work to be examined is based upon systems theory 

concepts it will be helpful to briefly illustrate the equivalence betv;een 

a set theoretic structure and an abstract system. In general, theories 

will not be about phenomena with only one object (e.g., weapons stock) but 

rather about worlds with "n" objects, X, X^, . . . X . A general system 

can then be defined (Mesarcvic, 1958; Windeknecht, 1971) as a relation in 

the cartesian product of these objects: 

1  <  «      n 

The cartesian product of n sets is the set of all ordered n-triples 

<x,, X2, • . . x > where x,cX,, XjE Xj, . . . x c X .  A relation on the 

cartesian product of n sets is simply a subset of all ordered n-tuples. 

Thus any system is a mathematical structure and may serve as a model for 

a theory. While this definition is quite abstract, it is possible to get 

from it to the familiar black box with inputs X and outputs Y. This is 

done by first defining an index set: 

I = (1, 2, ... n) 

and then partitioning I into 
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ix = av i2, . . . y .       | 

" - tf9  {im+l' ^+2' * ' ' in} 

Since this is a partition, 

^ U ^ = ! 

IxAIy = 0 

and 

Next define an input set X; 

X = <x. |iclx) 

and an output set Y 

y = (x.licy 

A system can now be defined as a relation on the cartesian product of 

inputs and outputs, or: 

S i XxY 

While this may seem excessively abstract, such a view irakcs it very 

difficult to fall into the trap of reifying systems. A system is something 

the theorist imputes on the objects believed to make up the world. If ob- 

jects are "badly" picked then statements true of the system will not in 

general be true of the world. That a system can be inputed reflects the 

constraints on the allowable conjunctions of appearances the objects in 

the theorists world are allowed to evince. 

ttuis, the set theoretic system structure considered above is gener- 

ally at best a statement of existence made by the theorist. The claim is 

made that some relation on the specified objects does in fact exist. Un- 

fortunately, except for very simple systems one cannot actually specify the 

system at this level of abstraction. That is, generally it is impossible 

to write down or otherwise detemdne which elements of the cartesian product 

arc contained in the subset S and which are not. This should be expected 

since even in mathematics very few of the objects and relations of interest 
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are specified directly and one of the key problems of mthenvatics is that 

of the search for bases or fienerators for various sets (Hamnerv 1971). For 

«ample, it is not possible to list all of the elements in  S-X^Y, X=Y=set 

of positive real numbers, even when S is Graphically represented by the 

following figure. 

It is possible however to express S in terms of the equation of the lir-, 

i.e., 
< 

S = {(x,y)cXxYiy=x} 

The corresponding task for theorists constructing models of systems is 

constructive specification (Mesarovic, 1S68; Windekneckt, ITX). 

ttie process of constructive specification is ver/ familiar and is 

probably the cause of much confusion in the modeling process. For example, 

consider: 

,  * A = {1, 2, 3} 

B = {2, 3, 4) 

S = {(1,2), (2,3), (3,U)}£A>CB 

In this example S is actually a function 

S: A-^B 

and clearly 

(a,b)cS^b = a+1, acA 

where ♦ refers to ordimry addition of rcal numbers. This observation 
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allows cm alternate description of the set S, that is: 

S» = {(a,b)cAxB|b=a+l} 

S' and S are clearly the same set. That is, S was defined by listing its 

elements and S' was defined by giving a rule which determined its elements. 

S^is a constructive specification of S which simply means that the elements 

in S are detemined by a specified formula. Further, it is important to 

note that the constructive specification is not unique. For example: 

S11 = {(a,c)eA*C|a=c-3} 

where C= {4, 5, 6), is a different construction but S" is the Sc^me set 

as S. It should be clear that a large proportion of the sets considered 

in mathematics are constructively specified. 

In the theory proposed by Kesarovic (1968), the" constructive speci- 

fication of a system is achieved through auxiliary functions (to be defined 

belcw) and requires the concept of a state representation of S. Any input 

output system can be written as a relation 

In general the system will in fact be a relation and not a function. That 

is, there will generally be more than one output element in Y corresponding 

to a given, unique input in X. A state representation of X provides suffi- 

cient additional information about the system to remove this ambiguity and 

provide for a unique element in Y given the state and the input. Fainally 

this is achieved by representing the given system as the union of several 

systems each of which is a function in the mathematical sense (unique inputs 

gives unique output). That is, let 

f -  {f|f:X-Y £ fcS) 

Then, S = U?. It is then possible to define a napping M, 

M: I-*Zt 

which associated a unique name with each function in F. Z is the set of 
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labels or names.    Then, the system 

S :    ZxX-»Y 

can be defined with the property that 

(z, x, y) c S -^(z, y) e S 
Zi 

In Hesarovic's terms Z is the global state object of the system and S    is 

the global state representation.    Essentially, the state zcZ defines which 

function in f is used to specify the output ycY for a given input xcX. 

The state representation removes ambiguity fron the system in an ab- 

stract sense but it does not necessarily provide any real insight into the 

system structure.    However, a constructive specification scnetimes can be 

developed to provide such insight.    Essentially, a constructive specifica- 

tion is a new system S   which is In some sense simpler than S and can be 

used to specify the elements of S.    It generally takes the form of scrce type 

of algorithm.    Roughly, the intent is to provide a rechanism by which given 

the state (an ele-rent in Z) and the input (an elerent in X) the output can 

be determined. 

A constructive specification typically would have the following struc- 

ture.   toppings 

c 
Y :  y-* c 

are specified and a new system 

' S ": ZxX->Y c   c c 

is determined.    To be of use, S   should be algorithnically determined, 

i.e., given zcZ and x tX   a well defined procedure should exist to deter- 

mine the corresponding element y.cY .    A constructive specification of S 

is obtained if: 

{(x,y)cX>«Y|y=4'(Sc(z, Kx))), zcZ}cS 

We are explicitly assuming the demain of S    is the cartesian product Z*X. z 
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As an example of the procedure, consider: 

S   XxY 

X = {xv X2},    Y = {y1, y2, y3) 

S * ^SV s2, s3» s^ 
where 

sl * (xl' Vl* 

s2 = (xl» V 
63 = (x2, y2) 

A state representation is achieved if we define Z = {1, 2} and let 

Sz = {(1, xr y1), (1, x2, y2), (2, x1> yj,  (2, JCJ, y2)} 

A construction specification of this system is now described.    Let 

Xc = {1» 2}»   Yc ' {3'  5» 9>'    z ■ Ui 2) 
and let 

Sc = {(2, xc, yc)|Yc=2+2xc   zcZ,    xccXc) 

Ihen, v/ith 

♦ = {(xv 1), (x2, 2)} 

»■ {(3, y^,  (5, y2),   (9, y3)) 

it follows that 

S1 = {(xjy)^ = Y(z+2*(x)) xcX, zeZ) 

and S» = S. 

Notice that given a state and input, say 2=1, x^, we can "conpute" 

y.   That is, 

xc ' *(xl) ' 1 

yc = 2 + 2xc = 1 + 2x1 = 3 

JL«4 

»(yc) = f<S) = y1 

j Ihe conclusion is that Ur yj c S'    and hence in S. 
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It should be explicitly pointed out that the use of numbers and 

arithmetic in the example is not particularly sicnificant. The importance 

is that a well defined, well understood set of operations was used to 

determine the elements which appear in S. 

It should also be obvious that there is not much utility in the 

construction for small finite problems. There is no particular advantage 

in using the constructive specification of S instead of S itself for such 

a system. However, in general the system S cannot explicitly be written 

dewn and constructive specification provides a way of increasing under- 

standing of the structure of the system. 

The concepts of auxiliary functions (*, y, S ) and constructive 

specification are very common in engineering oriented system theories. 

In fact as Uindekneckt points out [Wind., 1971] they are so cc^mon that 

the basic process and the assumptions are often overlooked. Difference 

equations, differential equations, stochastic processes, matheiatical 

programming, etc., are all standard models methods used by system 

engineers and systems theorists. A large portion of the systems theory 

work tends to be the search for more and more general ways of establishing 

the properties of the systems of concern. 

The results of such efforts are invaluable but certain cautions must 

be taken. It should be clear that the resul L of a constructive specification 

is a system 

S» = {(x,y)cXxY|y=4'(z,*(x)),zeZ} 

It is not within the realm of the constructive specification procedure to 

establish ttiat S'S S or even to establish sane lesser form of equivalence 

between the systems. 

In many instances the system S is rot carefully specified even to the 

degree of defining the objects,. Without a definition of S the mappings 

♦ and V cannot be defined and by default are implicitly assumed to be 
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result of the specification and nothing more. 

Another point can also be made. The global state object defined ear- 

lier as well as the global state representation were introduced as mathanati- 

cal artifacts. Substantive analysis of the system is always required if they 

arc to have any meaning or interpretation. The analyst or theorist is not 
i 

at liberty to assume a specification procedure and consider his results truth 

in anything but the system S1. 

To better illustrate the point consider on engineering problem of de- 

scribing the time behavior of the displacement from equilibrium of the mass 

in the simple mechanical system in the diagram belcw for various applied 

forces. It is very reasonable to assume that the diagram accurately reflects 

the actual interconnections of components in the system. 

Spring I Shock absorber 

—eaap 

toss 

Force 

With forces as a function of time and displacement fron equilibrium as a 

function of time as basic objects an engineer would probably establish mathe- 

natical time functions 

S: T-»R 

X:* T-R 

to describe displacement and force respectively. He would then proceed with 

050 
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a differential equation 

nri2x(t) cdx(t)     A     ^^,     ^ %  2—       +     te«^) = f(t) 
dt^ dt I 

where m, c, k denote mass, damping constant, and spring constant respect- 

ively! x(t) and f(t) are real nxnlxrs  representing displacement and force 

at tire t respectively, i.e., tcT, f(t)cR, x(t)cR. All nxtsn are inter- 

preted with respect to established scales of measurer.ent. 

Ihe engineer would then use the algorith-n (differential equation) to 

find mathenBtical functions in X which satisfy the equation for a given 

function in T representing force. The resulting solutions are his irodel 

of the system. The differential equation is his ccnsttMctive specification. 

The point of the example is that the engineer has confidence that his 

model accurately represents the behavior of the physical system over a spec- 

ified range of conditions. This confidence arises frnn an understanding of 

each cceponent (spring, mass, shock absorber) and confidence in the physical  ' 

principles used in establishing the behavior of the components when connected 

in the system. Each part of the model can be justified and interpreted on 

physical pounds. 

If the engineer were asked to construct the same system model without 

knowledge of the system itself but given several graphs of tim histories 

described as inputs and outputs, he conceivably could obtain the same differ- 

ential equation using data analytic technique. However, even though the 

resulting equation and system model is the same as that derived above, the 

engineer does not have the same degree of understanding of the physical sys- 

tem modeled. In the later case he does not have any interpretation for 

additional variables brought into the model ^ **, m> k| c). Ke fur_ 

thenrore cannot ensure that his model will describe the "real" system be- 

havior for any inputs other than those on which the model derivation was 

based. 051< 
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Under the conceptualization developed here, systems based theory 

building involves theorizing about at least three and s.ometijnes. four dis- 

tinct set theoretic structures. The first, the "referent realit/" is not 

. kncwable directly and knowledge of it is mediated by perception and cog- 

nition as well as measuring devices. Based upon this indirect knowledge, 

a set of variables and relations is posited (the model, S) and a theory of 

this model (sentences which are true of it) is developed. If S is a good 

representation of the referent reality, then the theory will be descriptive- 

ly useful in making statements about the referent reality. However, often 

B will be too complex to specify it constructively and to thereby develop 

useful theories of it. In such cases it is necessary to develop another 

structure, S', which is constructive and which therefore may permit the ce- 

veloprent of interesting theory. In the best case, S' will be related to 

S in the sense that there exists (in the sense of Zeigler, 1971) a behavior 

preserving morphism frcm S to S'. That is, Sf preserves the input-cutput 

relations in S. A theory of S'. is useful in making predictions about the 

behavior of S but will in general not be very helpful in assessing the ef- 

fect of "reorganizations" of S. Thus, to the extent policy advice concerns 

other than input changes, S' may not be helpful in giving policy advice 

even if S is knewn to correspond well to the "referent reality" and S' pre- 

serves input-output relations in S. 

Finally, even S' nay not be tractable for certain purposes. For exam- 

ples, if all the inputs and outputs in S' have disturbance tehns associated 

with them, it may be difficult to say certain sorts of things about S'. In 

such cases a fourth structure Sm may be constructed. S might be an opti- 

mal control formulation which is reached by further simplifying S'. Again 

statements true of Sm will not generally te true of S. This is not to say 

that statements about Sm may not provide insight into S, but only that one 

052' 
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I. 
should be very wary of using optimization models of the arms race as 

"...an effective framework within which critical policy issues can be ex- 

plored (Brito, 1972:371*)." 

In order to illustrate this last point, it is necessary to consider 

a particular theory of the arms race. Since the 1972 Brito romulaticn 

is one of the most general of the optimization formulations we will again 

return to it and examine the adequacy of both the theory and the model. 

Our irethod will be to critique the model and the theory by demonstrating 

the questionable and highly implausible statements which the model and 

theory support. Such an attack is legitimate given the deductive nature 

of the Brito theory. If this is a theory in the technical sense, then the 

theory must contain all sentences deducible from the assumptions. Tne 

theorist is not free to pick and choose among the deductions those which 

he wishes to retain and those he wishes thrown out. 

053- 



.. i 3 Construction Specification based on Optimization Methods 

As developed, the process has at least three basic parts, 

1)  a model  S c XxY 

1)     a specification 

«: x-^x c 
♦« VY 

Sc: ZxXc-.Yc 

3)  the constructively specified model 

S,={(x,y)eXxY(y=^(Sc(z, ♦(x»)l zcZ) 

The basic system model S is presumably based on substantive analysis of the 

system and is a model of some theory consistent with empirical evidence. No- 

tice that even in the ideal case when S'c S,the model S' and the model S are 

only behaviorally equivalent in the sense that input püirs appearing in S' 

appeij? in S. Thejre is no requirement that #9 # or S have any particular 

substantive interpretation. Particularly, one cannot conclude that the art- 

ificially produced objects used in the specification actually illuminate the 

structure of the system S. The best one can say is that S behaves as If it 

performed the operations used by S^  one cannot say S performs those opera- 

tions. 

This is particular true of models S' based on optimization procedures. 

A model specified with optimization notions typically has the following struc- 

ture. The system model is again 

S£XxY 

tut the specification assumes the existence of a decision maker who selects 

the inputs in a particular manner. That is. 

and 

Sc: ZxX-»Y 

P: S-»V c 

arc stated, where Sc is thc SyStcm ^^ and p the p^fq^Queg function 
054'- 
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which evaluates possible appearances of the system S . V is a value set 

ar>J is partially ordered by MM relation, denoted here by <. We assuro 

SC=X, yc=Y for clarity only. 

With this structure, it is assumed that the decision nuker selects 

the elements in X corresponding to each state zcZ so that 

A     ft 
P(z,x »y*) <.P(z,x,y) V xcX 

That is, the decision maker selects inputs x   corresponding to a given state 

2 which then establishes the output /.    This appearance of S   satisfies the 

partial order relation on V and hence determir.es which ap^arances art accept- 

able.    The model S' is then 

Sl={(x ,y )cXxY|p(2)X*)y*) < P(2,x,y)    zcZ) 

Only solutions to the optimization problem arx2 included in the model S». 

Such optimization or maximum prL-.ciple approaches to model generation 

are used in Langrangian mechanics in physics for example.    The reader is 

referred to Sämuelson (1971) for an excellent discussion of such methods. 

Again however, the result is a behavioral model, i.e., S'c S and the opti- 

mization itself often dees not have any substantive interpretation.    It is 

used only to simplify the specification of the nodel S'.    This can sometimes 

lead to confusion if the models are to be used for policy analysis and de- 

sign.    This point will be discussed below. 

r 
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S i*   Control Systems as Models for Policy Evaluation 

The discussions to this point have dealt nainly with the problems of 

developing descriptive theories and models, that is theories and models 

which account for observations in the empirical world and identify inter- 

relationships. It is reasonable to assume that policy analysis and synthe- 

sis cannot proceed without valid descriptive models. In fact it is often 

necessary to develop more detailed and structured models consistent with 

descriptive theories before policy design can be attempted. 

The use of control systems and adaptive systems in structures has often 

been suggested for policy oriented theory development (e.g., see the papers 

in Rosenau, 1974). 

It is important at this point to distinguish between control systems 

and control probleTs. Control systems are systems with a particular struc- 

ture. They are dynamic (parameterized by time), and have input objects 

that can be partitioned into at least two classes, iranipulable inputs and 

disturbance inputs, i.e., X=M*W where M denotes manipulable inputs, U de- 

notes disturbance inputs. The system is therefore modeled by 

S e M*W>cY 

and each object is a time object (set of time functions). The system has 

internal mechanisms for detemining values for the manipulated variables 

at each point in time. The mechanism presumably enables the system to 

achieve desirable configurations and satisfactory overall performance. 

A control problem en the other hand is a problem statement that need 

not have any relationship with a "real" system. Generally, a control prob- 
* # 

IOP consists of a system model 

S :Z xM xw -Y 
m m in m m 

and performance specifications consistirg of the follcwing triple; 

a perfomtmce function 

P: S^V m D5S< 
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« 
a tolerance function 

T:   V/-^V m 
and satisficing relation 

RCVKV 

The tcnninology is that of Kesarovic (1970). The control problem is con- 

sidered solved if there is an element in m, say m , such that for all ele- 

ments zcZ c Z and wcW c W 
Jn m     m- m 

(P (z,ms,w,y), T(w) ) c R 

That is satisfactory perfonmnce is achieved for tlie disturbance set speci- 

fied assuming the model S . 
m • 

In almost all cases Sm is a constructively specified model and W, M 

and V are sets with a great deal of mathematical structure. The.  highly pop- 

ular optimal control problems require that R be a partial order and T define 

the minimum (or maximum) element in V for each element in W . Essentiallv 
m ' 

then the solution of a control problem is a constructive specification of a 

model. Whether or not this model is useful for policy analysis depends on 

the validity of Sm and the interpretations of the Performance measures. 

Such utility is not guaranteed simply because the model derivation followed 

from a control problem formulation. That is, what is true of S need not 
■ 

be tme of S unless S and Sm stand in some "known" relation to one another. 

For the results to be useful the model Sm must in fact be a good repre- 

sentation of the system S. This most certainly requires that the disturbance 

set Mdtl t^ adequately represent W and not be the result of mathematical 

convenience. It also requires that predictions made with S be in seme well 

defined sense be empirically correct. This fact is clearly recognized by the 

leadero in the development of optimal control theory, Athans (1971). 

Brito (1972) uses an optimal control formulation in his derivation of 

an arms race model. His overall system involves two nations each of which 
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is nodded in terms of the above structure.    Specifically, the following 

ßtnicture is used. 

Nation one is modeled by 

nw       1 T.   1   1 

?1 :    C1xW1xW2-R 

and nation two is modeled by 

V    VC2xY2^2 
P2 :   CjXl^xWj-^R 

Ail of the objects are sets of non-negative real valued time functions and 

time is modeled by the non-negative reals. Specifically, for each ration 

S
m.
: {(wi' ci» Yi)|Wi(t)=Yi(t)-Ci(t)-BiWi(t),o<t<-} 

and 

P^ «W1,W2,Ci,Pi)|Pi=7e-
rt(U1(Ci,Di(W1,V72)) dt 

for some real number r, and 
functions U. and D.} 

TTie utility function ü^ is not specified but is assumed to 1 5ve the follcwing 

properties: 

Wj   CO, Di(W1,V72)] = «  W1,W2 

3C. 

au^ Cci,Di(o,o)] = K <» c. 
aDi 
.2, 

■i  öt     0     CpW^ 

aciaDi 

Also, the functions Di are assuried to have the following properties: 

& >0 

, 05S< 
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In Brito's formulation C models the consumption level, W weapons 

etock levels, Y net rational product levels. The weapons stock of nation 

i is the state and output of system i. The manipulated variable in system 

i is consumption level. The net mtional product of nation i is an external 

input to system i and can be considered the input. The weapon level of na- 

tion j is an external input and is a disturbance in system i. 

Each control problem leads to a constivctive specification for each 

system. That is, a set of solutions can be generated given utility func- 

tions and inputs. Specifically, the specification of system 1 is of the 

fonn 

(W1>y;L,C1)eS  and Wj specified) 

A similar construction holds for system two. Essentially, the specification 
i 

consists of solutions to the control problem under the assumption that infor- 

mation about the disturbance (other rations weapons stocks) is given. 

Brito is interested only L\ weapons stocks so the overall constructive 

specification of his system is 

S' = {(W]L,W2)I(Y1,C1,Wi)cS{ 6 (YrCrV2)zS2) 

It is clear fron, the above development that the functions which finally 

appear in the model S' are strongly dependent on the form of the individual 

system models and the structure of the performance msasures. .The only justi- 

fication given for the model is that it is in fact optimal with respect to 

stated measures of performance and equations of motion. The class of func- 

tions defined by S' is bread, but as we will show later it is not necessarily 

representative of any "real" or even reasonable arms race system. 

No control engineer would implement a control law (policy) without first 

verifying that it does in fact produce satisfactory performance. Typically 
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this is accomplished through testing on a prototype system or when this is 

not possible through test on a more detailed and more complete nodel than 

the model used to design the control law. 

In particular, optirulity does not imply that the control law is usable. 

Optimality is always a property of the model but not necessarily of the con- 

trolled syste-n. This is why optiral control is useful for space flights 

where disturbances are minimal and system dynamics well understood but less 

useful for process control applications where the system dynamics and dis- 

turbances are less well understood. In fact, it is no exaggeration to say 

that no discrete state control system was ever designed with the methods of 

optimal control theory. 

i. 

D 060 
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I 5 Implications 

Brito (1972) claifflB that his mcdel of the arms race provides "an effec- 

tive framework in which critical policy issues can be explored." He further 

claims his model proves that "...although the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks 

nay succeed in reaching an agreement to maintain the status quo, neither side 

will agree to reduce arms levels." These are very strong claims based on a 

model, in fact on a constructive specification of a model, which is based on 

very tenuous substantive assumptions. 

It is more accurate to state that Brito observed no pairs (VJ, ,V.' )cSl, 

where S1 is the constructive specification of his theory, that decreased with 

time. Clearly, this observation about S' does not i^ply the same is true in 

sane empirical system modeled by S. In fact no system S is established. It 

is safe to say that nearly all, if not all, of the statements in the theory 

are included for the constructive specification process and are not based on 

observed characteristics of real arms races. For example, the conclusion 

about non-decreasing weapons stocks is dependent directly upon assumpticns 

about the utility functions involved and these assumptions are at best ad 

hoc. 

It is enlightening to look carefully at scne of the requirements of the 

Brito theory. For mathematical reasons only, "smooth" utility functions are 

used and marginal utility with respect to weapons is parameterized in the 

following way, 

3Ui(Ci,Di(W1,W2)    _   31^  3Di 

3Wi aDi    3Wi 

Various assumptions are rade about the given partial derivaties and this 

Jas some interesting consequences.   • 
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Assume that ration one has the following utility function 

U1(C1,D;]L(V/1>W2)) = InCC^) + D(WltW2) 

with 

D = (W^)2 

The utility function is therefore 

j UL(CI9tfx.W2) = IniCJ  + (W^)2 

Tnis utility function is not allowed by the Brito theory because 

'S   .i»o 
8W 2 

and the theory require that this partial derivative be non-positive. 

Now, consider the utility function 

ui ^ W V3 = ln(ci) + ^^V W2) 

where D = W, - W2 

Qearly, 

l^ (C1>D1(W1,V.'2)) = In (Cj^) + CWJ-WJ)2 

i 
which is identically the same as U, defined above. U, is alla-jable under 

"Öie Brito theory. All derivative conditions on U are met and 

3D1  =  1>0 

^ 

3W2 

-1 < 0 

«i  =  0<0 

av^2 

3W23W2 
0 > 0 

Hence we have one utility function which is accepted by theory under one 

specification but not another. One would expect an economic theory to be 

concerned about the utility function but one certainly would not expect 

06^' 
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the thooi-y to distinguish bctvcen altermto writings of the same function. 

The theory is clearly dependent on the specification and in fact is designed 

to meet the analytical needs of a particular model. The theory is not in- 

ternally consistent. Brito's desire to "discriminate between these appar- 

ently conflicting viewpoints" of arms race stability is certainly not aided 

by a theory that cannot recognize the same utility function in two logically 

equivalent forms. 

• Claims atout policy relevance certainly are not justified. We have 

been given a new theory and a new model was constructed but this model has 

no substantive content. VJe are treated to an exereise in mtheiratics, not 

policy analysis. 

The sentences in the Brito theory have been shown to have highly im- 

plausible deductive consequences. That is, two logically equivalent forms 

of the utility function are treated differently within the theory. Thus, 
t 

as a theory of arms races (i.e., of a referent reality consisting in part 

of weapons stocks, etc.) the Brito theory appears to be unsatisfactory. 

Kcwever it nuy be that the structure itself, S', is still useful and that 

the theory simply is an inaccurate description of the properties of S'. To 

show that this is not the case requires a different farm of argument. 

Recall that the structure considered by Brito consists of objects such 

as rations, each ration's stock of weapons and consumer goods, money and of 

relations such as reaction equations and utility functions for: each nation. 

UN question at hand is the extent to which these objects and relations cor- 

respond to those of the referent reality in which arms races are believed to 

take place. The point is not that a model must reproduce all of "reality." 

Such a position is clearly absurd since such a model would be no less tract- 

able than "reality." However, to deny that models need replicate reality is 

not to say that any set of objects and relations is acceptable. As Samuelson 
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(1962) points out in a related context, "If the abctract nodels contain empir- 

ical falsities, we must jettison the models, not gloss over their imdequacies." 

Similarly, a putative model for a theory of aims races must not ignore without 

reason objects and relations which appear to be an important aspect of the 

referent reality. A partial (non-ordered) list of such aspects would prob- 

ably include tine variant utility functions (e.g., in periods of war), arms 

transfers, disturbance terms, observability problem, differences between 

decisions to build a particular level of arms and an» actually produced, 

non hanpgenlety of weapons systems with regard to threat, cost, deployment, 

lead time, "depreciation rate," etc., technological innovation, requirements 

•for a nation to consider more than one ration's level of annamenta in setting 

its own, selective targeting, and on and on. None of these seem to te ex- 

pressible purely in terns of the objects and relations considered by Brito. 

The purpose of this list is not to suggest that we cannot usefully model arms 

r>aces. Rather the argument of this paper has been that the modeling approach 

employed via  the interpretation given to any results must be governed by sub- 

stantive not matha-^tical concerns. Thus we have shown optimal solutions to 

be very "brittle" in the sense that their existence and stability is directly 

tied to the form of the equations used in writing the theory. If the form 

is chosen for mathematical rather than substantive reasons, then there is no 

reason to expect that policies which are optimal in S' will also be optimal 

or even "desirable" in S (especially when S is left unspecified). We simply 

do not knew enough about arms races to embark upon an arnements policy which 

is based, for instance, upon the difference between differentiable and non 

differentiable utility functions. 

In sunnary, mithematics provides a wide array of tools which are extreroly 

valuable to interratioral politics theorists both in the area of model specifi- 
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cation and in theory devclofmcnt. However, it is important that the specific 

mathematical tools chosen be chosen for substantive rather than purely nuthe- 

natical reasons. This is not to say that substantive theory building cannot 

be greatly aided by having seme people posing and solving analytic puzzles 

which provide insight into various "basic" principles. The recent history 

of psychology and economics suggests that the posing of such puzzles can be 

of considerable aid to theory development. However, and this is the point 

of pur paper, such puzzles must not be confused with models for substantive 

theories. Unfortunately, it my be that as incentives for "policy relevance" 

increase, the temptation to confuse analytic puzzles with substantive models 

will becoma almost irresistable. Yet, as we have shown, much of the pa.-er 

of mathematical argu-nent ccrres from its ability to identify "non-obvious" 

implications from explicit assumptions. Many mathematical results - and, 

in general, solutions to optimization problems - are extremely sensitive to 

the statement of assunptions. If there is no reason to prefer the precise 

statement to others which appear  "roughly the same" but which do not all per- 

mit the existence of an optimum then we should be very cautious about our 

interpretation of "optimal solutions" in a policy context. 

It is not sufficient that mathematical models are valid in the sense 

that they contain no errors in derivation. They mast also be correct in 

that they be asserted to describe sorre "real" system. It should serve as 

a challenge to. those who wish to use analytic mathematical structures in 

policy related problems to develop more robust models and provide explicit 

ties with substantive models. 
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i 1     XNIRODUCnOtl 

Allen f.'cwcll (1973a,  290) has observed that there is a conmon view that 

"science advances by playing twenty questions with nature.    The proper tactic 

is to frame a general question, hopefully binary, that can te attacked experi- 

mentally.    Having settled that bits-uorta, one can proceed to the next.    The 

policy appears optimal - one never risks much,  there is feedback from rature at 

every step and progress is inevitable.    Unfortunately, the questions never see- 

to be really answered, the strate^ dees not seem to work."   As an alternative 

Newell suggests developing explicit "complete prceessir.g rrcceis" of control 

strueturtis (what we mean by "control structure" will te discussed in I M ) 

capable of exhibiting goal seeking behavior in fairly brxad range of task 

environments.    While the particular substantive dcrrain "ewell was witinr 

about was experimental psychology, his QOnQBRti are equally applicable to the 

field of international politics.    I-^uch of the research in ir.terraticnal politics 

is centered around such binary issues as big-small, open-closed,  stabilizing- 

destabilizirg, domestic-interrational, center-periphery and so on.    Unfortunately 

research on these and other binary oppositions has not so far resulted in the 

sort of general theory of national behavior that many of us would like to see. 

Perhaps, as is sometimes argued, it is still too early and we must continue 

rather narrcw gauge exercises for a while longer before expecting theoretical 

payoff - we must move slowly from the simple to the more coj^lex. 

However, there are several problems with the "sijiple to the complex" view. 

First, the terns "simple" and "complex" are themselves relative to a particular 

description and it nay be that "simple" descriptions of anything as "complex" 

as the way governments process infonration to preduce behaviors will simply 

be useless or misleading.    Indeed this logical possibility was suggested by 

Von Neumann (19G6, ) when he wrote:    "There is a good deal in fomal logics 
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to indicate that the description of an autoiraton is simpler than the automaton 

itself as long as the automaton is not very complicated, but that when you get 

to high complications, the actual object is simpler than the literary descrip- 

tion." In other words, models of governmental control structures may be simpler 

to construct and exhibit than to describe. If such is the case conputer sijnula- 

tion becomes a useful tool. 

A second problem with the "simple to complex" position is that it fails to 

recognize that the sünple is interesting only in the context of some (perhaps 

veiled) picture of the complex. Without a comprehensive view we run the danger 

of retracing the steps of Sommerhoff's spy who was so obsessed with detail that 

he followed the telephone cables of the Pentagon to uncover the "true" source 

of paver - and located the Pentagon telephone exchange. 

The purpose of this paper is to use a preliminary attempt to model Saudi 

Arabian decision making to illustrate how control concepts can be useful in 

developing corrolete processing models of governments. The Saudi government is 

viewed as an infonration processing system. Such systems can be described gen- 

erally in terms of 1) the goals of the processor 2) the structure of the proc- 

essor 3) the structure of the outer environment (or specific task environments). 

The structure of the processor will be Todeled by a scheme known as prxxiuction 

systems (see § 7). One difference between the approach presented in this paper 

and most other uses of control theory in interrational relations is our concern 

with modeling the internal structure of the processor. While formal reasons for 

this concern are presented in § 7, a frequently encountered example might serve 

to illustrate the sense in which we are interested in internal structure. 

As a final exam an electrical engineering class is given a sealed black 

box with three input terminals and two output terminals together with a catalog 

of electrical components. The exam task is discover the internal "wiring" of 

the box by observing its behaviors as functions of changes in input sirnals 
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(probably in the form of elcctTiral impulses). Specifically, they must draw a 

MtaMtio diagram of the black box mechanism which is conplete enough to allow 

a replica to be txiilt. 

To solve the problem, a student must analyze input-output relations to cane 

up with possible mapping functions. However, an input-output analysis is not 

enough. He must also synthesize and build a mechanism which can actually 

perform the mappings identified in the analysis. That is, he must model a 

structurxi which processes inputs in such a way as to produce the observed 

outputs. Clearly, not only will any "blueprint" for the mechanism be 

non-unique, but so will any specification of procedures for moving from 

the blueprint to an operating realization of the mechanism. Yet, these 

additional considerations will be of interest to the student of international 

politics. This process of modeling internal structure might be termed 

mechanism elucidation (after Fedorov, 1972). It is in this sense that 

input-output analysis is not enough. 

The black box example is, we believe, analogous to the problem of developing 

theories of the behaviors of governments. Again we must be concerned with the 

structure which processes information as well as the input-output relations 

which obtain. Moreover, while we have no "catalog of components" to aid in 

stmctural specification, there are a number of observations which, taken 

together, greatly limit the class of admissible structures. These 

characteristics of governments will be outlined in the next section. 
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S    2   STRUCTURAL QlARACimSTICS 

In modeling Cover^nts there appear to be several structural characteristics 

| ! which any potential ccnplcte prc^essinc n.xiel of a gover^nt should exhibit. 

VMle each of these principles is fairly si^le, taken together ther. ar. few 

existing TOdels which s^ltaneously satisfy all of the..    In this section these 

^ principles will be briefly indeed.    Succeeding sections will then discuss 

how control structures night be identified which satisfy the-n. 

First, governments attest to manipulate rpecific e>crerT.al environments 

and therefore if the govenrent is reeled as a control strucke, explicit 

attention nust also be paid to deling the range of envirorv^nts^ which 

the government operates.    KodeliT.g the Bovarmmt mm » n^^ ^•o MJW 0-'S<.~>...enx as a control structure in no 

way entails treating it as an ODtixnl cantrell««     A u.11 im«       ^ i   turn* k^iiu^ALxsr«    A weii xnov.n attempt to 

WM Lt^tional tehavics uithcu. tr^tfeg Eove^nts as ccr.^ st^arar.s 

is found in Fotraston (1971).    m constr-.=ti-.g the ootel, of gove^ental 

conta^l st^ctures and their mtocamH, it is important to explicitly 

■Ito for disturb^cos.    D. U^attm, of dis^riances in the ^terat^al 

env^ent reives illicit sapport ft« the ongoing ooneenn oven .oh issues 

as "acoidental way."   Ms^tances ?lay i.^^ roles even „, such ^^ 

sophistioated devioes as «UitBy co^anioations channels.    Me' (1973) oites 

the exa^le of the Joint Chiefs decision at the boginMng of the Six-tey War 

to order the U.S. ship U^rty ^ less dmgerous ^^    ^ ^ ^ 

sent in at least four different messagcs over the 13 hour period prior to 

the Israeli attack.    None of the usages vas received in tune by the 

Liberty.    TV» of the messages were misrouted, a thirxj was lost in a relay 

station, and a fourth was de.ayed until hours after the attack.    "We failure 

in emergency oo^unications occ^d under atost perfect conditions:    No 
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facilities had been disabled, there was no enemy jamminß and no restrictions 

on the use of available communication nodes (273)." Attempts must be nade 

to model such disturbances. 

Second, t)x:  internal structure of the govemirent should be mcdeled. That 

is, useful models of covemments must go beyond preserving input-output 

relationships to also characterizing the manner in which input infonration is 

transformed into outputs. There is considerable evidence to suggest that 

such an approach requires at leajt modeling bureaucratic structures within 

governments (e.g., see Allison, 1971; Halperin, IfTH), Such an approach 

is distinct from, for example, the "unitary rationa]. actor" perspective 

adopted by most of the arrs race modelers. Furthenrore, bureaucracies within 

govenmants are organized hierarchically. There is considerable specialization 

within governments and different information and decisions are processed 

at different points in the hierarchy. This suggests that the control 

structure will, in soma sense, be modeled by a multi-level cortroller. 

Rirther support for this claim can be found in Phillips (197^); Anderson 

(1974); and Nurmi (197U). 

Third, governments pursue multiple (and sonetimes conflicting) goals. 

For example, with respect to the decision to cancel the Skybolt air-to-ground 

missile, Halperin and Kanter (1973,M02) point out "each actor had a different 

problem and pursued varying objectives." Tte report on Skybolt by Brandon 

(1973) suggests that a consideration of these different objectives within 

toth U.S. and U.K. would be required in any descriptive policy study. From 

a mathematical control perspective, the multiple goals issue poses interesting 

technical and philosophical issues and §5 is devoted to a discussion of them. 

Fourth, governments exhibit redundancy of potential control. According 

to Arbib (1972, p. 17) the principle of redundancy of potential control "states, 
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1. 

variety of domectic policy areas. A computer simulation approach has been 

adopted. The present preliminary version of the Saudi simulation is divided 

into three external environment modules: an agricultural module, an oil 

module, and a human resources module. A fourth module, the decision module, 

serves as a model of the governmental control structure. While our central 

interest is in modeling the control structure, the first principle mentioned 

above requires that sane attention be paid to modeling the external environ- 

ment. These simulations are being developed in interaction with policy 

planners in the U.S. State and Defense Departments (see Phillips and Thorson, 

197U, for a description of the interaction). In this paper the focus will 

Dbe on that portion of the decision module attempting to "control" the 

agriculture module. However, before getting into a discussion of the 

specific simulation, it is necessary to state more precisely the claims which 

have been made thus far and to chow how such clairas entail a different view 

of control problems than thit generally encountered in international politics. 

D 
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§    3     FORl^AI. MODELS Of COOTROL SVSIEMS 

It >ias been argued that governments can be viewed as eontrol structures oper- 

ating in specific environments.    In this section an abstract formil description of 

control systems is presented and several structural properties of control systuns 

are detailed.    This structure provides the background necessary to distinguish be- 

tween eontrol systems and control problems and will be used later in the paper to 

relate production systems and control systems. 

Control systems are systems with particular structure.    The structure is 

graphically represented in Figure 1.    The basic elements are 1) the inner environ- 

ment or government or controller;  2) an access interface;  3) the outer environment 

or the controlled process; 4) an observation interface.    Formally the system can 

be described as an abstract system as follows: 

S £ IE x AI x OE x 01 

The system then is a set theoretic relation on the inner environment, the access 

interface, the outer environment, and the observation interface.    Each of these 

is also an abstract system: 

lEcy x u 

Ale U x M 

OE^M x x 

OltX x Y 

whei>e Y, U, M, X denote the set of possible observations, the set of manipulated 

inputs or controls, the set of iiplemented controls, and the set of outer environ- 

ment responses respectively.    Furthermore, the system is dynamic (parameterized 

by tins) which means that the system objects are sets of time functions,  i.e., 
T 

Y£A 

T 

McCT 

X^DT 
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where T is a time .-set and A, B, C, D are the alphabets or sets of possible values 

for the respective system objects. The superscript notation is used to represent 

the set of all', time functions, e.g. 

AT = {y|y:T -»■ A} 

The alph-ibets are arbitrary and finite cardinality is possible but not necessary. 

The time set T is assumed to be, following Windeknecht  (1971), an ordered corrmuta- 

tive monoid. 

The system is further structured by the requirement that it be closed in the 

sense that 

s ■ (yp Up u2, mv m2, Xp x2, y2) c S   ♦-♦ 

^1^2'    ul=u2'   mi=m2'    xl=x2 

This does not i'.iply that each subsystem is functional  (i.e., a mathematical func- 

tion) but simply requires that the outputs of each subsystem are the inputs of the 

next. 

For purposes of analysis it is custcrrvary to place the observation and access 

interfaces together with either the inner or outer environment.    That is, the sys- 

tem can be modeled by 

§<:IE x OE 

where 

ÖE = 01 o(OEoAI) 

where • denotes the composition of relations.    This in general causes no confusion 

but some caution must be taken to insure that given data are associated with the 

appropriate system objects. 

In modeling and theorizing about governments the prinary object of analysis 

is the inner environment IE, 

IE  £  Y x U 

(or some composition involving the inner environment and the observation ar^ access 

interfaces.)    At this level of abstraction the govemncnt is modeled by an ordered 

07G< 
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pair of tim functions, which servo to establish the objects of interest but which 

cannot provide much descriptive or prescriptive inforrration.    If one could be cer- 

tain that governr:.ents were time invariant in an intuitive sense and that off line 

experirents could be perforrcd to identify the model,  such a model might provide 

such information. 

Nevertheless, certain additional properties mast be accounted for even at this 

level of abstraction.    The most important property is that the II subsystem mast 

be a non-anticipatory processor (mere precisely a state determined transitional 

processor, Windeknecht, 1971).    Specifically, the inner envirorrent mast be deccm- 

posible into the composition of a static system and a transitional system, 

IE = s o r 

r C y x z 

5 £ Z x U  , Z = ET 

for sore set E, the state object of 0E. 5 must be a static processor (system) 

which means that for each t e T the set 

t$ = {(z(t), u(t)) c E*B | (z,u)e 5} 

is a function.  r is required to be transitiornl, i.e., tht  ret 

trr = {(((y^', z(t)), z(t+f)) | (y,z) e r A t, f e T} 

must be a function. (yt)  denotes an element in YJCt, t+t
1) which is the set of 

inputs restricted to [t, t+t1). 

The function trr is the state transition function for IE and t$ is the 

output function. These functions are auxilliary functions which can be used to 

constructively specify the inner environment. In particular this structure guar- 

antees that eveiy output value depends only on previous inputs and the system 

state. 

The representation used above is that of a very general dynamical system. In 

texTOs of substantive descriptive modeling issues, the formulation clearly shows 

the need for- identifying the state object, the state transition functions and out- 
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put functions of the Coverni^nt or inner cnviromiy^nt. Tte cmr^haGis is on the 

mechanism or process by which inputs from the observation interface are converted 

to responses and not on the characteristics of fliese inputs and outputs per se. 

Clearly however, given the interral structure of the processor, outputs can be 

generated given inputs, or in other words, if the detailed structure of the sys- 

tem is known its behavior can bo predicted. The method by wldch these stTMCtures 

are to be identified is not established by the abstract structure, but the need 

for such identification is clearly established. 

In surmury then, governments are dyramic mechanisms which are presirrably 

"goal-seeking." Goals will provide one way in which the internal structure of 

the inner environment can be specified. Before examining this issue in greater 

detail, the technicalities of control problems and goals for control systems will 

be examined. 
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§    4    OONTROL PR0O11K5, OPriMAI. AfID SATISFACTORY 

TIXJ basic stnjct.-urc of the inner environment or controller of a control sys- 

tem was presented in the previous section.    11101x2 are clearly an infinity of mech- 

anisms that could serve as controllers and which moet the structural requirements. 

The choice of one mechanism over another depends on the objectives or goals that 

the system is to achieve.    In this section goals are forrrBlly modeled with per- 

formance measures and other related mathematical apparatus and relationships be- 

tween mechanism and goals are obtained.    Optimal control probleire are efianlned 

first followed by satisfactory perfo.Trtince problems and multiple goal problems. 

Optimal Control Problems 

All control problems require additional abstraction beyond that of the general 

control system model presented in the orevious section.    Here, an invage or mscel 

of the external environment (controlled process) is needed.    To simplify the devel- 

opment somewhat the access and observation interfaces are composed with the outer 

environment and the mode"1, describes the overall u to y response.    In addition,  it 

is convenient in control problems to posit exogenous but non-manipulated inputs or 

disturbances which influence system behavior.    Specifically, 

m—    m       m      m 

m      m 

««, ■.»? 

A, , B , F are model alphabets and T, is the model tine set. The disturbance set 

W nay have pbysical interpretations as it does in process control applications or 

it may simply represent model uncertainty, i.e., a nathematical object used to 

account for deviations between observations and model appearances. The other piece 

of apparatus needed for an optimal control problem is a performance function 
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P:  OE   •► V m 

wher'c V is a value set partially ordered by some relation denoted here by <_. 

The performance function evaluates appearances of tiie model and presuirubly allows 

one to pick a best input assumng one exists. 

Without loss of generality it can be assuired that OE    is constructively spec- 

ifica with state transition and output functions.     Specifically, assume that 

OE    =  Yon m 

fi C u    x W    x n 
m       m      Tn 

V is static and Q   transitioral which implies that for each tcT,  the set 

t» =   {(q(t),  y(t))  E GKA    I   (q,y)  e  V} 

is a function and the set 

tTQ = {((C^)* , (wt)
t , q(t)), qCt+t')) | (u,w,q) t  Q A t.t' C T1} 

is also a faction.    V.'ith these functions it is possible to write the model output 

as a function of the initial state and inter/ening inputs.    For any teT, 

yCt)  = tf (q(t)) 

= tf CtTfl (  (uo)t,   (wo)t, q(o))) 

The initial time or least element in T,  is denoted by o.    Notice that the initial 

state may play the same role as a disturbance.    Also,  if desired it is possible 

to represent the disturbance as a state determined system but there is little point 

in doing so here. 

The structure of the optimal control problem can now be discussed.    An optimal 

control will in general depend on the specific disturbance input and initial state. 

Corresponding to each disturbance input, initial state pair consider the set 

q^ =   {u"cUm  |   Cu*,W,y*)  c 0Em A 

P(u*,w,y:';)  < P(u,w,y)  V   ucl)   A V - ^ m 

tcTj     y-Ct) = t'Ktrnau^,  (wo)t, q(o)))} 

This set is the set of controls which are optinul under the performance function 
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P for the given disturbance, initial state pair. Clearly, the set a wU- is 

empty if no optmal solution exists. 

As pointed out above there is typically a distinct set of optrml controls for 

each disturbance input. In most problem of practical interest the control designer 

must specify a class of disturbances and initial states for which the system is to 

operate optimally. Label  this set W , W £ W ><G and assirre that for each element 
in  iii  m 

(w,qo)eV; the set qji}*  is obtained. These sets can be used to form a relation which 

provides the possible Optimal controls given the disturbances. That is, the relation 

U»««(<^»W),U*) c V!m  xUm | u^qowl*} 

associates a set of controls with each disturbance initial state pair. 

Some very important and general observations can be rade based on the above 

description of the optimal control problem solution. First, the solutions are time 

functions, U*«^«^1. Second, Obtaining such solutions generally requires clair- 

voyance since controls are paired with disturbances (which are in general also time 

functions) by the relation U*. Third, opti-ality is judged by the outer environment 

model 0Em and not by the outer environment itself. Unless there is some guarantee 

that OE^ is in some sense a valid model, optirrality is a useless property (see Miller 

and Thorson, 1975). 

Under certain circumstances, i.e., certain disturbance classes and perfomance 

measures, the clairvoyance difficulties iray not be so severe. For example, there 

exists an op-n loop control U"cUm which solves the optimal control problem for 

all disturbance, initial state pairs if and only if 

0 {q^wll"} t 6 

This requires that controls be in seme sense independent of the disturoances. 

Similar conditions can be obtained for certain disturbances with which the 

optimal control is only a function of the initial state. Clearly, for problems 

of any substantive interest open loop controls typically will not exist for rich 

disturbance classes. 
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Saticfactory Control 

Some of the difficulties can be eliminated with the notion of catiofactory 

performance as proposed by Sinon, 1957. A modification of the fcrrvilization of 

Mesarovic, et al, 1970, is used here. Basically, the problem structure is the 

sams as above but a tolerance function and satisfaction relation are included. 

Particularly, 

T: U x G -> V m 

SR c V x v 

Perfonance is deemed satisfactory if with a control u, given disturbance w, and 

initid state q 
^o 

(P(u,w,y), T<W,0) c SR 

Notice that V does not have to be ordered to use the satisfaction relation. Typi- 

cally however V would be ordered by the relation <_ used in the cpti-rization prob- 

le-n. The satisfaction would then define a minimm (or maximum) level so that per- 

fonrance wcold be deer.ed acceptable if 

P(U|Wty) i T<wtO 

For a given perforrance function, tolerance function and satisficing rela- 

tion the control problem solution can be expressed :n much the same manner as for 

the optimal control problem. For each element (v;,a ) c W  C W x G define the *o m   -   m 
set 

qj.V =  {ucUm |   (u,w,y) c OE^ 

A (P(u,w,y), T(qo,w))  e SR A 

VteTj    y(t)=tv(tr Q ((uo)1:,  (v^)1, q(o)))} 

Tlie definitic . is very similar to that used for the optimal control,  but presum- 

ably the tolerance function and satisfaction relation are such that controls are 

easier to come by.    In particular, the tolerance function and  satisfaction rela- 

tion reduce the severity of the ciairvoyciice pioblcm. 

It must be pointed out however that the satisfaction problem as posed here 
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still results in a relation pairing disturbances and controls, i.e., the sets 

QQWU con be used to construct the relation 
s U ={((qo,w),u)    ew      x U    | ucq wU} 

Selection of a control requires knowledge of initial state and disturbance, but 

presumably a given control solves the control problem for a class of disturldnces. 

Tolerance functions and satisficing relations are often introduced implicitly. 

For example, if design is based on a "typical" disturbance w, a control which opti- 

mizes performance for this disturbance is found.    Optimal perfcrmance will not 

necessarily be achieved for other disturbances and a range of performance is possi- 

ble depending on the possible disturbances.    This range essentially defines the 

satisf icing relation in V x v. 

The same is true of probabilistic methods.    If a control is selected to mini- 

mize the expected performance,  a range of performance is again possible depending 

on disturbances.    A design which determines a control to keep the performance 

value within a specified region with some probability is explicitly using a 

tolerance - satisfaction approach. 

The basic problem with both the optimal control and satisfactory control re- 

sults of this section is their structure.    They are time functions and not proc- 

essors or systems.    This resulted because of the structure of the control problem 

formulation.    In section  §6   the realization problem and duality between mech- 

anism and goal is examined.    This will provide the tie between the descriptive re- 

sults of the previous section and the control problem results of this section. 

First, the problem of multiple goals is briefly considered. 
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as represented by the model, to sonc value set. Each performance function can 

therefore provide tradeoffs between the various system objects and each perform 

mance function represents one such trade-off evaluation. For purposes of dis- 

cussion here, multiple goal  situations refer to cases in which the designer or 

decision-maker or controller has several methods of evaluating perfenrance. 

Miltiple gcxil or multiple object we problems have not received a great deal 

of attention in the control theory literature. The mathonvitical programing 

literature provides some results under the label of multiple objective progwwaing 

and goal programdng but these typically deal with vays of coirbinir.g or 

aggregating individual measures (Cochrane and Zeleny, 1973). Some recent 

methods however allow significant interaction with the decisicn raker 

(Geoffrion et al, 1957). All of these results however deal with problers that 

have a great deal more mtheratical structure than has been i-rposed here. 

Given that the issue is concept development it is undesirable to let such 

methods dictate problem formulation. 

It seems that a more general and less constraining view of multiple goal 

than that provided by the nuthenatical programming literature is that provided 

by a generalization of the satisfaction notion of the previous section. Assume 

that corresponding to each Performance function a tolerance function is also de- 

fined. That  is, 

T.: W x G ->■ V. 
i  m     i 

A satisfaction relation is then a relation of the form 

SRC v1*v1xv2xv2x...xvkxvk 

Given an appearance of tlie system mc<Jel, s=(u,w,y) corresponding to the distur- 

bance w and some initial state qo, the control u is satisfactory if 

((P1(s),T1(w,qü)), (lysViyw^)), ... (PR(s),TR(w,qo))) c SR. 

TJic problem is certainly noxo complex than a single goal problem, but certain 

features ore unchanged. Satisfactory controls ore still tied to disturbance funr- 
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tiona and initial states. The satisfaction relation essentially allows represen- 

tation of the problem in terns of constraints. It is rich enough to include or- 

dering or ranking of objective functions (through choice of individual tolerance 

functions), it includes as a special case situations in which certain performance 

functions are optimised (again through choice of individual tolerance functions). 

No method is provided for defining overall system perfomunce and hence satisfac- 

tory solutions cannot be ranked except on individuell perforrrance dimensions. 

The point of the discussion however is that with single or multiple goals, 

satisfaction or optimality, the control problems as posed always lead to a rela- 

tion of th: font 

US=  {((qo,w),u) c Wm x Um |  ucqowU} 

where q wU is the set of controls which achieve satisfactory performance given 

the initial state qo and distmbance w.    Multiple goals presumably increase the 

difficulty of the technical problem of finding solutions and satisfaction measures 

reduce somewhat the information requirements, but neither changes the basic rath- 

ematical structure of the solution.    Also, this structure in its present form 

cannot be rsed to directly describe governments.    Perfomvance functions even wit)! 

good outer environment models, do not lead directly to models of government.    The 

reason, as will be shown in the next section,  is very similar to the reason why 

solutions of optimal control problems do not necessarily lead to solutions of con- 

trol system design problems. 

()8G- 
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5    6   STATL DOOOMTOSmON OF A COI.TP.OL rFOBLB-l SOLUTION 

The results of the previous IVAD sections show that the solutions of control 

problcris ore rathoKUtical relations establishing control trajectories in terns of 

disturbance trajectories.    The problem of interest in this section is that of 

constructing a processor to rcali/.e the control Inputs in a transitional iranr.er using 

only available ixiformation.    In the process relationships betveen perforrance re- 

quire.-^nts and MChanisoi or processor descriptions of the controller are dev lopod« 

The first step is to develop a ir.odel cf the inner environ.-^r.t to realize the 

controls with respect to the nocel of the cuter envircr-er.t rodc-1.    Rocftll that 

the satisfaction or optical control problers provide, asru-ring rrluticns exist, 

a relation 

US=  {((a  ,w),u)  e (GxW )xU    |  ucc^J} ■o m     rn o 

That is corresponding to each initial state snd disrurb.nce there is at least one 

control which solves the control proble-r. based on an cuter envircr.t.er.t rcdel, 

OE :    G x W    x u   -> Y m m       m      m 

This description of the outer envirenrrent nodtl is an initial state representation 

which clearly follows fron the state deccnpcsiticn model used earlier. 

Trocn OE   it follows that for each control ucUS there is a corresponding outcome 

y.    Therefore, appearances of CE   using optical or satisfactory' controls can be 

written 

0rm = {(Vw'u'y) e GxWmxUmxYn '   (a-o'w'u)  c ^ (Vw'u'y) E 0Em} 

OE" is that subset of CE   which results when non-satisfactory controls are m m 

excluded.    A general processor model of the inner envircrment then follows 

inrodiately, 

IEm '  {(y'u)c VUm I3 (a-o'w):    (qo^-.u,y)cCE^ 

This nüdel is tic general dynamical systcn or prxxressor which solves the control 

problem for the given outer envirenmont model. 

Results of Wind'-knccht (1971) arc now used to provide a state decornjosition 

ofIi:m.    Define 087< I 
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ut =  {(  T, u(t+ T))   I   icT^ 

and for each ucIE , where nr 

IE^ = {u | (y»u) e IE ) 

associate the set 

Rit u ={  (t,ut)I tc^} 

u.  is a left translation of the function u and is itself a time funcL an«    Tut u 

is the set of appearances of translation of the input u at all times tcT,.    r 

state decomposition of the inner environment is provided using these sets. 

Let 

Tm = {(y,Fut u)  |  (yfu) I IEJ 

Clearly 

$„ = {(Fut u, u)  | ucHT) m ' m 

IE   = S    o r m       m       m 

The transition function of r    is m 

trrB«{(((y^tdut u)(t))tavie uXtn*» 1 (y,u)ciEm/>t,t,£T1} 
Careful examination will show that 

(Rit u)(t) = ut 

That is, (Fut u)(t) is Fut u evaluated at t and is the left transla "ion of u 

corresponding to time t.  Therefore, 

trrm= {(((yt)
t,, ut), utn,) | (y,u)cIEm At^'cT^ 

t' To see that tr r is a function, assume that (((y^) , u ), u . ,) E tr F, m 
and 

m (((z )    , v ), v .   ,)  etrr 
t' T ' 

Then, if (yt.)      =  (z^)      it follows that the time shift is the same.    Thus, if 

u   = v   then conmon time shift implies 

which v^vco that tr r    is a function. m 

068* 
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$m is a ""^"nly static function. That is, the attainable space of 5 is 

• 03^ = {(Fut u)(t), u(t))| ucIE^AteT,} 

= {(ut,u(t)) I ucIE^ .rtc^) 

a$ is a function since 

(z , Z(T)) C a5 
T        m 

(u, , u(t)) e aS 

and 2T = ut -^ ZT(O) = ut(o) -> Z(T+O) = u(t+o) -> 

Z(T) = u(t). 

The conclusion is that rm and 5m provide a state decomposition of the inner 

environment model. Furthermore, the set 

IE* = {ut | ucIE^ .tc^} 

is a state space for the inner envir.- ..snt model, the set of initial states is 

IE and the set of state trajectories is {Fut u I ucIE2} = r2 
mm 

The above proves the existence of a state deccrnposition of the inner environ- 

ment model. In practice it is not necessary to work with the above decomposition 

and a more convenient state representation can be obtained and used. The represen- 

tation presented above is however the smallest (in the sense of the cardinality of 

the set of state trajectories) state decomposition that can be used. Tue  interested 

reader is referred to Windeknecht (1971) for more details. 

It is ijiportant to fully understand the significance of these results. In 

order to facilitate the discussion an equivalent state decomposition is used. Con- 

sider a one-one, onto function f, 

f:  rm -> z,n  » z c ETl m  m  ' m - m 

and let 

"m r
m
0 f m 

V *m 0 f 
-1 

(;89< 
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Then, (> c Z x U 
m     m     m 

Y c Y   x z 

and IE   =41    oy 

Hence, 6   and y^ are another state decomposition of IE . This change does not m    in m 

alter the substance of the problem at all, but allows us to use labels or indices 

for the states. 

The behavior of the state realized model of the inner environment can n w be 
« 

examined.    Using the state decomposition it follows that for any time teT,, 

u(t) = a* (trav)1^  z ) m Jo o 

where ai   denotes the attainable set of <t  , m rm' 

a<j)m = {(z(t), u(t))I(z, u)e ^ A teT,) 

The function which defines u can be interpreted as a control law or policy. That 

is, it is a rule which is used to nap information to all control actions. At 

present it is a policy which applies only to the model of the outer environment, 

not the outer environment itself. 

This control law has some very interesting features however. First, it is 

designed to operate only as those elements of Y that are outputs in OE". It 
m ^      m 

is entirely possible that there exist outputs in Y (corresponding to disturbances 

not considered) that cannot be processed by the controller, i.e., the state 

transitions are not defined for such inputs. Second, corresponding to each 

controller initial state is a family of control trajectories each member a function 

of the response obtained and hence dependent on the disturbance. The problem of 

hew the controller gets into a particular initial state is not answered by the 

state deconposition method. The method simply says that given initial state and 

the observation trajectory, control trajectories can be computed. In a sense, one 

problem has been replaced by another. Selection of a control trajectory required 

090< 
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clairvoyance, initialization of the controller requires knowledco of the proper 

initial state and hence clairvoyance. That is, there is no apriori guarantee 

that perfonrance is satisfactory if the controller starts in any but the correct 

initial state or set of states. 

Fortunately, things are not as bad as they first seem although there can be 

difficulty if optimal perfonrance is insisted upon. There is a wide class of 

problems which meet the conditions imposed - control engineers would be out of 

business otherwise. Satisfactory perfonrance plays an important role here. 

Static controllers is one class which does not have initial condition problaT.s. 

With a static controller only the current observation value is needed to compute the 

control, i.e., the set 

tl^m = {(y(t), u(t)I(y, u) eIEm A tc^} 

is a function. The state of the controller at tine t is y(t) and the control is 

computed with tUL« The widely studied linear-quadratic regulator problem of optimal 

control theory falls in this class if complete state i;.oasurements are available 

(Athans S Falb, 1966). 

Stochastic regulators and observers however do suffer from the problem in 

the sense that the controller initial conditions must be properly set for 

perfonrance to be optimal (Bryson 8 Ho, 1967 ; Miller, 1973). 

Satisfactory perfonrance plays an important role at this point. Essentially, the 

role of the tolerance function and satisfaction relation is to enrich the set 

of ccceptable controls in a control problem. If the set Us is a relation and not a 

function, then the satisfactory control corresponding to a given disturbance is 

not unique. Recall that U was defined in the previous section and relates dis- 

turbances with acceptable controls. If US is in sone sense large enough that all 

controller initial conditions produce control trajectories in output set of 

091 
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U the problem is eliminated. One way to guarantee this is to restrict the 

problem to selecting mechanisms. That is, a class of controllers (state tran- 

sition functions and controller output functions) are posited and the design 

objective is to select one of these mechanisms. This is precisely the pro- 

cedure followed in most classical control theory and it is the way most control 

engineering work proceeds. 

The view expressed above is the technical design view. Given that govern- 

ments are operating systems, a more appropriate view is that of the evolution 

of the process or system. Ixxssely speaking this reflects a concern about what 

the system itself looks like at time t rather than a concern about the particular 

appearance of the system. Ihe initial state issue is of less ccr.cem In this vi.w 

and adaptation concepts take on an important role. This concept vail not be 

pursued further in this paper. 

The conclusion to be drawn from this section is clear. There is a very strong 

relationship between control problem solutions and the mechanisms which are used 

to realize control systems. Tte performance requirements reflected through 

performance functions, tolerance functions and satisfaction relations together with 

an outer environ^nt model place constraints on acceptable controller behavior. 

These constraints are directly reflected in the state space and state decomposition 

used to represent the control irechanism. 

092< 
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§ 7 REALIZATIONS OF THE CONTROLLER VIA PRODUCTION SYSTEMS 

Tlie discussion of the previous section is concerned with the problem of 

constructively specifying the control mechanism at the level of the model or 

inage of the outer environment. In a sense, the resulting system is the con- 

ceptual model of the way in which the controller is put together and functions. 

It is clearly defined in terms of the alphabets and time sets of the outer environ- 

ment model and not those of the outer environment. 

A control problem is not complete when a model can be controlled. The model 

mechanism must be mapped to a structure defined on the alphabets and tima sets 

of the outer environment and this structure must be physically realized. Suffice 

it to say that the detailed structure of the implemented or realized controller 

always differs from the model structure and the controller must operate in an 

environment that is far more complex than the environment assumed for the control 

problem. Whereas mather rtical convenience might dictate the choice of model 

alphabets, time sets and relations, it cannot dictate the realization. 

Ideally there exists function preserving morphisms (and therefore behavior 

preserving morphisms) in the sense of Zeigler (1970) between the realized 

control system and the model. There need not however be structure preserving 

morphisms in the strict sense. That is, the precise way in which the controller 

is constructed and operates is not generally of concern in the control problem - 

controller realization activity. Certain kinds of state transition functions, 

output functions and associated trappings are required, but the precise manner 

in which these operations are actually performed is not of concern. Detailed 

structure is not necessarily preserved (and generally is not preserved). For 

example, a control engineer probably does not care if a digital computer or 

an analog computer is used to implement a process control system as long as 

093- 
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the desired control behavior is achieved and control function carried out. The 

detailed structure of the two control systems so realized would however clearly 

be different. 

The implication for modelinj governments is clear. The control problem 

fomilation can be used to provide a state decomposition of the govemnent rodel 

which is at best functionally equivalent to the govemnent operation. Precisely, 

st^.te decomposed set theoretic model discussed in section §6 , can be mapped to 

the controller model TE^ This model does Act, .owever, describe how the 

government goes about producing the state transitions. It simply says that they 

do make such transitions. 

Moreover, as was mentioned above, in order for a government to respond 

adaptively to the O.E., it is essential that it have sane sort of image or model 

of the O.E. The concept "image" here is being used abstractly to refer to that 

portion of the I.E. which "organizes" past O.E. behaviors and thereby uses new 

infomation in generating responses. In this sense it is useful to distinguish 

between a long term image (LTD and a short term image (STI). The LTI includes 

representations of relatively invariant properties of the O.E. Within many 

bureaucracies formal standard operating procedures act as an LTI. More 

ambient or current information is stored in the STI. The contents of the STI 

are used in conjunction with the LTI to detemine control procedure within the 

I.E. 

This distinction between the STI and LTI together with the explicit con- 

cerns for modeling the way in which information is processed within bureau- 

cracies mentioned above lead very naturally to a particular way of modeling 

control structures - that of production systems. A production system ". . . . 

consists of a set of productions, each production consisting of a condition 

and an action (Newell, 1973b, p. 463)." 

094 
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Production Systems thereby explicitly incorporate theoretical statements about 

operation and force the modeler to be explicit about detailed control structure. 

Of equal importance is the fact that the mathematical structure of the allowable 

objects is not very constrained. Production systems therefore provide a particularly 

desirable method of creating detailed constructive specifications of models of 

govemr.ent. Structure is explicitly embedded and behavior can be simulated. 

Essentially the only technical constraint on the realized system that is 

imposed by the production system method is that the time sets be discrete. That 

is, T must be isomorphic to the non-negative integers. Such time sets model 

discrete tine in the ordinary clock time notion of discrete time and event 

time as well. In event time, only the ordering of the occurrence of events 

is recorded and not the clock time of the occurrence of the event. 

With any discrete time set sane simplification in the abstract model of 

the controller is possible. Inputs and outputs in this case are sequences of symbols 

from the alphabets, and a next state transition can be defined. That  is, given 

a state decomposition 

IE = «or 

T   T rcYxZ = A1 x E1 

T  T ♦ CZxU = Ex B 

with T a discrete time set. It follows from 

trr = {(((yt)
tl, z(t)), z(t+t')|(y, Z^I'A t, t'e T) 

that a one step transition can be obtained by setting t' = 1. That is 

Itrr = {(((yt)
1, z(t)), z(t+l)|(y, zkr ft teT} 

Since T is discrete 

(yt)
1 = y(t) 

Therefore, 

Itrr = {((y(t), z(t)), z(t+l)|(y, z)cr A tcT) 

Production systems provide a very general method for constructing tJiis one step 

transition function. OSS*- 
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Kotice that by ur.ij^ a one stop transition fiinction and by assuming the same 

time set for inputs and outputs, v;c ir.plicitly assume that the system responds to 

each input. This response can be no response, the null element in B, but a re- 

sponse in the form of some element in B must be produced. This causes no difficul- 

- 
ty as long as the controller has sufficient time to make the state transition and 

produce an output before the next input from the environment is received. 

This assumption is not a limitation of the production system method and can 

be eliminated through use of different time sets for the inputs, outputs, and 

states, but this introduces additional complexity that is not needed for this dis- 

cussion. It is interesting to note in passing that the time scale problem is a 

common one in real time ccmputer control systems (e.g., computer control of physical 

processes'/ but is generally not a critical issue in typical genera1 purpose infor- 

mation processing applications. 

As mentioned above, the role of production systems in modeling governments 

is in constructing mechanisms to realize the one step state transition function. 

All infonration processing requirements and operations must be explicitly defined 

and implemented. Specifically, productions are rules stated in the form of a con- 

dition and an action: OA. In our terms, the "'condition" refers to the contents 

of the STI and the actions may involve policy changes (u) intended to lead to goal 

satisfaction or, more frequently to changes (transformations) on the STI. These 

changes involve modification (including deletions) of content of STI as well as 

addition of new content (which may appear externally as a switch in control). A 

more complete description-of the rules governing production systems is provided by 

Klahr (1973): 

i.  The productions are considered in sequence, starting with the first. 

ii. Each condition is compared with the current state of knowledge in 

the system, as represented by the symbols in (STI). If all of the 

elejnents in a condition can be mritchcd with elements (in any order) 

in (STI), then the condition is satisfied. 

096< 
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iii. If a condition is not satisfied, the next production rule in the 

orxiered list of production rules is considered. 

iv. If a condition is satisfied, the actions to the right of the 

arrow are taken. Then the production system is reentered frcrn 

the top (Step i). 

v.  When a condition is satisfied, all those STI elements that were 

matched are moved to the front of SIT. 

vi. Actions can change the state of goals, replace elements, apply 

operators, or add elements to SIT. 

vii. The STI is a stack in Which a new element appears at the top 

pushing all else in the stack down one position. Since STI 

is limited in size, elements ray be lost. 

(p. 528-529). 

An Example of a Production System 

In order to illustrate the way production systems operate it will be useful 

first to discuss the basic operation of a portion of a preliminary production sys- 

tem nodel of the Saudi Ministry of Agriculture. Following this general discussion 

the actual production system will be treated in detail. As discussed above, a num- 

ber of organizing principles have been employed as constraints on the construction 

of governmental control structures. Not all of those principles are directly re- 

flected in the portion of the decision module which roughly corresponds to the 

Saudi Arabian Ministry of. Agriculture presented here. In particular, the princi- 

ples of hierarchical organization, redundancy of potential control, and multi-goal 

seeking are not represented because the simulation module employed here is only 

a portion of the total structure. In addition, since the decision module is a 

developmental version, the decision making properties of the module are at a rel- 

atively primitive state. In spite of these shortcanings, the module, as presented 

097< 
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abovc, docs serve as a useful illustration of the basic techniques and its potential. 

In essence, the decision module con be conceptualized as attempting to improve 

domestic agricultural performance as indexed by a function with two arguments (yield = 

f(fertilizer constraint on yield, mechanization constraint on yield). Within the 

agriculture module, the yield at any given point in time is a function of the level 

of fertilizer application and mechanization usage. The fertilizer constraint on 

yield can be expressed as follows: given the current level of fertilization, what 

is the maximum possible yield? The mechanization constraint has a similar expression 

since the actual yield will be constrained by the smallest constraint. If yield is 

to be increased, the lesser of the two constraints must be increased. The policy 

variables open the government in this simple example are the amount budgeted for gov- 

ernmental fertilizer purchase and the amount budgeted for governmental provision cf 

tractors. 

If the Saudi government budget is increasing, the motivation for the resultant 

governmental output is as follows: Assume there is more money to spend, the operant 

constraint is (say) fertilizer and mechanization. Mechanization could be decreased 

since some money spent on mechanization is wasted, but since it is not known exactly 

how the mechanization constraint behaves with respect to budget levels, and since 

money is "cheap" and decreased yields are "costly," it is more prudent to take the 

chance of "wasting" some money by spending more on fertilizer to improve the chance 

of increasing yield. 

From a nore operational perspective, it is required that governments make ob- 

servations on the environment and base outputs upon those "perceptions" of the cur- 

rent state of the outer environment. As a result, inputs into the decision module 

are symbol strings describing the current mechanization and fertilizer constraints 

on yield as being very high, high, moderate, low, or very low. Judgments between 

high and very high represent finer distinctions than does a judgment between high 

and moderate. This scale and the use of an ordinal description of the outer environ- 

098< 
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ment iü based on two annunptionr.: Tlic first  is that the Saudi ßovcrnmcnt docs 

not have the information processing capacity to make (nor the measurement sophis- 

tication to use) finer distinctions. The second is that the Saudi's are capable 

of making relatively finer distinctions at the extremes of the scale. This claim 

about the capability of the Saudi's to process information is supported by Al- 

Awaji's (1971:147) description of the planning system as "institutionally 

fragmented and substantially ineffective," the lack of qualified manpower to 

staff the Saudi bureaucracy (Al-Awaji, 1971:218) for example, as of today, there 

still has not been a thorough census of the Saudi population. 

Based upon the absolute judgments of the constraints, the decision module 

makes a comparison between the two constraints, resulting in relative state- 

ments such as: "The fertilization constraint is much greater than the mechani- 

zation constraint." This ccmparison reflects the fact that judgments are more 

fine grained at the extremum of the scale. One constraint is higher than 

another if a "boundary," i.e., the cutoff point between high and medium is 

crossed. For example, a very high constraint is judged greater than a high 

constraint, and a high constraint is judged greater than a medium constraint. 

If two "boundaries" are crossed, the conparison of that is very high. Thus, a 

very high constraint is very much greater than a medium constraint, and a medium 

constraint is very much higher than a very low constraint. If more than two 

boundaries ara crossed, the comparison is 'much greater than.' 

These two rankings of the constraints serve as the basic input to the choice 

portion of the production system. The structure of the decision module breaks the 

process of generating outputs into two portions. First the budget to be mani- 

pulated is determined, e.g., budget for fertilizer purchase, and/or budget for 

tractor purchase. Secondly, the amount of change in the budget's selected 

(increase a little, increase, increase a lot) is determined. The decision 
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module uses the first relative judgment (greater than) to determine which budget 

to manipulate. If one constraint is less than the other, the lowest constraint 

is chosen. If both constraints are "about the sare," both budgets are increased. 

If the budget to be increased has a high or very high constraint, the budget is 

increased "a little." If the constraint is medium, the budget (or budgets) is 

simply "increased." If the level of the constraint is low or very low, the budget 

is increased "a lot." 

An input-output table which shews the decision module response to fertilizer 

and mechanization budget constraint inputs is given ir. Table 1. It is clear 

from this table that this particular decision module is a static system. Only 

the current input infomation is needed to define the response that will obtain. 

This table corresponds to the general state decomposed model of the inner environ- 

ment discussed previously. Based on the previous discussion of the decision 

module operation, it should be clear that the production system which is used 

to realize the system has a more complex internal strxicture than is apparent 

frcra the input-output or control description of the module. That is, the 

production system if functionally equivalent to the system defined by Table 1 

tut not structurally equivalent. 
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In the current ijiiplcmentation of the decision module, incra'se a little 

means to increase the budget by 20 percent,  increase means increase the budget 

by 50 percent, and increase a lot ireans to increase the budget by 150 percent. 

Since the actual budget changes will in the fir^l analysis be determined by the 

Council of Ministers, the current procedure represents only a temporary method 

for allowing a portion of the decision module to operate for testing purposes. 

The rates of Increase should not be taken too seriously.    In addition, the 

portion of the module discussed above assumes no budget decrease takes place. 

In light of the above discussion of the rcles upon which a production system 

operates, and the non-technical (from a programming point of view) discussion of 

the operation of the module, the portion of the agriculturc module in Tlgure 2 

should be fairly straightforward.    The. system in Figure 2 is that port/on of 

the production system that takes the judgments of the size of the constraints 

and determines which budgets to Increase and by how much they should be Increased. 

There is only one operator that was implemented, the ** operator.    The ** 

operator takes the first element in the short term image (STT) and replaces 

it with the double stars.    Thus, if the ** expression were:    OLD (**) and 

the first element in the STI where $$$$$, then after the execution of the **, 

the front of STI would be:    0IJ3($$$$$).    This operator was necessary to insure 

that the system would not go into an endless loop.    If a production werc satis- 

I fied by the elements of STI, after the operation of the ** operator, the pro- 

auction would not be executed again, until the masked condition were reentered 

into STI. 

As an example, consider the operation when the STI contains the symbols 

YMECH MEDIUM, YITRT GREATER TOAN YMECH.    The system starts with production 1. 

Since the conditions of production 1 are not in STI,  the system checks production 

2.    •Das process continues until production 12 is executed.    The elements in STI 
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match the conditions of the production, and the action portion of the production 

is executed." This results in 1) the elements in STI that matched the production 

conditions being placed in the front of STI; 2) the ":,s operator is applied 

to the first element in STI, YFERT GREATER THAN VMECH. The result is that 

OUXYFERT GREATER THAN YMECH) is now the first element in STI; 3) the symbol 

string INCREASE BMECH A LOT is placed in the front of STI, moving all other 

symbol strings down one position; 4) control is passed to the first production. 

Ihe system loops through the productions until none of the productions is 

satisfied. At that point control passes to the portion of the nodule responsible 

for taking these qualitative changes in the budgets and producing actual budget 

figures. 

The agriculture decision module pi^esented here serves only as a pre- 

liminary version upon which more sophisticated and reasonable modules can be 

based. Besides the obvious necessity of addressing the question of the validity 

of the simulations (see Thorson, Anderson, and Thorson, 1975 and Hermann, Phillips, 

and Thorson, 1975) there is need for future development in two main areas. 

The first is the development of the processing sophistication of the decision 

module. For example, it is necessary to model learning and adaptation 

within the bureaucracy. This development will require the use of more 

sophisticated inner environment models at the control system level. The 

second area is that of language processing. The quality of language processing 

becomes especially important when dealing with the international aspects of 

the outer environment. Diplomacy is in many respects a linguistic exercise. 

Ihe capability for language processing entails that outputs frcm the snnulations 

be sentences in a language. For the production systems to have this capability, 

several things are necessary. First the language and its associated grammar 

must be specified. Secondly, the routines must be written which will take 
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sei :ences describing cither states of the environment or actions of other actors 

as input and produce perceptions of the current level of goal achievement to 

serve as inputs into the decision making portion of the system. 
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S 8 CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have attempted to develop and illustrate a perspective 

from which complete processing models of govemiiental control structures can 

be formulated. Specifically, it was argued that governments can be viewed as 

information processors and that attention must be paid to specifying the 

internal structure of the processor. This perspective was related to that 

of abstract control problems aid connections between goals, control mschan.is^.s 

and realizations were discussed. It was shown that while control mechanisms 

in general do not require explicit treatment of the internal structure of 

the processor, a functional equivalent of control mechanisms - production 

systems - does require such a specification. An example of a production system 

model of a portion of the Saudi Arabian Ministry of Agriculture was used to 

illustrate these points. 
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Fertilizer Constraint 

Moch. 

ConstraintX  Very Low Low Medium High Very High 

Very low 

low 

a lot 
a lot 

ja. lot 

Medium 
^a lot 

High 

Very High 

va lot 

wa lot 

a lot 

a lot 

a lot 

a lot 

mcreasq 
increase1 

. increases 

a lot a lor 

a lot 

",iv: 

lncrease,, 

.a little 
a litt! 

Lttle 

a lot 

ancreas 

•\ 

a litt 

— denotes no change. 

The upper entry in each box is the fertilizer budget increase recommendation; 

the lower entry mechanization budget increase recommendation. 

Table 1 

Decision Module Input-Output Table 
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., STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS 

1. SPECIFICATION OF OUTER ENVIRONMENTS 

• DISTURBANCES 

2. SPECIFICATION OF INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF CONTROL MECHANISM 

o DISTURBANCES 

e HIERARCHICAL ORGANIZATION 

• EVENT BASED 

• REDUNDANCY OF POTENTIAL CONTROL 

3. MULTIPLICITY (AND PERHAPS INCONSISTENCY) OF CONTROL 

MECHANISM GOALS 
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QUASI-EXPEPJ>TMTAL rFECCTS OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE 
UPON INTEKMATIGNAL CONFLICT AND COOPERATION 

Donald A. Sylvan 
The Oliio State University 

Department of Political Science 

Effects of military assistance upon recipient nation international 
conflict relative to cooperation are investigated.    Since traditional 
bivariate and multivariate statistical techniques are often conceptually 
inapplicable to this subject ratter, a quasi-experimental design which 
relies upon autcregressive moving average models and exponential 
smoothing forecasting mechanisms is employed.    Tv:onty-six annual obser- 
vations, from 1946 through 1971, of fifteen Asian nations serve as the 
data base.    Key findings are:    (1) lump sums of military assistance tend 
to changa the recipient nation's international conflict and cooperative 
behavior decidedly,    (2) in a substantial majority of cases examined, 
the direction of that behavior change is toward increased conflict and 
decreased cooperation;    and (3) a tv.o year lag hetvreen military assistance 
and recipient nation international conflict relative to cooperation is 
statistically supported.    Bureaucratic politics, habit, expectation, and 
prior deals are offered as possible reasons for these results.    The paper's 
findings seem to refute the argument that giving military aid to a nation 
not involved in a war will help strengthen that nation and thereby avoid 
future conflict. 
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Is there a greater chance that a country will be involved in more 

international conflict relative to cooperation if that country receives 

one or a few large sums of military assistance than if it does not? 

This is the primary question which I address in this paper. The answer 

is yes, the chance is greater. 

I have divided this paper into five sections: (1) the reasons which 

led me to use quasi-experimental design; (2) a discussion of the varicus 

types of quasi-experimental design; (3) a description of my data set 

and variable operaticnalization?; (M) an elaboration of the path which 

I followed to answer my primary question, as well as a moie detailed 

answer to that question; and (5) conclusions. 

Why Use Quasi-Experimental Design? 

Most statistical techniques used in international politics involve 

examining the patterns of two or more variables. They make the 

assumption that a dependent variable, dcmestic conflict for instance, 

changes in a manner related closely to the variation in one or more 

iidependent variables, such as military assistance. This seems to 

be a reasonable assumption in cases where the sequence resemb3.es the 

following pattern: Inputs are made to a system; those inputs are 

eventually converted to outputs; and the outputs are sensitive to 

fluctuations in the inputs. For many countries, converting economic 

assistance to economic capacity is an example of this type of situation. 

Inaxmental changes in grants or loans can be expected to change the 

economic capacity of the recipient in a specifiable manner. 
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However, not all aid giving patterns are annual, and even when 

they are, the pattern nay be one of fiscal rather than calendar years. 

I, therefore, hold that there is no reason to expect that variations in 

data on independent variables which is collected in annual segirents will 

be reflected in similarly partitioned dependent variables. Influences 

on the effects of foreign assistance such as bureaucratic politics, 

psychological factors, and prior deals point to additional problem 

with traditional bivariate and multivariate techniques such as regression 

analysis. For instance, in a case where a large sum of assistance is 

given by one nation to another, and comparatively little additional 

assistance is given for a few years, the actions of the recipient nation 

(especially as captured by a variable such as int errat icnal cooperation) 

might be motivated by a feelir of expectation of future aid fron the 

donor. Therefore, what might appear, when observing annual segments 

of aid, to be a substantial decrease in value for the independent variable 

would not be reflected in the dependent variable's pattern of change. 

Receiving one lump sura of aid might cause expectation of another similar 

gift to motivate a recipient nation for a period of years. As I will 

discuss later in this paper, the same dependent variable pattern could 

result from either bureaucratic politics or prior deals. 

These expected dependent variable patterns led me to choose quasi- 

experimental design over multivariate statistical techniques. I shall 

test the hypothesis stated by an affirmative answer to my primary 

question with lump sums of military assistance as the quasi-experimental 

interventiont 
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TVpes of Quasi-Expcrirental Design 

Conventional quasi-experimental techniques, as elaborated by 

Campbell (1969), Campbell and Stanley (1966), Caporaso and Pelcwski 

(1971), and Caporaso and Roos (1973), can detect three types of 

intervention effects. By intervention effects, I mean a change 

in the pattern of the dependent variable over tirus, One pattern 

exists before the effect of the intervention is felt and another 

exists aftervard. The latter two of the three effects detected by 

conventional quasi-experimental designs assume a stationary (i.e., 

constant mean for a given side of the intervention line) dependent 

variable pattern. The three patterns are slope change, stationary 

level change, and change in variability. The folia-zing is a graphic 

example of slope change. 
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A hypothetical case where this type of slope change might occur is 

one where a boost (e.g., technological innovation leading to increased 

production) to a nation's economy increases the rate at which the Q^P 
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.. gra^s. Stationary level change, a second type of intervention effect 

which can be detected by conventional quasi-experimental techniques, 

could look like this graphically: 

; 

DIAGRAM 2 

V 
A 
R 
I 
A 
B 
L 
E 

.••DfTERVEITION FELT 

TIME 

The 1970 floods in Bangladesh night well have produced such a 

change in the average individual food consimpticn in that country. 

The third type of change is one of variability. The following 

diagram illustrates an example of a change in variability. 

V 
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A 
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DIAGRAM 3 
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One example of this type of pattern change is a case where the economic 

stability of a nation is shaken, thereby increasing seasonal fluctuation 

of GNP, while the average ©IP remains about the same. 

Ihe three conventional quasi-experiirental tests which I have 

described thus far do not always reflect changes which have occurred. 

I shall, therefore, look at a fourth. It is a method introduced by 

Box and Tiao (1965) and carried further by Maguire and Glass (1967). 

The method evaluates the change in level between successive points ix\ 

tire in a non-stationary (i.e., a constant mean cannot be assumed) time 

series. Any situation resembling the one illustrated to Diagram 4 might 

well draw conclusions of either i:no intervention effect17 or "no deter- 

mination of absence or presence of treatment effect can be mde1' if only 

DIAGRAM U' 
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A 

(rat B 
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v   V \J V- 

ilNTBRVEmC-M (TREAT- 
, SMENT) EFFECT 

!      I f 

V 

TIME 

the three tests of quasi-experimental influence which have been discussed 

thus far were applied.   However, by applying either an autoregressive 

moving average (ARJ'A) model similar to the integrated moving average 

model employed by Box and Tiao, or an exponential smoothing forecasting 
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model, changes due to intervention which are at least in part obscurrcd 

on graphs by slight drifts, cycles or trends can be detected. In addition 

a comparison of actual post-intervention points with forecasts of those 

points based on a pre-intervention model, vail detect any of the three 

quasi-experiirental effects discussed previously. I vail make such a 

cotrparison, and explain it In more detail, later in this paper. 

Data Set Description and Opsrationalizations 

The data set used in this paper consists of inforraticn on fifteen 

Asian countries.  Each of the two variables, jnilitary assistance and 

inter-aticnal conflict relative to cooperation (henceforth ICC) is 

observed annually for the twenty-six years from 1946 through 1971. 

I chose to deal with these Asian countries for three reasons. First, 

the region contains many military assistance recipients. Each of the 

countries included here have received bilateral aid for a continuous 

span of at least a decade since World War n. In addition, this assistance 

has cone from all the major post-V.'orlo War II aid donors: China, the 

U.S.S.R., the U.S.A., Japan, and Vfestem Europe. Second, the distribution 

of aid has varied decidedly. The post-World V.Tar II period in Asia 

has witnessed wide variations both within and between nations on the 

amounts of aid received (See Sylvan, 1974, Table 3-2). Third, 

relatively reliable data was more readily available for Asia than 

for other regions which nay have had siiiilar characteristics with 

respect to the first two reasons. 

One of the tvro variables considered in this paper is military 

assistance. It is operationalized here as the airaunt of military aid 
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which a nation receives in a year divided by that nation's military 

expenditures. The demoninator is included in order to capture the 

aid's iropact. My argument is that two million dollars of military 

hardware will rean less to a country with an extremely large military 

budget than to a nation with a small military budget. My prirary 

sources for the military assistance variable were Bendix (1971) and 

the S.I.P.R.I. yearbook (1972). 

International conflict relative to cooperation (ICC) has two 

equally weighted components. The international cooperation index 

consists of information on diplomatic visits bilateral and defense 

treaties» and shared U.M. voting. Values for each of these three 

variables are recorded for each country for each year. The highest 

such value for each variable is then given a score of 1000, while the 

lowest is set equal to zero. This creates an interval scale frcm which 

scores are assigned to all other observations. The three scores for 

each country-year are then added to arrive at a total for the inter- 

national cooperation component. An international conflict ccnponent is 

then created in an identical manner, with the three contributing variables 

being territorial disputes, minority disputes and intensity of violent 

conflict. The total international conflict score is then subtracted 

from the international cooperation score to arrive at an ICC score 

for each country-year. Bendix (1971) served as the data source. 
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Description of Ouasi-rxporirental Desim 
hteps, and Answer to Priirary Question 

I followd six steps in answerteß my primary question through qmsi- 

o^ri.ental design. The six wero (1) ^^ a control ^ ^ ^^ 

»ental group; (2) specifying a lag time; (3) forecasting post-ürte^ 

vention effect ICC values for each year in each country; W the 

"absolute valuer test; and t5) the directional test, the last two 

steps include interpretation of reSults. I .hall na, desorite how I we« 

tout perfc^ing each of the five pr^cd^s, and «port the results, 

thereby answering my prinary question. 

Choosing an experirental and a control group was the first step 

in my design. I argue that military assistance should only be treated 

as an intervention in cases „here a country has received c ^ s« of 

it. Iherefore. only if a country had either (1) military assistaroe 

value which exceeded one (i.e.. in a given year, military aid to a 

c~ntry was larger than the country's national rflitary expenditure) 

or (2) an increase of over twenty times in ndlitary assistance values 

ft», one year to the next, did I i^lude it in the experi^ntal group. 

l*ese twoalternative criteria, then, be«™ v operetio^li^tion of 

1»P s«.  Based on these criteria, then, ny experimontal gro^ con- 

sisted of Afghanistan. India. Monesia. Uos. S^th Kcrea. Taiwan. 

and Ibailand. Ibe remaining eight nations constitute the control 

eroup. One challenge to any quasi-experimental design (see Campbell 

and Stanley (1963). p. ,o, is that the experimental and control eroups 

reflect something other than the division which they were desired to 

reflect. I have compared my two groups on a number of attributes and 

found none which clearly divide them into the two groupies examined hare. 
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1 
Dealing väth the issue of tiire lags was the second task in my design. 

For this step I had to decide when I thought the lurc? suni of military 

assistance vrould take effect on the recipient's ICC behavior. In Sylvan 

(1971) I argue that a nurher of variables such as econcmic capacity, aid 

dispensing irechanisms and national integration intervene in converting 

assistance to ICC behavior. There, I conclude that a four year lag is 

appropriate. The body of this paper presents tests vri.th that four year 

lag. The Appendix, however, tests zero, cne, two, three, and four year 

lags, and finds slightly stronger results vath a two year lag. 

In cases where my lump sum criteria are met rcre than once for a 

country, I treat the first lump sv.im observaticn as the intervention. 

Ihe impression is made with the first gift. I argue, for example, 

that once a nation actually receives one limp sum of military assistance, 

its altered behavior pattern is set. 

Step three was to forecast ICC values for all post-test years for 

each country, on the basis of a nrdel built on the data for each country's 

pre-test years. I did this first with a four year lag and an autoregressive 

noving average (ARMA) model.6 The ARMA model treated ICC for a given year 

as the dependent variable, and ICC for the previous time point, year 

for the previous tijre point, and öü error term as the independent 

variables. In equation form, this means 

ICC+ = «ICCt_1 + S ye^t.i + et 
+ "T e^!» where », s , and Y are 

coefficients, and e = error of ICC ( which is theoretically accounted 

for by the ARIÄ random norrral process). Mote that for the first post- 

test year, ICC. , is an actual value, but it is a forecast value frcm 

then on. This is consistent with using only pre-test values to 

determine the effect of the intervention. 
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For the nations in the ccntrol group, I chose the midpoint of the 

available ICC tirce series as the intervention effect point. I did so 

because that point best approxirratcd the intervention effect point for 

experimental group countries. The method by which I forecast ICC values 

for the control group countries' post-test period was identical to the 

procedure for the experimental group. 

Step four in my quasi-experimental design was performing the 

"absolute value t=st." This is the first comparison between forecast and 

actual post-intervention effect ICC values, tty general hypothesis is that 

exiserrrental group forecasts should be less accurate than post-intervention 

effect forecasts for the control group. That hypothesis follows freu the 

assumption that military assistance has an impact upon ICC behavior. ::-. 

Diagram 5 illustrates my point: 

EEAGRAM 5 

Military Assistance Hypothesized 
To Take Effect 

I 
0 
0 

V 
t 

Actual Values 

Forecast Values 

TIME 

For experimental group countries the ' aid effect line' has a meaning, 

and one, therefore, would expect the difference between actual and forecast 
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ICC values to be greater than for control group countries, where the line 

7 is artificial. In the absolute value test, the percentage error of the 

forecast value is computed in each post-test year by the following 

formula: 

Iactual-forecast I percentage error = -vW^r1-^- ■r-r ^r ^ ^ ^ 1/2 (actual + lorecast) 

After calculating the absolute value of the percentage error of the 

ARMA forecast of ICC for each year for each country, I averaged those 

absolute values for each country. Those figures are reported in 

Table 1. In order for those figures to relate to the primary question 

of this chapter, calculations of group means for the experiment .1 and 

for the control groups are necessary. Such group means for all fifteen 

countries can also be found in Table 1. 
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TADLE 1 

ABSOUJTE VALUE TEST FOR A QUASI-DCPEKD TOTAL 
EFFECT OF lULITr-RY ASSISTANCE ON ICC 

Experirental Group 
(higher error percentages expected) 

Country 

Afghanistan 
India 
Indonesia 
Laos 
South Korea 
Taiwan 
T-mland 

GROUP MEAN 

GROUP SUM 

Control Group 
(lower error percentages expected) 

Burma 
Cambodia 
Ceylon (Sri Lanka) 
Japan 
Malaysia 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
South Vietnam 

GROUP MEAN 

Average of Absolute 
Value of Error Per- 
centages of AR/'A 
Forecasts of ICC 

31,804 
43.341 
75.261 
58.422 
66.452 

104.151 
12.250 

55.954 

391.681 

28.038 
39.678 
53.552 
17.831 
16.518 
17.577 
11.707 
59.024 

30.491 
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The logical next question is how significant the results reported in 

Table 1 are. My initial inclination was to apply a t-test of the difference 

of means. However, I have no reason to assume that the population of my 

statistical universe is nomally distributed. Non-parometric statistics 

such as Mann-Whitney U would be another option, but I reject their require- 

ment that I ignore information by considering my data to be ordinal ratl re 

than interval in nature. One reasonable alternative is a simple comparison 

of group rreons to see if they differ in the expected direction. Table 1 

shows us that the experimental group rcean (55.954) is, as predicted, 

higher than the control group rcsan (30.491). The appendix shows us th^t 

all other lags also exhibit results in this direction. As hypothesized, 

the experimental group post-test forecasts was always less accurate than 

control group post-test forecasts. Military assistance appearssto be 

having the expected effect on ICC behavior. 

To further test these preliminary findings, I have adopted an approach 

8 
which is entirely different than any discussed thus far.  Instead of 

treating the fifteen Asian countries as a random sample of the world, 

I leave it to each reader to decide how representative this group is of 

the Third VJorld aid recipients to which I would like to generalize. The 

variety of aid donors and aid amounts in Asia during the 1946-1971 period 

lead ire to see them as reasonably representative. However, the test 

reported here makes no assumption that the countries or data studied 

here are statistically representative of any larger group. Instead, 

it treats the fifteen nation groupings as its universe. It asks the 

question, "Given the actual distribution of the 15 country average 

national error percentages from which samples of size seven are drawn, 

exactly how likely is it t)iat a seven nation sum of average error 

percentages would be equal to or greater than the sum of average 
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national error percentages for the seven nation experirantal group?" No 

approxirations or statistical assuirptions are involved because the universe 

is known. The answer for tVa data in Table 1 to the question just posed 

can be found in Table 2. 

TABLED 

CUMULATIVE PROBABILITIES OF 7 CCUMTPY GROUP 
SUMS GIVDI TABLE 1 ERROR FERCEITAGE VALUES 

Seven Country Sum of Absolute 
Values of Average National 
Error Percentages  

211 
229 
241 
251 
259 
267 
275 
282 
289 
296 

' 303 
310 
317 
325 
333 
3U2 
352 
365 
382 

Probability of That 
Sum or 1-fcre 

.95 

.90 

.85 

.80 

.75 

.70 

.65 

.60 

.55 

.50 
,45 
.40 
.35 
.30 
.25 
.20 
.15 
.10 
.05 

I 

Table 2 tells us for instance, that seventy-five percent of the 

possible seven country sums of absolute values of national error percentages 

were either equal to or greater than 259. From Table 1 we see that the 

sum for the seven country experimental group was 391.681. Table 2 tells 

us that less than five percent of the seven country sums were 382 or 
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TABLE 3 

.R/M VALUE OR DIRECTTOMAL TEST FOR A QUASI-EXFEKDOITAL 
EFTCCT OF MILITARY ASSISTAIICE ON ICC 

Experirrsntal Group 
(higher or more positive error percentages expected) 

Country 

Afghanistan 
India 
Indonesia 
Laos 
South Korea 
Taiwan 
Thailand 

GROUP MEAN 

GROUP SUM 

Average of Raw Value 
of Error Percentages 
of ARMA Forecasts 
of ICC  

-25.475 
5.692 

- 9.U24 
23.Ul? 
40.807 
80.987 
11.035 

18.148 

127.039 

I. 

ID 
i. 

Control Group 
(lower or more negative error percentages expected) 

Burma 
Cambodia 
Ceylon (Sri Lanka) 
Japan 
Malaysia 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
South Vietnam 

GROUP MEAN 

11.074 
-18.553 
-48.663 

S.469 
-16.202 
-17.112 
- 7.733 
-56.071 

-18.474 
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As Table 3 reveals, the oxperirental group inean was 18.148, while 

the control group mean was -18.U74.   This seems to be a clear cut 

difference in the hypothesized direction.    This paper's appendix 

shows us that the group r-ans are very close for the zero and one 

year lags, while the other lags exhibit differences in group reans 

which are more clear cut, and in the hypothesized direction.   Anong 

the appendix findings, the two year lag again produces the most striking 

result. 

To substantiate the directional   (or raw value) test   differences of 

reans findings, I again relied upon a probability test given exact 

distributional data.    It shewed that a value equal to or greater than 

the experimental group sun reported in^Table 3 (127.039) uould only 

occur with a .017 probability.   In otter words, this result is in a 

select group of only 1.7 percent of the strongest results attainable . 

with the distribution of error percentages reported in Table 3.   Appendix 

Table A-2 shows weak results for zero and one year lags on the directional 

test, with strenger results for the other lags, two years exhibiting 

the strongest. 

Results such as the . 017 probability just reported clearly move 

in the direction of a "yes11 answer for this paper's primary question. 

The policy recomendation mentioned at the beginning of this step 

seems resoundly refuted:    the situation where military aid is given to 

a country which is not in a war (comparatively low national military 

expenditures) is exactly the situation which this test shows is likely 

to lead to higher levels of conflict than if the assistance were not 

given. 
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In an effort to explain why I have found that there is a greater 

chance that a country will be involved in more international conflict 

relative to cooperation if that country receives one or a few large sums 

of military assistance than if it does not, I shall return to the three 

alternative explanations advanced earlier. The three are bureaucratic 

politics, psychological factors, and prior deals. 

One bureaucratic politics explanaticn of the results would be 

attributing them to a bureaucrat in a donor nation who sought an increase 

in his or her national leverage. Such a bureaucrat might have reacted 

quickly as a conflict broke cut, and juggled'' the present and unreleased 

past figures on amounts of military assistance to make it appear as 

though (s)he foresaw the conflict and tried to avert is by giving 

militaiy aid to the side which the bureaucrat now knows his or her govern- 

ment favors. Another bureaucratic politics explanation of the results is 

even more amoral. It is possible that a bureaucrat identified with the 

military sector in a donor nation sought to improve his position. He 

purposely manipulated military assistance to encourage war, because war 

demonstrates uniqueness, and in a zero sum budgeting game uniqueness is 

quite helpful in improving one's position. A tliird bureaucratic 

politics explanation might involve the bureaucratic politics of a 

recipient nation. A recipient ration bureaucrat might have helped 

hasten the onset of conflict in order to strengthen the military insti- 

tutions of his country. 
q 

Habit and expectation are the two major psychological factors 

which I feel might explain my results. Both factors can help inter- 

pret reactions of recipients to lump cumc, as opposed to regular annual 
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sums of military assistance. In the case of habit, the recipient continues 

to reap many of the benefits of the aid (e.g., a type of military hardware 

which does not require a great deal of maintenance), and reacts as though 

the aid were continuing at a constant level. If this were the case, the 

results could be interpreted as if they v:ere regression results: increa-ed 

amounts of military hardware on hand produces increased conflict. In the 

case of expectation, a nation night become involved in rore conflict because 

it expects its military assistance to increase. 

A third possible explanation of the results would be a prior 

deal. In a case where it would be advantageous to a donor to see a war 

change the status quo, that donor could rake a deal with an aid recipient 

that if the donor supplied an abundance of money, the recipient would 

cooperate with the donor by going to war with a third country. 
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CONCLUSICS 

Is there a greater chance that a country will be involved in rrore 

international conflict relative to cooperation if that country receives one 

or a few large suns of military assistance than if it does not? According 

to the statistical evidence presented in this paper, there is clearly a 

greater chance. I have advanced a nurrber ol plausible explanations for 

this finding, but I do not have the data to choose between then. A irore 

thorough rccdel of the process of converting military assistance to ICC 

is necessary for that. My only hint at the process is that the conversion 

appears to take around two years. 

The clearest finding of this paper ccir.es frcm the "absolute value 

test'': lump sums of military assistance tend to change recipient nation 

international conflict and cooperative behavior decidedly. Directional 

tests have shown us that in a substantial majority of the cases the 

direction of that behavior change is toward increased conflict and 

decreased cooperation. 
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APPENDIX:    ITSTBIG DIFTZKEirr TH-E LAGS 

As noted in the body of this paper, my original research pointed 

toward a four year lag betv;een the tire military assistance is given and 

the tiire such assistance is reflected in ICC behavior.    The tests pre- 

sented thus far dealt only with that fear year lag.    In this Appendix, 

I present tests of 0, 1, 2,  3, and U year lags.10    Because I changed 

academic institutions betv.-een the original and follow-up tests, I ecu 

no longer readily access an autoregressive roving average (AB11A) fore- 

casting rcutine which is applicable to a 25 year tirre series.    Therefore, 

the tests reported in this Appendix are based en a different, slightly 

less ancurate, forecasting model.    The forecasting rcutine uses exponential 

smoothing, and was developed by James A. Eartos and David G. Fish (1974), 

as adopted frcm Winters (1S60).    Like ARMA forecasting, the exponential 

smoothing routine adjusts for trend, but not as finely.   However, I hold 

that as long as I use the same forecasting algorithm for each country 

included in a given caparison of country groupings, any inaccuracy 

or distortion will be constant, and thereby cancel out.    In other 

words, I can conpare experimental and control groups if both sets of error 

percentages are generated by the same forecasting routine.    Comparisons 

of ARMA and exponential smoothing forecasts without adjustment for a 

constant factor would be invalid, however. 

Table A-l presents 'absolute value" error percentages for 0, 1, 

2, 3, and 4 year lags as obtained with the exponential smoothing fore- 

casting routine. 
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TADLE A-l 

"/VRSOUJTE VALUE" ERROR PERCENTAGES 

Experijr.ental Group 
(higher error percentages expected) 

Country 0 Year Lap, 1 Year Laf» 2 Year Lag 3 Year Laj» i| Year La 

Afghanistan 85 32 42 14 51 
India 75 727 6568 591 276 
Indonesia 114 1156 66 14 12 
Laos MO 173 48 160 78 
South Korea 46 49 208 85 61 
Taiwan 252 144 94 113 109 
Thailand 70 11 23 8 11 

GROUP MEAN 97.4 328.9 1007 140.7 85.4 

GROUP SUM 682 2302 7049 985 598 

Control Group 
(lower error percentages expected) 

Burns 
Cambodia 
Ceylon 
Japan 
Malaysia 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
South Vietnam 

GROUP MEAN 

PROBABILITY 
OF EXPERIMENTAL 
GROUP SUM OR GREATER 

324 
38 
36 
88 
62 
9 

14 
59 

78.7 

.312 

216 
43 
31 
25 
43 
18 
7 

149 

66.5 

.075 

75 
43' 
36 
24 
40 
11 
12 
67 

38.5 

,026 

15 
44 
27 
45 
20 
17 
12 
48 

28.5 

.029 

32 
46 
52 
26 
39 
16 
13 
36 

32.5 

.041 

Note: All country entries are average national error percentages 
of post-intervention effect forecasts. 
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This table is constructed in a nanner parallel to Table 1, and its 

results are discussed in the body of this paper. I shall irerely re- 

enphasize here that "probability of experimental group sum or greater" 

refers to the same exact probability testing procedure elaborated upon 

in the text and illustrated for another example with Table 2. The 

reader will note that while four of the five probabilities are extremely 

strong, a two year lag produces the strongest. 

Table A-2 presents results for the directicnal test. As discussed 

in the text, it parallels Table 3, and again finds two year lag results to 

be the strongest. 
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TABLE A-2 

"RAW VAIJUE" OR "DIRECTIOIIAL" ERROR PERCDITAGES 

Experirental Group 
(higher error percentages expected) 

Country 

Afghanistan 
India 
Indonesia 
Laos 
South Kcrea 
Taiwan 
Thailand 

GROUP MEAN 

GROUP SUM 

0 Year Lan; 1 Year La* 2 Year laz 3 Year Lap; 4 Year Lac 

85 31 42 8 51 
43 727 6558 591 275 
54 -632 65 14 11 

-31 132 -28 -5 -14 
-25 13 128 83 9 
252 -144 -1.3 -113 -109 
-70 -10 23 -2 7 

43.9 16.7 958 82.3 33 
307 117 6705 576 231 

Control Group 
(lower error percentages expected) 

Burma 324 215 75 4 22 
Carobodia 26 29 27 23 2 
Ceylon -35 -26 16 -17 38 
Japan 88 -19 13 39 16 
Malaysia -62 -43 -40 - [ 21 
Pakistan -4 -17 6 Ik -14 
Philippines 9 3-4 5-3 
South Vietnam 43 54 67 43 27 

GROUP MEAN 485 24.6 20 12.8 13.4 
PROBABILITY OF 
EXPERII-EMTAL GROUP 
SUM OR GREATER .473 .528 .215 .332 .367 

Note: All country entries are average national error percentages 
of post-intervention effect forecasts. 
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^Sf^^H?^ laICK ^ tl>is t*^' ^^y assistance is o^mtion- alized by dividanß aid by national military expenditures.     P*™™ 
2 
Saken from Maguire and Glass (1967), p. 747. 

3 

Ä.^'ÄS?' P<itaStani ^PP»^. ^th Korea, South &, 

Trare is a cleai^ enough division between PTOUDS, though    *o thai- ^Wo^ 

5 
No country meets them irore than three times. 

anexcellent discussion of bias present in assuming 0 cc^-i-ti?n beA-S 

S tf^dS ndeS^Sl^l --sesl^S thSlne) 
see Ilibbs (1374)       vari^e at t-l is treated as an independent variable, 

a 

I thank Stuart TTiorson for his suggestion to use this test. 

10_ 

Jtte? sn^^JT'f^ With differert aaS= °n a different subject 
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; 
The study of international relations, as are all the social sciences, is deeply 

concerned with purposive behavior, and goal-directed, or teleological systems. Indeed, 

nothing in the field of international relations is more basic than the notion of goal- 

directed behavior for "political" activities are largely "purposive" activities. 

Whether under the rubric of interests, objectives, ends, or goals, scholars have, 

either implicitly or explicitly, always thought of and explained international 

politics and foreign policy in terms of preferred end-states. Yet, despite the 

fundamental conceptual role played by goals in the understanding of international 

politics, its treatnent as a concept has been unsatisfactory. For a variety of 

reasons to be discussed later, it remains an elusive, primitive term defying adequate 

conceptualization. 

: 

. 

THE FUNCTION OF GOALS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS THEORIZING 

Any science aspiring to theory must assume some sort of underlying regularity 

in the world.    Without positing such regularity, descriptive laws of nature and 

scientific predictions become impossible.    Researchers would be forever limited 

to particular statements on unique events.    Generalizations, without some posited 

order in one's universe of discourse, would be, at best, blind leaps of faith. 

In the physical sciences, the regularity assumption is provided by a "mecha- 

nical postulate" which presupposes an order in the physical world independent of 

spiritual or metaphysical forces.    Physical entities are assumed to exhibit 

regularities in behavior about which scientific theories can be framed. 

In the social sciences, the regularity assumption is often introduced by 

the notion of goal-directed behavior.   As noted by Riker and Ordcshook: 
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When one is generalising about the physical world, the convention.: 1 

postulate is the mechanistic one; that is, we rule out vitalism, 

divine intervention, luck, witchcraft, and so on. When one is 

generalizing about the social world, however, where, clearly, the 

actors are vital, one can hardly rjle out vitalism. Hence the 

postulate for regularity changes to a notion of the pursuit of 

goals; that is, we assume actors in society seek to attain their 
1 

purposes. 

Attributing goal-directed behavior to social entities allows us to make sense 

of observed regularities in social behavior. It provides a rationale for theorizing 

and predicting regularities with some degree of assurance. It provides a specification 

for the meaning of an action and how it might be distinguished from other foms of 

behavior. Finally, attributing goal-directed behavior to a social entity often eases 

the knowledge requirements of the entity's internal structure necessary for prediction. 

For example, in an economic context, Herbert Simon notes: 

If we know of a business organization only that it is a profit- 

maximizing system, we can often predict how its behavior will 

change if we change its environment -- how it will alter its 

prices if a sales tax is levied on its products. We can make 

this prediction -- and economists do make it repeatedly -- with- 

out any detailed assunptions about the adaptive mechanism, the 

decision-making apparatus that constitutes the inner environment 

of the business firm. 

TVo basic strategies exist for employing the goal-directedness assumption in social 

science theorizing. Rikcr and Ordeshook call them revealed preference and posited 
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preference.  In the revealed preference procedure, rules of behavior (e.g., transi- 

tivity, utility maximization) are posited and then applied to observed behavior to 

discover those goals consistent with the aforementioned posited rules and observed 

behaviors. Hence, under the revealed preference strategy, goals are inferred from 

(1) assumptions about behavior, and (2) behavior actually observed. 

In international relations research, revealed preference strategy is illustrated 

by what Graham Allison calls the "rational actor" mode of analysis: 

If a nation performed a particular action, that nation must have 

had ends toward which the action constituted a maximizing means. 

The Rational Actor Model's explanatory power stems from this 

inference pattern. The nuzzle is solved by finding the purposive 

pattern within which the occurrence can be located as a value- 

maximizing means.0 

In a somewhat stylized example, if an analyst assumes Communist nations with 

strong armies seek to increase their spheres of influence, and then notices the 

People's Republic of China (PRC) maintains a very large army, he could conclude, 

under the rational actor approach, the PRC's goal is to apply external, strategic 

military pressure abroad, unfortunately, this mode of analysis is far from fool- 

proof since an imaginative analyst, given a set of observed behaviors and posited 

rules of behavior, can usually find some set of goals consistent with his observations 

and opening assumptions. 

The second, posited preference strategy assumes a given goal for an actor and 

certain rules of behavior. The actor's behavior is then inferred. If these inferences 

are confirmed by observation, our confidence both in the initial posited goals for the 

actor and the posited rules of behavior is increased. But, if our inferred behavior 
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for the actor doesn't occur, then either our posited goals or posited rules of behavior, 

or both are faulty. 

In general, the analytical choice between revealed preference and posited preference 

is dependent on the problem being addressed. Often, research requires shifting between 

the two methods. For example, we noted earlier how an analyst, operating from a revealed 

preference perspective, might conclude the People's Republic of China's goal (we are, 

of course, assuming here a unitary actor perspective) is the aggressive exertion of 

military pressure abroad. However, assume further observations reveal the PRC's 

foreign activities to be defensive and cautious, contrary to posited preference expec- 

tations. The analyst would then be forced to alter his posited PRC goal (i.e., 

aggressive military expansion) or his initial, posited rule of behavior (i.e.. 

Communist nations with streng aimies are expansionist) or both, and then restart 

his analysis. In the process of such modification -- formulating goals and 

rules of behavior, comparing inferred behavior with observed behavior, reformulating 

goals and rules, etc. -- the analyst shifts from posited preference to revealed 

preference and back again. Both modes are necessary, one complementing the other. 

To be of analytical value, the cyclic use of posited and revealed preference 

strategies requires careful conceptualization and explicit framing of theoretical 

assumptions. Such conceptual standards, unfortunately, have not often characterized 

the past treacment of goals and goal-directed behavior in the study of international 

relations. We now examine the conceptual state of goalr in international relations 

research. 

VAST TREATMENT OF GOALS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

Among traditional international relations scholars, goals have often been 

stipulated in an a priori manner. Hans Morgenthau, for example, saw power as the 

constant aim dominating international politics. Unfortunately, Nforgenthau's 
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historical style of analysis and his strong prescriptive bent clouded his theoretical 

intent. While initially defining power as psychological control between individuals, 

1    Morgenthau applied the term to nations without addressing the resulting levels of 

analysis problem. Further, depending on the context and Morgenthau's purpose, 

power could be a relationship, a goal of policy, a stimulus for policy, and a 

means for realizing policy ends. Given this unusual flexibility in the use of 

the term, almost every conceivable behavior was interpreted as a pursuit for power. 

Operating from a similar, traditional perspective, Haas and Whiting6 identified 

self-preservation, self-extension, and self-abnegation (i.e., policies of retrenchment 

or withdrawal) as basic goals in international politics. To take a final example 

of traditional goal positing, Puchpla's7 list of fundamental goals included self- 

preservation, security, prosperity, prestige, and peace. Generally, these enumerative. 

a priori approaches to the goals of international politics were unsatisfying for 

similar reasons. First, they were defined too abstractly and imprecisely to be 

of much analytical use. What does it mean, for example, for a nation to strive 

for self-preservation or prosperity? How can one decide whether particular policies 

are in accord with such nebulous goals as peace or security? For example, was 

American intervention in Vietnam a contribution toward U.S. security or self- 

preservation? Second, a priori stipulation of national goals implied a homogeneous, 

unitary actor interpretation of nations which wasn't capable of treating internal 

policy dissension or bureaucratic political processes. Differences over concrete 

questions of policy unplementation were left unexamined. Further, goal priorities 

and goal conflicts were difficult to handle at this rarefied level of abstraction. 

TTiird, the dynamic quality of goal fomulation and transfomation was ignored. 

Stipulation of a priori goals implied a permanence of interest independent of 

internal politics, external international change, and tüne which was highly 

questionable. Por example, even such a primary -goal- as national self-preservation 
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might, in extraordinary circumstances, be suspended as in 1938, when Anstrians 

voted overwhelmingly for Anschluss and political domination by Nazi Geimany. 

Another approach toward goals adopted by traditional scholars involved the 

identifying of underlying goal dimensions and the constructing of a classification 

based on these dimensions. For example, time has served as an underlying dimension 

for goal classification (Organski's long-range vs. ijnmediate goals). Other goal 

dimensions proposed: core values vs. instrumental ones (Holsti, 1967), vital vs. 

secondary goals (Hartmann, 1957), general vs. specific goals (Organski, 1968), 

competitive vs. absolute (Organski), unified vs. divergent (Organski), national 

vs. humanitarian (Organski). Unfortunately, these approaches also suffered from 

the same conceptual problems noted above. While perhaps descriptively appealing, 

these goal images were too abstract, too nebulous, to capture the dynamic, diverse, 

and contingent quality of goals and goal-directed behavior. 

•Hie weaknesses connected with this sort of traditional, macro-level conceptual 

treatment became increasingly evident as scholars adopted more formal research 

strategies. Operationalization and the demands of mathematical tractibility often 

required more theoretical structure for goals than was available. T^is problem of 

structure, what Mesarovic and Thorson refer to as constructive specification,8 was 

met in a number of ways. One strategy sidestepped the goal problem by adopting 

a macro-level perspective depending on aggregate indicators for description and 

international trend analysis. Work in international integration (Deutsch et al., 

1957), international organizations,9 and field theory (Rummel, 1963) serve as 

examples. Such monitoring and mapping activities allowed the use of statistical 

or linear algebraic analyses while avoiding the explicit treatment of goals. 

Another strategy dealt with goals by positing them at a particular level of 

analysis. Game theoretic treatments, for example, viewed goals in terns of relative 

payoffs between players in highly structured conceptual settings. The players were 
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seen as unitary actors at a fixed level of analysis (such as the nation-state, the 

bureaucracy, or the individual). By abstracting away the complexity of goals and 

goal contexts, the analytical power of game theory could be utilized to the fullest 

measure. Similar conceptual simplifications concerning goals, for the sake of 

mathematical tractibility, were made in arms race process modelling a la Lewis 

Richardson (Richardson, 1960). Here, the differential equations which specified 

national arms race behavior were the posited goals. 

Similar goal positing was also adopted when international systems theorizing, 

characterized by equilibrium interpretations of system behavior, came into vogue. 

McGowan,  for example, collapsed the myriad goals pursued by groups within a nation- 

state using a series of difference equations. National goals were interpreted as 

the need to "dampen" the paths produced bv these difference equations c^er time -- 

a rather unorthodox goal conception, recuired by the mathematical techniaues 

McGowan wished to employ. 

Unfortunately, the international systems approach, like its predecessors, 

failed in general to deal meaningfully with purposive behavior. The approach 

often lapsed into an anthropomorphic mode of explanation whereby international 

systems assumed the character of holistic entities imbued with imminent, purposive 

rules of behavior. For example, Morton Kaplan, in his systems approach to international 

politics (Kaplan, 1957) posited "essential rules" for system members deemed necessary 

for a system's existence. Yet, the nature of these rules was unclear. They might 

be interpreted as operating "automatically," akin to Adam Smith's invisible 

hand; they might be "semi-automatic," requiring the conscious rule promoting 

efforts of "select" nations; or they might be "manual," requiring the full and 

conscious participation of all nations in the system.11 In short, these rules of 

behavior seemed somehow prior to concrete activity. This same "a priori" treatment 

of purpose as a need-fulfilling function of a reified system of components also 
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characterized McGowan's theoretical treatment of national foreign policy mentioned 

earlier. 

The general systems approach of Talcott Parsons12 was another example of a 

macro-level systems perspective with an "a priori," need-fulfilling quality. Op- 

erating at a high level of abstraction, Parsons defined four essential functions 

ever>' social system must satisfy to assure its surviva] -- pattern maintenance (i.e., 

the preservation of essential system traits), adaptation, goal attainment, and 

integration (i.e., the coordination of system components). Like Kaplan's work, the 

Parsonian systems perspective suggested innate system purposes lurking behind the 

scene. 

Unfortunately, treating need-fulfilling functions of a system (what sociologists 

call the functional requisites for survival) as system goals was misleading. While a 

strong empirical connection between need-fulfilling, survival functions and system 

goals wouldn't be surprising (since those systems available for observation are 

those most likely to have survived for some time), survival functions and goals 

needn't be identical. For example, explaining the increase of white cells in the 

bloodstream during infection in tenns of its survival function and natural selection 

would be biologically sound; explaining it as a collective goal pursued by the body 

would be bizarre. Similarly, in a political context, American actions in Vietnam 

might be explained in tenns of Presidential goals; but, less plausibly so in terms 

of national functional requisites, again suggesting survival functions and goals 

needn't be synonymous. In general, if need-fulfilling functions resemble goals, 

the resemblance is empirical, not definitional. Nothing requires that goals have 

survival value. 

Yet, despite the shortcomings of the systems school, it did reemphasize, though 

not always explicitly or consistently, an important aspect of purposive behavior which 

had been obscurred by the earlier "point blank" positing of goals. That is, the systems 
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perspective was usually not of the form "the goal of the nation-state is power, 

prestige, wealth, and the like." Universal drives were not ascribed to nations. 

Rather, system treatments of ^ als made allusions, however obliquely, to the 

existence of a process or environment. Purposive behavior was imbedded within a 

context of system entities or interactions. This view, that goals are linked to 

some environmental context, that is, are context dependent, is important and will 

receive more treatment later. 

When we move down to the organizational or bureaucratic level of analysis we 

find treatments of goals which seek to move away from goal positing and the attendant 

danger of reifying organizations while, at the same time, avoiding the mistake of 

assuming organizational goals are simply the accumulated goals of all its individual 

members. One approach is Stuart Thorson's use of production systems, essentially a 

sijnulation utilizing a list of "productions" (i.e., instructions) processed sequentially, 

13 
to represent the control structure of a government.   The productions or instructions 

which produce government behavior are the government's goals; that is, the pro- 

duction system structure is the government's goal structure.  The production system 

approach is especially attractive for two important reasons. First, unlike many mathe- 

matical modeling approaches, it doesn't require a high degree of constructive 

specification (i.e., the formal, mathematical properties introduced in one's axiomatic 

structure for deductive convenience). The productions can be couched in very general, 

qualitative terms -- an important working and conceptual advantage since international 

relations has no guiding theories of any high precision. Second, since few 

restrictions govern the list of productions, the production system scheme has a large 

degree of flexibility which might be used to model multiple goals, goal conflicts, and 

redundancy of potential control (whereby subgoals can shift depending on internal 

and external circumstances). Hence, this flexibility potentially allows one to move 

well beyond macro-level goal positing. 
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Another i:.iaginative approach, suggested by Herbert Sij-.on,15 involves concep- 

tualizing organizational goals in teras of constraints or requirements which must 

be satisfied before an organization embarks on a course of action. In particular, 

organizational goals, he suggests, night be characterized by the constraint sets and 

goal searching criteria of the upper level decision-makers in the organization. While 

analyzing such constraint sets would not, by themselves, fully define organizational 

behavior, Simon argues they capture most of the •'goal-like" properties associated 

with decision-making. Unfortunately. Sir.cn's approach towards goals is not completely 

satisfying because:  (1) the notion of constraints isn't sharply specified;  (2) the 

upper level decision-makers, whose constraint rets are used to define goals, aren't 

identified clearly; and (5) all Simon's organizational examples are drawn from highly 

structured settings such as factory assembly lines, feed manufacturing, and investing. 

Nonetheless, Simon's view of goal as constraint set is intriguing because it relates 

goals to decision-making structure, it can treat multiple goals, and it moves beyond 

süple goal positing. 

James Thompson suggests a different way of avoiding the reification problems 

connected with group goals. He defines organizational goals as goals specified for 

the organization by a dominant coalition. Thus, the pitfall of ascribing "intent" 

to an abstract organization is avoided. From Thompson's perspective, "organizational 

goals are established by individuals - but interdependent individuals who collectively 

have sufficient control of organizational resources to comüt them in certain directions 

and to withhold them from others."16 Unfortunately. Thompson's conception of 

goals is not without difficulties. The twin problems of defining coalition goals and 

identifying dominant coalitions are left untreated. Like Simon's constraint approach 

towards goals, the dominant coalition approach remains an embryonic, suggestive 

attempt. However, Thompson does move beyond simple goal positing towards some notion 

of organizational goals which is linked to organizational decision-making structure. 
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Another approach towards goals, related to Thompson's dominant coalition attack, 

springs from an emerging movement to harness events data for foreign policy decision- 

17 making research. One events data perspective  defines nation goals as all goals 

expressed by "authoritative decision-makers" (i.e., governmental representatives 

with formal responsibility for policy-making) and reported publicly. Goals are 

never inferred from behavior. 

Potentially at least, this particular events data perspective can handle 

multiple goals, contradictory goals, and differing goal priorities. Further, 

unlike Thompson's approach, the problem of identifying coalitions doesn't arise. 

However, the question of specifying "authoritative decision-makers" remains. More- 

over, the professed goal definition is not linked explicitly to organizational 

processes or structure. Unlike the Thor.con, Simon, or Thompson perspectives, its 

role is more data indicator than theoretical construct. The conceptual price paid 

for such operationalizing convenience may turn out to be steep indeed. 

Having now reviewed some approaches to organizational goals what conclusions 

can we draw? First, goal positing predominates, especially among traditional inter- 

national relations researchers, as a preferred mode of analysis because of its 

simplicity. Further, goal positing reflects a belief among many scholars that 

organizations, and especially nations, often have a set of "core" goals \shich are 

relatively impervious to change. The national core values idea posited by Holsti, 

the vital goals of Hartmann, and the general, absolute goals of Organski are all 

reflections of this belief. 

Second, the notion of time has often either explicitly or implicitly played 

a significant role in goal conceptualization. Indeed, the view of goals as pre- 

ferred, future end states implies some conception of time. Organski's long-range 

vs. immediate goal dichotomy, McGowan's use of difference equations implying a discrete 

time interval perspective, and the Richardson process equations, which assume a 
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continuous time perspective, are all examples of time's import in goal conceptualization. 

Third, the search for suitable organizational goal conceptions has dovetailed with 

work on organizational structure (what Thorson has referred to as control structure18). 

Indeed, it is probably no accident that, while goals are used on many levels of analysis - 

the international system, nation-state, and organizational-bureaucratic levels, goal 

conceptualization becomes increasingly more sophisticated as one moves down the 

ladder of abstraction, where goals are linked conceptually to organizational 

processing (as in the Thorson production systems approach) or organizational structure 

(as in the Simon "constraints set" or the Thompson dominant coalition approaches). 

A fourth related point concerns the notion of subgoals. Since organizations 

aren't generally directed towards a single, overarching goal, conceptual approaches 

which can handle multiple goals, conflicting goals, and switches in goal priorities 

(i.e., redundancy of potential control) are especially valuable. Such conceptual 

concerns require close attention to organizational structure and processing -- attention 

which only Thorson's production system, Simon's "constraint set," and Thompson's 

dominant coalition perspective seem capable of. All the other approaches appear too 

abstract. 

A final observation concerns the notion of a setting or environment within 

which goals are defined. Especially with the advent of the systems perspective, 

researchers have focused attention on external environments and their relationships 

to internal organizational structure. This sensitivity to environments is 

important because goals depend upon the interplay between organizations and environ- 

ments, upon both organizational and environmental changes. From this standpoint, 

the blanket positing of universal goals, characteristic of early international relations 

work, is decidedly inadequate. 

This brief literature review on goals has revealed important definitional 

trends involving time, organizational structure, subgoals, and environmental setting. 
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The following sections of this paper will examine these conceptual themes and their 

implications, arguing in the end, that any useful conceptualization or organizational 

goals cannot afford to neglect them; that, in short, goals are context dependent. 

CRITERIA FOR GOAL-DIRECTED BEHAVIOR 

Before moving further we should try to capture the intuitive features of goal- 

directed behavior by identifying and characterizing at least some of its criteria. 

Such criteria will provide a necessary background for the discussion in the following 

section on goal-directed systems. 

19 
Gerd Sommerhoff  has argued the essence of goal-directed behavior is flexibility; 

that is, any goal-directed entity must be capable of modifying its behavior in accordance 

with pertinent environmental charges. The problem here is capturing this flexibility 

in abstract terms. 

Two conditions appear necessary if an entity's behavior is to be called goal- 

directpJ. First, the causal link between action and environment with respect to a goal 

must be brought about by the entity. In other words, the realization of a goal must 

depend, in some sense, on the entity's behavior. This condition excludes cases 

where the fulfillment of an effect is inevitable, independent of any considerations 

of an entity's goal or behavior. For example, under this condition and the per- 

spective of modem physics, a shaman who recites an incantation each night to insure 

next morning's sunrise would not be exhibiting goal-directed behavior. 

The second condition of goal-directed behavior concerns the coupling of an 

entity with its environment. , The coupling must be sucn that changes in relevant 

features of the environment will induce entity behavior changes. In particular, 

goal-directed behavior demands the existence of feedback loops which register in- 

formation about the environment, and, hence, the margin of error at which an entity 

stands at a given moment with respect to a given goal. Further, goal-directed 
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behavior requires some sort of internal process^ capability (processing structure) 

which uses feedback signals to direct entity behavior. This internal processing 

structure incorporates within itself, by virtue of its design (e.g., the environmental 

variables monitored, the manipulable variables toward which behavior is directed), 

some abstracted image of the causa] links in the entity's operating environment. 

For example, the behavior of a magnetic compass would qualify here as goal-directed 

behavior. The compass' magnetized needle provides both the feedback loop to the 

environment and the processing structure necessary for goal-directedness. For the 

compass, the environment is composed solely of magnetic lines of force. Environmental 

^   changes which do not disturb these force lines are irrelevant and have no influence 

on the compass' behavior. In general, if environmental changes do not alter the 

causal links upon which an entity's processing structure is based (i.e., the abstracted 

environmental image implied by the processing structure's mode of organizing and 

;    directing behavior), the entity will continue to goal-seek successfully. But, if 

environmental changes render an entity's environmental image inadequate, the entity 

will cease to exhibit goal-directed behavior. A compass placed within a strongly 

oscillating magnetic field, or a light-seeking mechanism placed in the dark will not 

goal-seek. Hence, an entity's ability to exhibit goal-directed behavior is not an 

|    innate trait, but depends on a given environment. A goal-directed entity in one 

environment needn't be goal-directed in another. 

Further, goal-directed behavior, as specified above, cannot be unambiguously 

detemined from observing entity behavior alone. Goal-directedness is dependent upon 

'    a particular description - a description of an entity's internal processing structure, 

I    with all the causal assumptions bedded in its iinage of the environment, and a 

description of the entity's environment relevant to the goal sought.20 TWs description- 

or theory-dependent nature of goal-directed behavior can be elucidated by re-examining 

Jj   an example presented earlier. We noted a shaman, using incantations to insure each 
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mornings' sunrise, would not be exhibiting goal-directed behavior because some causal 

link must exist between his actions and his goal (i.e., causing the sun to rise). 

However, the existence or non-existence of such a causal link cannot be unequivocally 

proven -- it arises from current theoretical knowledge in astronomy. If later develop- 

ments reveal a link between incantations and sunrises or if we adopt the shaman's image 

of the universe as a standard for evaluation, we would be forced to call the shaman's 

behavior goal-directed. 

Further, if the analytical perspective used to assess the shaman's behavior were 

switched from astronomy to say, sociology, we might argue the incantations are directed 

towards preserving social cohesion in the face of nature's uncertainty. By spinning 

a socio-psychological narrative connecting the shaman's incantations with tribal 

psychology, we might reasonably conclude the shaman's behavior is indeed goal-directed 

with respect to social cohesion. The important point here is goal-directed behavior 

must be treated within some theoretical context if it is to be of any analytical use. 

The notion of goal-directed behavior, when devoid of theory, reduces to a metaphysical 

assumption. Hence, if a theorist wishes to speak of goal-directed behavior, he should 

specif)- those objecls which give theoretical substance to the concept -- namely, a 

description of the goal-seeking entity's processing structure and the entity's 

operating environment. Unfortunately, as revealed in our earlier literature review, 

this theoretical completeness is often neglected, especially in the more traditionally 

based international relations research. As Thorson noted, in a related context: 

All too often, especially in theories expressed in natural 

languages such as English, the tendency is to assume that "every- 

one knows" what is being theorized about. Since "even-one knows," 

there is no need to specify explicitly what objects make up that 

world. Yet, it can be argued chat theories are not about the world 
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but about "representations" of the world (or indeed, there may be 

many worlds), and it is useful to make public that representation by 

specifying it as unambiguously as possible 21 

In fact, the most interesting disagreements in international relations spring 

from different theoretical reconstructions of posited, goal-directed behavior,  suggesting 

the crucial importance in specifying clearly one's world representation or description. 

Two final points about our criteria for goal-directed behavior:    first, such 

behavior neither presupposes the eventual realization of the goal by the agent nor 

the contingent possibility of the goal's attainment.    Hence, searches for nonexistent 

objects, such as an alchemist's search for the philosopher's stone, may very well 

qualify as goal-directed behavior, given a suitable theoretical framework or system 

of beliefs for evaluating the action under study.    For example, suppose an astronomer 

searches for a nonexistent planet, which he believes exists.    If the astronomer's 

L'.eoretical framework is adopted as a standard of evaluation, then the astronomer is 

indeed exhibiting goal-directed behavior.    If, however, some other, more advanced 

theory, which demonstrates the impossibility of the planet's existence, is used as 

a standard, then the astronomer's behavior must be adjudged nongoal-directed. 

The second point about our criteria for goal-directed behavior is goal realization 

doesn't automatically imply goal-directed behavior.    According to our two goal-directed 

criteria and current astronomical knowledge, our shaman would not be exhibiting goal- 

directed behavior however much we might envy his success record. 

Having established general, abstract criteria for goal-directed behavior we 

can further sharpen this concept by considering three basic kinds of information upon 

which goal-directed behavior might depend. 
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Karl Deutsch has observed: 

A society or community that is to steer itself must continue 

to receive a full flow of 3 kinds of information:    first,  in- 

formation about the world outside;    second,  information from 

the past, with a wide range of recall and recombination;    and 

22 third,  information about itself and its c\<n parts. 

The first type of information cited by Deutsch, information about the environ- 

ment, represents one of the necessary conditions introduced earlier characterizing 

goal-directed behavior.    However,  entities which are limited to this single source 

of information are often extremely inflexible.    They depend solely on those environ- 

mental variables "designed" or "programmed" into their processing structure.    Further, 

the inability to update this "environmental image" renders flexible,  long-term 

operating perspectives impossible;    hence, imparting a reflex action quality to entity 

behavior.   The story of the spy, who wished to locate the seat of .American power by 

trailing Pentagon telephone cables and, instead, discovered the Pentagon telephone 

exchange, is a humorous example of goal-directed behavior dependent solely on external 

environmental cues.    A column of army ants, programmed by nature to respond to such a 

constrained set of environmental cues (i.e., the presence of other army ants) that it 

may lock itself in a circular "suicide mill" and continue circling to exhaustion,  is 

another graphic example of the narrowness of goal-directed behavior dependent solely 

on immediate environmental information.    Still another, more sophisticated example 

is the military's experimental missile guidance system called Terrain Contour Matching. 

Under this system a missile's processing structure is given a digital map of its 

flight path in terms of topographical features expressed in altitude values.    While 

the missile is in flight,  it scans the ground below, compares its findings with its 
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programmed course, and makes the necessary course adjustments. No updating in flight 

of the missile's digital map is possible, or really necessary because its operating 

environment, the terrain along its flight path. is. for all practical pulses, time- 

invariant. If. however, the terrain along the missile's path were to change signifi- 

cantly from its digital map values, the missile would be hopelessly lost. In general, 

because of the low level of sophistication displayed by such goal-seeking entities 

relying solely on environmental information, their heuristic value for studying 

international political phenomena is understandably modest. 

Entity behavior guided by both environmental infonnation and messages about 

changes in the entity's own internal processing structure represents the next level 

of potential capacity in goal-directed behavior. Devices which can monitor both 

their environments and internal structure have the potential of greater steering 

precision. Infomation on internal states might be used to control or even re- 

direct an entity's sensory devices, permitting greater flexibility and precision 

in the identification of environmental information gathered and processed in 

preference to others. Further, information on internal states can be used to 

protect an entity's p>-ccessii.g structure, rendering it less vulnerable to threatening 

environmental variations or internal malfunctions. Entities with an automatic 

shutoff capability such as NASA's manned launch vehicles, which are programed to 

shut off if any internal malfunction is detected prior to liftoff, are examples 

(in late 1965, during the Gemini-6 Mission, this automatic system was activated. 

aborting the launch). 

H«ever. entities with environmental and internal monitoring oapabilities, like 

their less sophisticated, servomeohanistic counterparts, suffer from a very- narrow 

time perspective - they have no capability for storing and retrieving past experience. 

The limitations imposed on goal-directed behavior unaided by a recall capability are 
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suggested by Frances Fitzgerald's description of the "timeless quality" characterizing 

Vietnamese pacification efforts -- the "keally New Life Hamlet" program (1967) super- 

ceding the "New Life Hamlet" progroin, which, earlier, had superceded the Strategic 

Hamlet program. "There was an archeology of pacification," Fitzgerald notes, "going 

back ten, sometimes twenty years. Many of the PF (Popular Forces) outposts . . . had 

23 been built by the French for the fathers of those same peasant soldiers."   She observes, 

"For those who stayed in Vietnam long enough, it was like standing on the ground and 

watching a carousel revolve." 

Goal-directed behavior, supported by a memory device (i.e., any facility which 

allows data from past experience to be stored and held available for recall and later 

25 
processing ), potentially has a uette^ -hance of avoiding this "carousel effect" than 

goal-directed behavior unassisted by a memory capability. By enlarging an entity's 

data base beyond immediate information to encompass past experiences, memory devices 

provide a way by which an entity might avoid "endless loop" traps where unsuccessful 

behavior is continuously repeated. Hence, memory capability renders a gonl-seeking 

entity less sensitive to immediate environmental variations. Of course, depending 

on the circumstances this can either be beneficial or detrimental. A memory capability 

would help an army ant colony avoid the endless circling of the "suicide mill," where 

we are implicitly assuming a relatively fixed environmental context. But, under 

changing environmental conditions, a memory may not always be beneficial. 

The effectiveness of a memory capability depends on the frequency of memory 

updating and the stability of the relevant variables in an entity's operating environ- 

ment. An entity in a relatively unchanging environment would need fewer memory updates, 

than one operating in an unstable one. Unfortunately, static environments don't 

characterize the world of international politics. International environmental 

contexts change -- often more frequently than organizations review and update their 

store of long-term operating principles. In such instances a memory capability can 
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be detrimental. For example, the legacy of the 1950's -- the Communist takeover of 

China, the Korean V.ar, McCarthyism, Dalles' foreign policies -- has been convincingly 

invoked as the institutional "memory" which shaped, with disastrous consequences, U.S. 

Asian policy in the 1960's. Writes James Thomson: 

... in 1961 the U.S. government's East Asian establishment was 

undoubtedly the most rigid and doctrinaire of Washington's regional 

divisions in foreign affairs. This wa« especially true at the 

Department of State ... It was a bureau that had been purged 

of its best China expertise, and of farsighted, dispassionate men, 

as a result of McCarthyism.26 

A tentative conclusion, then, for goal-directed behavior augmented by a memory- 

capability is that it represents a potentially more sophisticated rode of performance; 

but, that its actual value, like the notion of goal itself, is strongly context depen- 

dent.27 

SUBGOALS AND DECISION-MAKING HIERARCHIES 

Up to this point, we have established general criteria for goal-directed behavior. 

Further, we have identified some distinctions in goal-directed behavior based upon 

three kinds of information sources -- environmental, internal, and memory. These 

criteria were purposefully left abstract enough to embrace different definitional 

approaches toward goals (e.g., the production system approach, the constraint set 

approach, the dominant coalition perspective). The goal concept, because of its 

richness, admits a multiplicity of meanings; hence, at this juncture, it is perhaps 

more fruitful to treat goals indirectly through characterization, rather than by 

frontal, definitional assault. Moreover, definitional stipulation, without adequate 

background preparation, would risk the premature discouraging of future, more promising 

conceptual approaches towards goals. 
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Tlius far, our discussion on goal-directed behavior has assumed a single goal, 

unitary entity approach. Under this perspective, such phenomena as multiple goals 

and switches in goal priorities (i.e., redundancy of potential control) are not 

readily manageable. Yet, intuitively, these phenomena appear to more accurately 

characterize the organizational problems of international politics than the sincle 

goal, serial processing nature of a servomechanism. 

(       The additional conceptual structure needed to treat multiple goals and redundancy 

of potential control could, so contend a number of researchers, be provided by the 

notion of a hierarchy. J. Watkins, for example, argues a proper explanation of 

seemingly inconsistent behaviors requires the construction of a "hierarchy of 

dispositions," that is, a hierarchy of goals.28 Herbert Simon sees hierarchies as 

the basic framework, the "architecture" of complex systems.29 Further, preliminary 

modelling efforts using goal hierarchies have been carried out by Gordon Pask and 

by Bosscl and Hughes.30 

At the outset, two different hierarchical frameworks must be distinguished -- a 

hierarchical classification of "adaptive or purposive capability" and a hierarchy of 

decision-making units. The hierarchy of adaptive or purposive capability arises 

naturally from the consideration of two tasks which might confront a decision-making 

entity: goal-setting and goal-seeking. Goal-seeking merely refers to goal-directed 

behavior. Goal-setting refers to goal-directed behavior where goal changes are possible. 

Hence, by definition, any entity with a goal-setting capability also has a goal-seeking 

one. The adaptive capabilities displayed by an entity under various goal-setting and 

goal-seeking situations give us a rough indication of its decision-making "sophistication.1 

This hierarchy of adaptive capabilities is shown in Table 1. Goal-setting mid goal- 

seeking behavior is subdivided into different situations depending on whether the entity's 

environment, goal, and behavior remain stable or change. Under these criteria, four 

distinct goal-setting and four goal-seeking situations arc identifiable. 
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Table 1- Hierarchy of adaptive capabilities 

Goal-setting capabilities (goal-directed behavior where changes in goals 
are possible) 

Goal 

1) changing 
2) changing 
3) changing 
4) changing 

Environment 

stable 
changing 
changing 
stable 

Entity Behavior 

changing 
changing 
stable 
stable 

Goal-seeking capabilities (goal-directed behavior) 

Goal 

1) fixed 
2) fixed 
3) fixed 
4) fixed 

Environment 

stable 
changing 
changing 
stable 

Entity Behavior 

changing 
changing 
stable 
stable < regulating 

behavior 

The goal-setting and goal-seeking distinctions made in Table 1 are on a very high 

level of abstraction. Goal, environment, and entity behavior changes are all detemined 

relative to some theoretical description which is here left unspecified. Such a 

description would specify those relevant variables (be they votes, temperature, torque, 

defense spending, velocity, osmotic pressure and the like) of theoretical interest 

under the particular analysis in question which define an entity's envirorment, 

goal, and behavior. Within this sort of implied framework of identified variables, 

the environmental, goal, and entity behavior changes in Table 1 refer to the addition 

or elimination of variables relative to an entity's operating capacity, and not 

necessarily to every change in a variable's value over time. For example, a temperature 

change from 75 degrees farenheit to 85 degrees farenheit would not constitute an 

environmental change for an ordinary home thermostat - i.e., the thermostat's 

environment over this change is stable. However, a temperature change from 75 

degrees farenheit to 6000 degrees farenheit would qualify as an environmental 
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change since the molten remains of the thermostat would no longer be able to monitor 

temperature change. For all practical purposes, temperature could (at 6000 degrees F) 

be omitted as a variable relevant to the thermostat's operating capacity. Admittedly, 

this mode of specifying relevant environmental, goal, and entity behavior changes 

relative to a given theoretical description is fuzzy; however, the requirements of 

generality make further precision difficult. Given this understanding of change 

relative to environments, goals, and behaviors, we now consider some examples of 

goal-setting and goal-seeking. 

Goal-setting clearly is the most sophisticated adaptive capability an entity 

can have, and is the least understood. No general theory of goal-setting exists. 

Nonetheless, at least three distinct goal-setting situations can be discerned, some 

of which are approximated by inanimate systems. The first situation [iee Table 1) 

involves a stable environment where an entity's goal and behavior change. Political 

situations sensitive to the idiosyncrasies of wavering, uncertain elites serve as 

examples. The second goal-setting situation involves a changing environment in which 

an entit/'s goal and behavior change. Ackoff's hypothetical computer, programmed to 

play checkers and tic-tac-toe, and designed with a memory updating capability depen- 

dent on past games played might serve as an example. In this case, the playing styles 

of the computer's opponents and game switching between checkers and tic-tac-toe would 

represent environmental changes. The third goal-setting situation involves a 

changing environment, a corresponding change in an entity's goal, but unchanging 

behavior. A crude illustration might involve a nation which maintains a strong 

anrn- for defensive purposes, then later finds all its external enemies have 

collapsed; but, nonetheless, continues to maintain its large army for internal 

domestic and economic reasons. Here, a particular behavior (maintaining a large 

army) remains unchanged despite environmental changes (disappearance of external 

enemies) and goal changes (the switch from a defensive military policy to an 
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internal security one). The fourth goal-setting situation entails a change in 

an entity's goal, but no changes in environment or behavior. A stylized example 

might involve a gambler at roulette who plays to win, then alters his goal and 

plays to lose. The gambler's goal switch, in this case, is accompanied neither 

by an environmental nor behavior change. 

Unlike goal-setting, goal-seeking is a less complicated theoretical and design 

problem, since goal-seeking implies a goal has already been set in some fashion. Hence, 

each of the four goal-seeking situations in Table 1 can be illustrated using inanimate 

systems and devices. The first, goal-seeking situation involves a stable environment, 

a fixed goal, but changing entity behavior. A simple example would be a computer-con- 

trolled anti-aircraft system which fires shells at an inccming intruder, fails to down 

it within a certain time period, and then shifts to a more costly, heat-seeking missile 

31 
system.   A possible, second goal-seeking situation involves a changing environment, 

a fixed goal, and changing entity behavior. A chess playing computer which modifies 

its playing on the basis of past games and which always seeks to win could serve as 

an example. A third goal-seeking situation entails a changing environment, a fixed 

goal, and unchanging behavior. A missile guided by radar, encountering chaff and 

then switching to infrared guidance serves as an example. The final, and perhaps 

simplest goal-seeking situation involves a stable environment, a fixed goal, and 

unchanging behavior. The regulating behavior of a thermostat falls into this category. 

Up to this point, we have examined a hierarchical classification of adaptive 

capabilities, providing part of the framework which will enable us to treat subgoals. 

However, another concept of hierarchy, developed by Mesarovic, " is necessary for 

handling subgoals -- a hierarchy of decision-making units. This type of hierarchy 

requires: (1) the entity under analysis be decomposable into some sort of interacting 

family of subsystems; (2) all these subsystems exhibit goal-directed behavior; and 

(3) these subsystems be arranged hierarchically whereby some subsystems are influenced 
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or controlled by others. Again, like our earlier notions of environments, goal- 

directed behavior, and entity behavior, the concept of a decision-making hierarchy 

is description dependent. Its character and form depend upon the analytical intent and 

research interests of the researcher employing this hierarchical perspective. 

Taking this notion of a decision-making hierarchy jird relating it to our earlier 

discussion on adaptive capabilities provides a useful framework for discussing sub- 

goals. Each subsystem in a decision-making hierarchy can be thought of as pursuing some 

goal (however a researcher chooses to define it), which can be considered a subgoal 

relative to the whole decision-making hierarchy. Moreover, in dealing with systems 

whose complexity requires hierarchical treatment, subgoals are likely to be of 

greater analytical use than a single, overall, composite goal representing the whole 

hierarchy because: (1) a composite goal, in order to capture all contingencies, is 

likely to be underspecified (e.g., survival, stability, and the like), or (2) if 

mathematically formulated, is likely to be of as much heuristic value as a specification 

of some large set, say a dictionary via enumeration. 

Having established a decision-making hierarchy, our earlier adaptive hierarchy 

of capabilities encompassing possible goal-seeking and goal-setting situations can 

be applied to each subsystem. Hence, each subsystem can be viewed as engaging in 

some form of goal-setting or goal-seeking behavior. In this sense, the adaptive 

capability hierarchy is imbedded within the dec is ion-making one. Further, the 

capability level of each subsystem relative to its subgoal is a rough indication 

of its "decision latitude." This notion of subsystem decision latitude, in turn, 

leads naturally to a discussion of the redundancy of potential control phenomenon. 

The principle of redundancy of potential control refers, essentially, to 

the switching of command or control in a system from one location to another. In- 

tuitively, four situations might exist to account for such control switching: 

(1) subsystems are, in some sense, competing for control over a number of events or 
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trials, and when a subsystem p-rsses a certain infonnation threshold in a given trial 

it commands until the next trial or event;  (2) a single subsystem in a decision- 

making hierarchy may have the ability to "delegate" temporar)' control to other lower 

subsystems in the hierarchy;  (3) a fixed, rotation or appointing procedure may 

exist; or (4) a subsystem may exercise control on its own initiative. 

The first, "competitive" interpretation of control redundancy appears closely 

related to the notion of subsystem decision latitude; that is, the degree of adaptive 

capability enjoyed by a subsystem. A subsystem, for example, which is so severely 

constrained structurally, say because it lacks a memory capability, that it can 

goal-seek only under fixed conditions is likely to be far less successful in "competing' 

for control than a subsystem which can both goal-seek and goal-set. A political 

example of control redundancy under competition which stresses the importance of 

decision latitude concerns the Army's struggle over close air support missions. In 

the 1950's, the Army, believing the Air Force was neglecting combat support missions 

in favor of more glamorous strategic ones, began pushing vigorously for responsibility 

over close tactical air support roles involving helicopters and tactical transports. 

Eventually, the Army, aided by advances in helicopter technology and the Air Force's 

inability to satisfy Army needs won significant control over close ground support 

missions (the Army now has more pilots than the Air Force).   .Another graphic 

example of the importance of decision latitude concerns the Navy's development of 

nuclear armed, carrier based aircraft. To sidestep Congressional and Air Force 

objections, the Navy simply developed a crude, low budget nuclear delivery system 

without approval. This fait accompli broke the Air Force's monopoly over nuclear 

weaponry, and guaranteed Naval control over seaborne nuclear delivery systems. 

The second, "delegative" interpretation of control redundancy, whereby a single 

high level subsystem delegates temporary control to a lower subsystem is illustrated by 

a naval fleet which follows the commands from the first ship to sight the enemy. 
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Such authority is delegated by the fleet commander. 

The third, "fixed rotation or appointment" interpretation of control redundancy 

refers to control shifts which are cyclically predetcnnined so all subsystems 

eventually have an opportunity to exercise control.    A group of children who 

voluntarily take turns being captain of a baseball team or the rotating chair- 

manship of the Joint Chiefs of Staff serve as examples. 

The fourth, "seizing the initiative," interpretation of control redundancy 

refers to control shifts arising from a subsystem's exercising of control on its 

own initiative.    Churchill's unauthorized mobilization of the Royal Navy just prior 

to the outbreak of World War I is an example. 

Besides the redundancy of potential control phenomenon, certain other features 

of subsystems in a decision-making hiera-chy deserve mention.36   First,  a higher level 

subsystem in a decision-making hierarchy will probably have coordination tasks over 

lower levels, and hence, be concerned with a larger share of overall systems behavior. 

Moreover, such coordination tasks mean these higher level subsystems have longer decision 

periods than lower units.    The reason -- they cannot act more often than those lower 

units being coordinated.    This, in turn, implies memory capabilities are likely to be 

more sophisticated on higher rather than lower levels. 

A second feature of decision-making hierarchies concerns environmental information. 

We earlier identified three possible information flows connected with goal-directed 

behavior:    environmental, internal, and memory.    The coordination responsibilities 

of upper decision-making units require a significant dependence on memory and internal 

monitoring capabilities.    However, as Mesarovic notes, "The higher levels cannot 

respond to variations in the environment .  .  ., which are faster than the 

variations of concern to the lower levels, since the latter are reacting faster and 

more concerned with more particular,  local changes."37   This suggests lower level 

units, while perhaps endowed with little or no memory capability, are far more 

sensitive to environmental feedback than upper level units. 
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A final observation on decision-making hierarchies concerns its possible use 

for coping with the analytical problem of goal-setting. We noted earlier no general 

theory of goal-setting exists. However, goal-setting might be conveniently handled 

by positing a suitable decision-making hierarchy whereby goal-setting on one level 

is a consequence of goal-seeking on a higher level. Hence, the problem of goal- 

setting on lower levels is side-stepped by invoking the goal-seeking processes on 

the next higher level. At the highest decision-making levels the goal-setting 

problem is avoided by simply positing goals. The justification for such positing 

comes from assuming: (1) the highest control levels deal with goals requiring long 

tern decision times; (2) such long-range goals will, for a relatively long tune 

span, elicit weak feedback; and (3) over this time span, the highest control levels 

can be analyzed in isolation without regarding feedback complications -- in 

particular, goals at these levels can be held constant.39 Of course, this approach 

cannot treat goal-setting on all levels concurrently; however, this needn't discourage 

us. In general, no matter how elaborate any experimental design, certain simplifying 

assumptions must always be made. Of concern to us is the realism of our assumptions. 

Holding goals constant at the highest control levels of a decision-making hierarchy is 

such an assumption, with, as suggested above, much value. 

TIME 

The notion of goal-directed behavior implies certain things. It implies some 

entity, possessing an internal processing structure and feedback monitoring capability, 

to which goal-directed behavior can be imputed. It implies some environment in which 

the goal-directed behavior takes place. Finally, it ünplies some notion of time 

since goal-directed behavior, by its very nature, is concerned with some future state 

of affairs. Goal-directed entities and their corresponding environments have been 

treated above. Here, we consider some implications of time for the analysis of goal- 

directed behavior. 
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The  temporal framework used to study goal-directed behavior can have profound 

analytical implications. It must be. in some as yet nonrigorously defined sense, 

appropriate to the phenomena studied. A motivating example demonstrating the 

importance of the "proper- conception of time arises from a paradox posed by the 

Greek philosopher, Zeno. According to Zeno's tale. Achilles and a tortise decide, 

one day, to have a race. Since Achilles can run twice as fast as the tortise, he 

generously gives the little animal a headstart of distance x. Now. in order to 

catch up with the tortise Achilles must cover this distance x. But in the time 

it takes Achilles to cover x. the tortise is moving also and has forged ahead a 

distance | . Achilles must cover this additional distance | to catch up; however, 

in the time it takes Achilles to cover f. the tortise has again moved ahead by a 

distance |. In the next action sequence, Achilles covers |, but the tortise moves 

ahead again by |. Since this "catch up" process is a never-ending one. Zeno's 

conclusion is Achilles never passes the tortise! 

ilie key to this puzzle lies in the way time is framed in the story. Each 

action sequence of the race, where the momentary positions of Achilles and the 

tortise are compared, can be thought of as a "snapshot" in time. Tte first 

snapshot at the race's beginning, pictures the tortise ahead of Achilles by a 

distance x. the tortise's headstart. Assume this snapshot is taken at time t. 

•Hie next snapshot shows the tortise ahead of Achilles by a distance |. Uns second 

snapshot is taken at time t + |. ^e third snapshot is taken at time t + § + * 

showing the tortise leading by a distance |. The fourth snapshot is taken at time 

1 + I + W' the fi^h one at time t + f ♦ | + | + ^ and so on. In short, 

the snapshots of the race are being taken at shorter and shorter time intervals, 

where the sum of these intervals is a converging, infinite series (.f 4t = 2t). 

This snapshot sequencing, that is, the way time is being structured, prevents you 

from seeing Achilles catch the tortise. because an "infinite number" of snapshots 
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would be required. Hence, Zeno's paradox arises, it can be argued, because of the 

peculiar way time is structured in the story. 

Several important lessons can be drawn from Zeno's story. First, time clearly 

poses an important conceptual challenge in studying goal-directed behavior. As 

demonstrated by Zeno's paradox, the way time is framed has crucial substantive 

plications which require close scrutiny. Another exa^le drawn from intentional 

relatr ,s is Richardson's use of differential equations in has arms race work. Ttese 

equations i^ly a continuous time perspective where nations are capabie of continuous 

monitoring ana adjustments in arms stocks. The realism of such an assumption is, 

given such co^lications as bureaucratic inertia, budgets^ cycles, and lead times 

for weapons development, open to question. 

Second, Zeno's story shows time needn't necessarily mean clock time, that is, a 

continuous flow of seconds, minutes, hours, days, years, and so forth. In fact, for 

analytical purposes, time is most usefully conceived of as a mode of ordering events 

or observations. This, in tun,, implies time, like goals, is context-dependent and takes 

on meaning only with respect to a particular description of events. Further, for such 

a reference system, the time firework or event ordering selected can have a profound 

inpact on the event patters observed. In Zeno's story, for exa^le, the infinite, 

converging time intervals ordering observations prevented us from seeing Achilles ' 

pass the tortise. If these tnr.e intervals had been eq^l. however, Zeno's paradox 

would have evaporated, and we would indeed have seen Achilles win the race. Hence, 

one's time framework must be appropriate, in some inruitive sense, to the research' 

problem under analysis. 

Clock time is sufficient for most research pulses; however, it is not alwavs 

convenient. For example, studies on biorhythm, (biological clocks) use physiological 

processes and cycles for event ordering, fcologists and paleontologists use geologic 
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time measured by decay rates of various radioactive isotopes. Economists ."ometimes 

find it useful to order events by fiscal years, economic five year plans, stages of 

economic growth (h  la W. Rostow), and Kondratieff cycles. So far, most of these 

examples can be translated into dock time with little difficulty. However, this isn't 

always so. For example, international crisis research frequently uses the notion of 

response time -- a crisis is identified, in part, as a situation involving low 

response time for some decision-maker.40 Unfortunately, response time cannot be 

equated with clock time because it implies more than temporal duration. First, 

response time depends on the decision-making skills and processes being studied. What 

might appear as a low response time situation for one decision-maker might be a high 

response time situation for another, more skillful one. Second, response time depends 

on the task Doing addressed. One hour might be a generous response time for a simple 

true-false history test, but miserly for a test in partial differential equations. 

The point here is clock time needn't always be convenient or even appropriate for 

all research problems. 

Since clock time is not suitable in all cases, it is useful to examine other 

modes of ordering events, related to the structural properties of the phenomena 

being analyzed. In particular, when considering some entity's goal-directed behavior, 

potential time frameworks, can be dram from two basic sources: (1) cycles within 

or related to the entity's internal processing structure; and (2) the environment's 

response cycles or patterns, if any, to the entity's behavior. 

Often, time frameworks based on an entity's processing structure are con- 

veniently represented by clock time. This is often true for entity's with sir,Je 

internal processing structure or continuous processing capabilities (e.g., a thermo- 

stat). However, other time treatments such as event-based frameworks may be necessary 

for more involved entities and situations. For example, during the Second World War, 
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some Arm>' Air Corps units automatically rotated bomber crews home after forty missions. 

Since the time necessary to complete these missions varied from unit to unit, air 

crews often conceptualized time in terms of missions flown, rather than months served. 

Further, if the entity under analysis has a memory capability, the frequency 

of memory updating or alteration might be used to order events. Governmental up- 

heavals due to elections, coups, purges and the like are some potentially useful 

examples of such organizational "memory alteration" which might serve as the 

basis for a time scheme. 

The problem of selecting a suitable time framework based on processing 

structure becomes more complicated when dealing with a hierarchy of decision- 

making units. Here, suitable time frameworks must be found for all levels of 

the hierarchy with no guarantee these frameworks will be identical. This, in 

turn, can lead to problems of comparing different time frames. If, for example, 

one hierarchical level is best treated using a clock time scheme while another 

level demands an event-based time framework, the problem of relating these different 

time frames arises. Unfortunately, such conceptual problems have not yet, in general, 

been satisfactorily resolved. 

Like time frameworks based on an entity's processing structure, those frame- 

works keying on environment response cycles are often conveniently represented by 

clock time. For example, after mailing an order to a company, we usually measure 

response time in terms of days, weeks, or months. In other situations, environment 

oriented time frameworks may require event-based treatments. A slot machine en- 

thusiast, for example, might measure the length of his Las Vegas visit in terms of 

number of jackpots won. A more serious example concerns the inflationär)' spiral 

generated in 1966 by the Vietnam war. Thinking in terms of fiscal periods, 

government planners were stunned by the swiftness with which the economy overheated. 
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Major sectors of the econany, it now appears, roused by events in Vietnam and on 

Capitol hill, anticipated increased military spending and expanded their activities 

accordingly even before Federal spending actually penetrated the economy. In short, 

had the Johnson administration adopted an event time perspective, instead of one 

based on the fiscal year, timing of the Vietnam war's inflationary impact on the 

economy might have been more accurately estimated. 

So far we have treated separately time frameworks based on entity processing 

structure and on environment responsiveness. However, it is worthwhile noting 

the implications of wide discrepancies, when comparison via clock time is 

possible, between time perspectives based on entity processing structure and 

environment responsiveness, since such discrepancies can have significant impact 

on international political theorizing. Before spinning out these implications, 

a few underlying assumptions will be aired. 

First, it will be assumed the use of smaller time units encourages smaller 

analytical time horizons than the use of larger time units. For example, a person 

who orders his life's activities in terms of days will probably have a more circum- 

scribed time horizon than one who thinks in terms of weeks or months. Second, it will 

be assumed the international environment in which nations operate is characterized by 

long-response times to foreign policy actions. This characteristic was highlighted by 

Dean Acheson's remark on carpentry as a nice hobby because one needn't wait cwenty 

years to learn the results. Finally, it will be assumed international environmental 

response times are longer than the cyclic processing times of entity's operating in 

this international environment. 

For cases where these assumptions are accurate, one would expect a time perspective 

based on entity processing cycles to employ smaller time units than one based on inter- 

national environment responsiveness; hence, encouraging a smaller analytical time 
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horizon. A nice example is Daniel Lllsberg's argument that U.S. President's, over two 

decades, knowingly chose a stalemate policy in Vietnam. Ellsberg essentially keys on 

national elections, the internal processing cycle upon which his analytical time 

perspective depends, arguing all major escalator)- decisions in Vietnam were constrained 

by the narrow time horizon imposed by election concerns. Tte result, Ellsberg contends, 

was a series of short-term, "no win -- no lose," holding actions.41 

For cases where time perspectives are based on environmental responsiveness, one 

would expect relatively large time units and, hence, generous analytical time 

horizons. For example, the Jay Forrester world dynamics model42 can be thought of as a 

simulation of environmental responsiveness to nation activities, which employs a 

longer time horizon than is customary in foreign polio- analyses. Indeed, this 

discrepanc> between the time horizon derived from an environmentally-b.sed time 

framework and the smaller time horizon associated with national processing structures 

is the key to, -„hat many believe is, the impending collapse of the global social and 

economic order. Nations, it is argued, tend assiduously to problems sharply localized 

in time while global disasters, unfolding within a larger temporal context, threaten 

to engulf everyone. 

Tliese examples hopefully demonstrate the theoretical importance of time frame- 

works for evaluating goal-directed behavior. Certainly, no single time framework is 

inherently superior. The  appropriateness of a given time perspective must be judged 

on a case-by-case basis. Hence, full disclosure of temporal assumptions is important. 

In particular, an explicit conception of time must be a part of any theory of politics, 

especially if time is defined in terms of entity processing or environmental cycles. 

Only then can one's time framework be evaluated for its analytical appropriateness. 
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SUNWARY 

We began our examination of the goal concept in international relations research 

by considering its role in theorizing. Coals and goal-directed behavior are working 

assumptions which reflect the posited regularity or underlying order of events in 

international relations upon which theorizing depends. Further, we identified two 

analytical strategies, posited preference and revealed preference, by which goal- 

directedness contributes to international relations theorizing. 

After considering the analytical utility of goals, we briefly surveyed its past 

use in international relations research. Khile no consistent approach towards goals 

emerged from our survey, certain key themes and issues were discernible such as the 

linking of goals to organizational processing and structure, the notion of subgoals 

and switches .in goal priorities, and the relationship of time to goals. 

Next, to provide the necessary analytical background for treating these issues, 

we turned our efforts towards developing criteria for goal-directed behavior, avoiding 

the danger of prematurely specifying a single goal definition. It was then argued 

goal-directed behavior might be useiully characterized by two conditions:  (1) some 

goal notion (left unspecified here) and attendant theory causally linking an entity's 

behavior and its goal, and (2) some feedback loop connecting the entity's processing 

structure to its environment. U'e further noted the potential advantages of goal- 

directed behavior backed by memory and internal monitoring capabilities. 

Two notions of hierarchies, a hierarchy of adaptive capabilities and a hierarchy 

of decision-making units, were introduced. The hierarchy of adaptive capabilities 

aided us in distinguishing between different goal-setting and goal-seeking situations. 

The hierarchy of decision-making units provided a conceptual framework for dis- 

cussing subgoals, the notion of redundancy of potential control, goal-setting, and 

goal-seeking. 
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Next, the problem of time was raised. First, we argued clock time isn't always 

analytically appropriate for treating goal-directed behavior. Second, in cases 

where clock time proves inappropriate, two alternative sources for structuring 

tüne were examined:  (1) cycles or patterns related to an entity's internal 

processing structure, and (2) the environment's response cycles, if any, to the 

entity's behavior. Finally, the implications of differing time horizons arising 

from wide discrepancies between these two time perspectives were examined. Throughout 

this discussion, the context-dependent nature of time relative to the particular 

issue under study was stressed, thus re-emphasizing the description-dependent nature 

of goal-directed behavior in general. 
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Karl Deutsch, The Nerves of Government (New York, The Free Press, 1966), p. 129. 

Frances Fitzgerald, Fire In the Like (New York, Vintage Books, 1972), p. 453. 

Ibid., p. 453. 

25 

26 

vhirhIho ^;> T ^ refT t0.the Capacit>' for storin8 ^ retrieving past experiences which the entity has reacted to in some fashion. Data which has initiallyiiH^Sr^ 
or designed- into an entity at inception as part of its processinr    mature would 

James Thomson "How Could Vietnam Happen?   .An Autopsy," in Readinos In Verican 

mlffisrsp ed- by "• Halperin ;md A- Kw^ (B-"". UttlTb^^nT^any. 
yn 

ti^TjT^  natUre 0f memory'  and indeed of organization in General also holds in a biological context as demonstrated by W. Ross Ashby:     8eneraA. a^o 

Is it not good that a brain should have memory? Net at all I reolv -- 
only when the environment is of a type in which the future often 
copies the past; should the future often be the inverse of the past 
memory is actually disadvantageous. A well knovoi ex^leL given when 
the sewer rat faces the environmental system known as "pre-baitino '• 
The naive rat is very suspicious, and takes strange food only in L*ll 
quantities. If. however, wholesome food appears at some place for three 
days in succession the sewer rat will learn, and on the fourth day win 
eat to repletion and die. ^e rat without memory, however is as 
suspicious on the fourth day as on the first, and lives. Thus in 
this environment, memory is positively disadvantageous. Proioiaed 
contact with this environment will lead, other things bein^ equal 
to evolution in the direction of diminished memory-capacity 
L  c hb>% "PrinciPies of the Self-Organizing System,"'in 
Modern Systems Research for the Behavioral Scientist ed by 
mm31"*167 ^hiCag0*  Al£line ^biishing Company ,"-1968), pp. 

90 
4-0 

J.W.N. Katkins   "Idea! Types and Historical Explanation," in Tlie 1'hilosonhv nf 
Soc;airxpl3n.t.on, ed. by Alan Ryan (Bristol,Vn8land,'oxfo.rü^Hf^1;^,  1973)( 

70 

pp!"b84r-tn8m0n   MThc Scicnce5 of the Artificial" (Cambridge, MIT Press,  1969), 

SO., 

... Rossel and k-.ny Hughes. Sin.ulation of vi ....fentrol cd Dec i. > on - M     n e ' 
^^ronch ntul PrototNTo ( KarrsruTT^.^FnT^Tuhiic oi1 ('rm.^     nstitut fur 
Systeiiueclnnk und  Innovat ionsloisduuig, August,   1973). • tiiutim 
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3. 
Another, less militaristic example, cited by Ackoff, involves an electronic ma-c- 
solvinß rat (a simple automata) winch, when blocked by a wall in maze, moves in a 

n^rsniv^Tr fways u?ri1
i
1
an o,)cn path is foii,id- ^ ^^ ^ ^^ that it can solve at least some solvable mazes. If this rat has a memorv device, it 

^V In^n^fnTf r? tüi'ena ',s°]ution Pathn 0" subsequent trials in a familiar 
Atherton 1972)   31 ' ^  Pl'rposcful Svst:cms fNew York. AldilK- 

..I.D. Mesaroyic, D Macko, and Y. Takahara Theory; of Hierarchical. Multilevel,Svstems 
(Newark, Academic Press, 1970), pp.49-56"; !      ' '   5 

33 . 
See Morton Halperin Bureaucratic Politics and ForP1> Pmiry fWashinnton D C 
Brookings Institution^ 1974), ppl 43-46. L  -nu^tun U.L., 

^ See Vincent Davis "The Development of a Capability to Deliver Nuclear Weapons bv 
Carrier-Based Aircraft," in Readings In .American Foreign Policy ed? bv M '' i- iPe -in 
ana A. Kanter [Boston, Little, broun, and Company, 1973), pp. 261-275:   HaiPeiin 

Tnorson "Modelling Control Structures," p. 5. 

^l^sT^10^1^5  arC taken fr0IT1 MeSdrovic- Scc Mesarovic, Macko, and Takahara, 

37 
Ibid., p. 55. 

38 
MpraSwif "r"/11 ihe field,, (LC-' l0Wer lcvel units of some decision-making hierarchy) who develop a greater sensitivity for their local areas than the 
people back at the "home office" (i.e., upper level units) are legion! More 
interesting arc the talcs of actual "memory suppression" on lower levels  Con- 
sider for example, the plight of a military officer assigned to the Defense 
Intelligence Agency (UIA) during the Vietnam era: ^leiuc 

He knows or soon learns that he will be thrust into a position 
in which, on occasion, his professional judgment will vary 
markedly from that of his parent sen-ice. He will be expected 
to defend a position that could enrage his Chief of Staff -- 
but officers who do so more than once get known fast and arc 
accorded an appropriate "reward" at a later date in terms of 
promotion and assignment. Consider also that a tour at DIA -- 
normally two to three years -- a very short when compared to a 
:U- to 30-year military career. And so most officers assimed 
to DIA go through a predictable pattern. Hiev come on board 
as hard-charger?," ready to set the world on' fire. They stick 
to their principles through one or two scrapes. Then they 
become a little more circumspect, letting individual issues slide 
by and rationalizing that it wasn't a crunch question anyway", 
linally, they resign themselves to "sweating out" their tours 
and playing even situation by ear. They avoid committinc them- 
selves or making decisions. They refuse to tackle the accnev's 
long-term organirational ills, because doing so would nuke ' 
too many waves. 

Patrick'McCarvey, "DIA:  Intelligence To Please," in Readings in American 
Fore pn Poi.cy cd. by M. Halperin and A. Kanter (Boston, l.tttle "idV 
and Company, 1973), p. 325. '    ' 
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The  assumptions listed here arc derived fron the work of Simon and Ando on decomposa- 
bility and aggregation of systems. One of their theorems (as interpreted by 
Crccine) implies: if feedback is weak, there exists a time sp:m over which a 
system can be analyzed in isolation without regarding feedback conplications. 
The time span over which this analysis is valid depends on the weakness of 
the feedbacks. See J. Crccine, Governmental Prohlcm-Solvinn: A Corputcr 
Simulation of Municipal Budgeting (Chicago, Rahü McSally, 11)69). SccaTsb A. 
Ando, F. Fisher, and li. Simon, Essays on the Structure of Social Science Models 
(Cambridge, MIT Press, 1965). 

Jaraes Robinson "Crisis: An Appraisal of Concepts and Theories," in International 
Crises: Insights From Behavioral Research, cd. bv Charles Hermann (New York, The Free 
Press, 1972J, pp, -j- 

41 

42 

Daniel Ellsberg Papers on the Kur (New York, Simon and Shuster, 1972), pp. 42-135, 

See Jay Forrester, World Dynamics (Cambridge, Wright-Allen Press, 1971). 
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in-crrrrition aLcut thtir cnvircr.T.er.ts ar^i pr-od'-ce behav- 
iors wrica are itnt Lack to theü' cnvimr.Tjn'rs'    Tno pco- 
ceduro v.-ill then to to parfani Mporiiaantfl on these siru- 
Utlem.    rfcre specifically, this report will discuss 
a prcliroirary vcr.ücn of a large scale sirrjlaticr. of 
Sauli AMUU decision ra:-dr,,3 with respect to such dom- 
estic policy ar-aj as oil, a^ric^lf.xe, ar.d hUBBfl re~ 
so-^rces,    5cllCT.;L'.g a trcatnent of the lisulation in 
its present staffs, ptttii*a of evaluating, validatirg, 
and mcifying the siv.ulaticn will be exa-nir.ed.    First 
MWVW it is necessary to CUtlilM briefly the rwthod- 
ological perspective frcrn whicli the si^.ulaticns are 
being developed. 

Within the field of ir.terraticnal politics a IUH 
ber c: scholars hava beg-an to erpioy concepts roctc-d ir. 
systcrs tf.eory" to develoo theorips of geverrrer*^! t«- 

havior (e.g., sec Kaplar.,  [»S?»  ROMMU,  1970;'pcrreste:, 
1971; KoScum,  19'/X;  Phillips, 1974; Thcrson 137-a). 
Most all of these researchers eOTMnt on the relative 
"cxsrplexity" of int errat icral politics ard the variety 
Of ciffic-lties this c^-plexify poses for the thecrist. 
As cxa-ples,  it is likely th-rt any reasonable tv^ory 
would have to include a fairly large nuTier cl variables; 
that the rciatiora bCtUMI those variables ray often not 
be sirple linMT dlOBi and that there ars faii'ly long 
tire delays operating with the Lntematicral systcn. 
Such characteristics raturally suggest a ccrputer srr'- 
lation epproacli to the nodeling of govcrr-Tental decision- 
iraking. 

While the abov-a list of "ccrplexities" is sup^es- 
tive, it is neNtwn near ccT.plete enough to restrict use- 
fully the class of adrissible ircdels of govem,T.ents. Yet 
the basic r.ctivaticn behind any kir.d of experirKintition - 
be it si-r.ulatior rarrd or otherväse - is to use prior 
knowledge.    Quito obviously, the irrre detailed the prior 
knowledge, the more detailed will b»2 the kretvledge gen- 
erated through a well-designed experiT^nt.    Equally ob- 
viously, it is generally easier to design optiital exper- 
iments (cptirvil hem is being used in the sense of 
Fedcrov, 1Q72) iji situations where the store of relevant 
prior kna-dedge is large.    A basic problem in iracro-lev- 
el rxvdelir.g of go'.vrr.Tcntal decision ra;-cing is that 
available knowledge is neither detailed nor abundant. 

The design of experiments nust not only take into 
account available kr.'-wledge; it also requires a clear 
specification of tho research questior.Cs).      At an ab- 
stract level t*D Ki-.ds of cxpei'inonts can bo distin- 
poishrd.    Th.e first kind, scn-.etir.os terxed "e;n:raTjl ex- 
peri-cnts," is enployrd to answer (juestiOM concoiTiing 
tho ccrxlitions undo:- which tha structure toeing invtsti- 
gatcd will satis!y rorr.e optionality criterion.    Tins it 
right bo AskilJ under '.Sat conditions a gov.'mmont will 
allocate its rexmvus .irong don^tie ana intcnntional 
cxponditusx::; i;\ BU*R   I \ay as to liv.xiiair.c sane ^.ir.-regate 
utility function.    IPicwIicrc (Miller ar.d Thorson, 1075a, 
b)  it tUO Uvn ..triml   Uu:l  not  tmiffa  i:\ yd  iOVMn .itout 
r.ovonvni'nt;; to pi-t l.ytn rxtivmil rxprrini-iits in a usclul 

to i:.vc-\i- 
relaticr.: :...- 

■<Lt--f.:<.zi-zing 
»o    r.v* c*- -1 - — 

way.    The reasoning Loliind this cljim hingrr. on the (\5- 
pendence of nost conditions of OptimiliCy (under soot 
any usual sense of cptim-Jlity) UIXD;I certain very fir.i ly 
grairicd (detailed) hypoÜ»!— (e.g., continuity, c.yi' - 
tence of second derivatives, etc     LoL^.g true of the 
vorld. 

A second node of experinv:ntat.ion has been call» ; 
"mechanism-elucidating operiments"  (Pcdsrcv.  197;, ■.*.;. 
3-6).    Here tho interest is more in the- "glcNei" 
ior of the structure    That is, the task is 
gate implications of possible furct.icn 
tween input and output variables.    :'.<ic 
experiments appear to be appicpriaUi M| 
theory is weak or nonexistent and uhfira the pyrtcsi is 
to develop theory.    7r*! simulations repented C*. Ir. t~is 
papei^ are being design«] to be iu;t.d in" :v.ochu.-i:m-;l'j, i- 
dating experiments.    ProblaT,s of validatir.r such siT_- 
lations vail be discussed in a later secticn. 

As was mentioned earlier, the desi?r. cf any ort-ri- 
ment derives from an attempt to <"■"Lcit^existir.g '.~z::- 
ledgc to suggest new knowledge.    TlwrtfCXV it is i•r•::;■•- 
tant to surmarizc t!-.? bread "operating craracteriiti-:" 
or "principles" which any structure posited as a tsi-.i- 
ble model of a gowmment must have,    '.rose pr^perti-s     ' 
may be viewed as V'.'jcrties r.eccssar"/ to any rtrurtur-j 
claitcd to be a rcdel of government.    Vihile the p;--,Ar- 
ties individually seem quite reasonable, there ara :-:■) 
existing models which simultaneously satisfy all of them. 
Since these principles are discussed elrev.t.ere;  thv.' 
will briefly be motivated and reference will be rads to 
scuroes for further justification. 

alii- 

v and 

Even casual observers of politics are frequently 
struck with the changing and often apparently adaptive 
nature of national policy behaviors.    Ir.terratic" 
ances seem to shift in apparent response to char.g: 
"realities" such as a perceived scarciry cf oil. 
as with most all adaptive mechanisms, the rar.ge c: 
taticn has limits.    Seme policies (U.S. pclicy tov 
China would serve as an example) charge very slcwl 
the reasons for the slow change seam related more to the 
internal structure cf the machanism itself  (e.g., bureau- 
cratic and individual Irvel "politics")  than to tr.3 ex- 
ternal environment the government is attempting to han- 
dle. 

Taken together, these observations suggest several 
principles.    First, and of considerable impcrtar.oe, 
goverr.T/ants mast bo modeled as control  str^ef-ve? r~'r- 
atmg m sjäxITac cxtctrSI «•■viTcr.mints'    irat iT, .-ev- 
eminents attcr.pt to manipulate specific external er.vir- 
onm.. *-s.    No claim is mado tliat govemm.onts are c: ii:al 
control i.ochanisms.    Further support for this clair. can 
be found in nose/v.u,  l'J7C;  Poocruu,  1974; a.-«i "heroon, 
197Ma.    A well-known example of an attempt to OOdil  in- 
ternational behaviors without viewing governments as con- 
trol structures is found in Fonxuter, 1971. 

Second, tho intcrml stnictairr» of thc> pOVcrT.TgnS 
mut;t fe cxpliculy imctoU'd.    In Bybtcsa lacm.i, t;_. Ciit- 
puL ol  t!>c govcirm-Fiiji contiol stnjcturo will lo .a :unc- 
tion (in tlic raathonntical sense) of the inputs and Lh3 

1^7 
Reprod;jced from 
oest availaSle copy, 













r I uw ain l ll l l   IP! il .^v^ppnv^ 

uneoaoci within tta bursauoraeies«   Thir. approiiidi win 
illu'jii oi'.'.i Ly Gpctvttinn ptoJuction cyutcM KKluliivj 
t>ff rontr '1 of dtT'icuiturt in ^»udi Ai.ihiü.    DM 1 inil 
ccx;ti(jn disotircd [»ObltiBta in valiclaliin', Xha c^n.putcr 
liailttioil a."/l (iTOpOScd ihr? rcrlr. of ajvily^cu nccotuory 
to a n' re thorauch Evaluation. 

Support fcr thic work wjr, pixr^idf i in part by the 
Alvcncod Kesaarch Rroject« Ar/.T.cy, ARHA OnJor l.'o.  ?24S- 
3D20, Ccr.tract No. WCli 73 C 0137, RT 3S27*AL 
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Figure 1    Artificial System Structure 

Figure 2    Constraint Judgment Scaie 

Fisure 5    A Partial Agricultural Production System 
. .j. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

This report is a critical review of, and suggested revisions for, the 

Saudi Arabian oil, agriculture, and human resources nodules of the Pro- 

ject for Theoretical Politics.  It also presents a reconr.endntion for the 

initial structure of the govcrnnental decision module that links the 

three substantive r.odules.  Finally, it reports on the results of inter- 

views with ex-flag officers and policy planners.  In those interviews, 

the substantive modules were presented together with the proposed deci- 

sion nodule so that the overall nodel could be critically assessed fron 

the planner's point of viev:. 

The review of the substantive nodules was conducted in conjunction with 

area specialists and econonists, and two types of criteria were employed 

in their assessments. The first type was concerned with the appropriate- 

ness of a module for its intended purpose.  For example, since the sub- 

stantive nodules were all to function as models of processes to be con- 

trolled by the decision module, they had to be capable of accepting control 

inputs.  Not only must these nodules be dyanamic in that sense, but the 

control inputs identified in each nodule had to be governmental policies or 

actions, or variables that could be unanbigously linked to one or the 

other.  The second type of assessment criteria was concerned with a module's 

completeness and internal logical consistency.  In essence, the search 

was for causal links that were inadequate, erroneous, omitted, or unneces- 

sary.  Toward this end, the assistance of area experts and economists was 

especially helpful. 

Area specialists were also consulted during the formulation of an initial 

version of the decision module's structure.  The many factors influencing 

Saudi decision-making and their complex and subtle interactions combined 

to make that formulation the most difficult task performed for this effort. 

The resulting structure should be regarded as a first cut whose continued 

development is essential. 
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The remainder of this renort relates in detail the tasks mentioned above. 

Critical assessments of the oil, acriculture, and human resource modules, 

respectively, are presented in the next three chapters.  Chapter V describes 

the suggested initial structure for the decision module, and Chapter VI 

presents the responses of ex-f]ug officers and policy planners to the mociel 

as a whole, together with resulting suggestions for further revision. 

Chapter VII speculates briefly on the implications of these efforts for 

the project's future research priorities. 

2 
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. II. CRITICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE OIL HODULE 

The oil module, as presented in the Appendices to the Project for Theore- 

tical Politics Research Paper 123, was considered reasonably acceptable 

on the criteria of appropriateness.  It was specifically designed to be 

dynamic, with control inputs identified explicitly for the production 

subcomponent in Research Paper #15, and for the contractual (revenue-gene- 

rating) component in Research Paper //23.  Criticism elicited during the 

review process dealt with particular links in the model and each criticism 

will be discussed in turn belo . 

The first problem identified centered on the delay that, occurs between a 

decision to increase production capacity through capital investment and 

the aclual placement on-line of the new facilities.  This delay, given in 

months, is the variable ADBR in the module's production subcc=?onent, and 

was set at three months in Research Paper 923.     It was suggested that this 

value was unrealistically small and should be made larger.  Just how much 

larger, however, depends on which of two assumptions is to be made.  One 

possible assumption is that the increase in production capacity should 

result from the extension of pipelines and other gathering facilities to 

fields or pools that already contain drilled and capped wells and/or are 

near present production areas.  For this type of increase in production 

capacity, a delay of six months may be considered reasonable. The second 

possible assumption is that any increase in capacity should result from 

drilling in, and then building gathering facilities for, fields or pools 

with only negligible development work already completed.  Bringing such 

relatively undeveloped areas on-line would require a longer delay—perhaps 

two years.  The former assumption is better for the project's purposes. 

The initial drilling and capping of wells in new fields or pools for 

future production is not an uncommon practice, and since daily production 

per well is so high in most Saudi oilfields, sizeable increases in capacity 

may be obtained by bringing on-line already initially developed areas or 
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drlllinß a few new wells In or very near an already developed area.  The 

important restriction to bear in mind is that very large increases in 

capacity cannot be brought on-line quickly since gathering facilities 

already in operation would become saturated.  Thus capacity-increase 

decisions fed into the module should be incremental and continued over a 

period of time to obtain raodcrate-to-large increases in capacity. 

Another problem identified during the review concerns the omission of any 

requirements for capital investment to replace production capacity (equip- 

ment and wells) which becomes worn out or requires maintenance.  This 

problem may be resolved by adjusting the production capacity (PC) vari- 

able at the end of each year.  Capacity would decrease by a constant pro- 

portion equal to the reciprocal of the assumed average lifetime for that 

capacity and could increase (back to its previous value) if capital were 

invested in replacement capacity.  Thus the following equation would be 

invoked by the oil module at the end of each year: 

where 

pct  ■  pct-i (1- Liren: T7F) + 
IREP 
COCR 

PC bbl 
production capacity ( —- ) 

LIFETLME » length of time at the end of which capacity is 
worn out     (yrs) 

IREP » investment for replacement of capacity  ($) 

COCR - cost of capacity replacement (W^) bbl 

Replacement of existing capacity is thus handled separately from expansion 

of capacity to permit production increases. 

The treatment of additions to proved reserves should also be revised. 

Presently, such additions are based on monthly production rates, with PRM, 

the average ratio of net increases in reserves to production levels, having 

Net increases in reserves are equivalent to total new reserves discovered 
In a given time period minus cumulative production for that period. 
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been estimated from past performance.  A better approach would estimate 

a fixed gross discovery rate from past perfomance.  The resulting incre- 

rsental growth in reserves could be overridden by the user if he so desired. 

The level of proved reserves could be arbitrarily increased by 50 percent 

for example, in order to simulate large new discoveries.  Then incremental 

growth would resume.  The phenomenon of consistently increasing reserves 
2 

over time is unique to Saudi Arabia.  UTiile incremental growth in Saudi 

reserves is a reasonable assumption for the present and at least short- 

term future, it should not be assumed over the very long term. 

Some additional points made with res? :t to the module should be covered. 

First, the oil demand experienced by .üddle Eastern producing countries 

is subject to seasonal fluctuation.  This is not presently addressed in 

the module; on the other hand, most planning decisions by the producing- 

countiy governr.ents are made on a fiscal-year basis and thus such fluctua- 

tions tend to balance out for decision purposes.  Their omission is pro- 

bably justified.  Second, as Saudi Arabia moves toward a complete take- 

over of ARAMCO, the revenue-producing equations in the module may require 

additional revision since they explicitly reflect contractual terms. This 

pro Diem could be overcome by aggregating the contractual terms into the 

imputation of a single net revenue per barrel figure for the government; 

but thir would perhaps overly simplify the module's representation of the 

govenment's decision environment.  On the other hand, operation of the 

production facilities as wholly Saudi-owned may yield a contractual basis 

which replaces the complex previous arrangements with a single price for 

oil and, in effect, obviates the problem. 

The remaining problems with the oil sector lie not in the oil module it- 

self but in the means of producing control inputs for it.  More specific- 

ally, they lie in the specification of decision algorithms which produce 

the control information.  These problems will thus be discussed in Chap- 

ter V. 

2 
Hitti and Ahcd (197A: 252).  See also Warmnn (1973) for the difficulty 

in predicting future discoveries. 
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III.  CRITIQUE OK THE AGRICULTURE MODULE 

The agriculture module received more extensive criticism than the oil 

module.  The module was dynamic and the control inputs required wore 

budget end  policy matters, so that the criteria of appropriateness were 

generally satisfied.  In another sense, however, an important criterion 

of appropriateness was not satisfied.  The agriculture module was cons- 

tructed because it was thought that a drive toward agriculture self- 

sufficiency would be a major part of Saudi developmental policy.  Area 

experts indicated, however, that references to such an effort in, for 

example, the most recent Saudi development plan are largely cosmetic. 

The funds allocated for agricultural development are nowhere near suf- 

ficient for the intense effort assumed as an underlying rationale for the 

module.  Instead, the Saudis appear largely willing to import food to fill 

any deficit between domestic supply and demand.  Hence the usage of the 

nodule within the overall model should be revised. 

The traditional sector of the agriculture module can be largely ignored. 

People in this sector are engaged in subsistence agriculture. Crops 

grown by them are consumed locally and contribute little or nothing to 

the supply of food for the country's ubran regions.  Individuals engaged 

in subsistence farming do represent a sizeable source of labor which, with 

education and training, could be diverted to a growing industrial se«-;or. 

Rather than free up labor in the traditional sector by modernizing agricul- 

ture and greatly increasing individual productivity, however, the Saudis 
3 

are considering importing surplus agricultural workers from Egypt. 

The modern sector of the agriculture module should also be treated dif- 

ferently than was originally envisioned. The Saudis are likely to make 

an extensive effort to develop a large, modern, irrigated agricultural 

See the summary of key features of the new flvc-yoar development plan 
for Saudi Arabi.i in Aral) 1'ress Service, N.iy 26, 19 73, p. 10. 
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sector only if the cost of importing food for urban areas exceeds some 

(relatively high) threshold or if insufficient quantities of food are 

available for purchabo.  There is, however, an ongoing government expcri- 

mental farm program and some limited development of irrig it ion projects. 

It was suggested, therefore, that the agriculture module's modern subcom- 

ponent be regarded as reflecting an experimental operation in which an 

ongoing effort is made to discover the optimum technology (usage combina- 

tion of land, water, machinery, and fertilizer) for Saudi conditions. 

This could be easily accomplished by setting low limits on the amounts 

budgeted annually for fertilizer, machinery, and additional irrigation 

development and allowing a subcomponent of the decision module to attempt 

optimization under these constraints.  The technological level achieved 

by this experimental effort at any time (as measured in terms of yield 

with specific mechanization anJ fertilization levels) could be used to 

produce estimates of how much it would cost at that time to gear up to 

produce a given quantity of wheat if a major development program were 

undertaken.  If the excessive import cost threshold mentioned earlier were 

to be exceeded, then agricultural budget expenditures would be increased 

drastically in an effort to employ technology from the experimental farm 

on a much wider scale. 

The import demand for food would be generated by replacing the present 

demand equation (C2 in Research Paper #32).  Instead of the population 

index (POPI) and population growth (POPGR) variables repijsenting the 

population as a whole, they would represent the level and growth rate of 

the urban population.  The world price of wheat variable (nT) would be 

used to approximate the cost of importing the needed wheat provided that 

an adjustment for transportation cosis is applied. 

Given this overall shift ir the usage of the agriculture module, several 

criticisms and suggested revisions of particular aspects of the modernized 

sector subcomponent should be addressed.  The first criticism deals with 

See, for example, F.lguland (IrJ70: 22-29) 

_ 
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the delay Involved after a budget allocation has been made for a new 

irrigation project and before that project is completed and performing 

at its design level.  It was pointed out by economists that a shakedown 

period of one to two years is normally required after such a project is 

completed before it functions smoothly and reliably.  Thus, the delay 

variable (IRRDEI.A) in the nodule should not be based solely on published 

estimates of construction tine to completion.  In addition, irrigation 

projects which involved dams may require different delay times than pro- 

jects based upon ground-water wells. 

Another suggestion was to establish a rr.nge of estimates for coefficients 

in the module's equations.  Since many coefficients have been estimated 

on the basis of spotty or otherwise inadequate data, or their values simply 

assumed, estimates of high and low values should be provided in addition 

to the original value.  The module may thin be subjected to sensitivity 

testing the determine those coefficients whose values are most critical 

and which thus merit more careful estimation if possible. 

The adjustment of the government's cost of subsidizing mechanization (for 

wheatland as a proportion of total irrigated land) in equation P4 should 

be removed.  It is highly unlikely that a Saudi planner, when considering 

the cost of providing farm equipment for a given area, will be concerned 

with allocating portions of that cost to the production of different crops. 

In addition, wheat has been taken as an indicator of the entire agricul- 

tural sector, and all fertilizer purchased by the government is assumed 

to be applied to wheat; thus allocating all machinery cost to wheat is 

consistent with other assumptions. 

The geographic distribution of machinery is another consideration which 

was not addressed directly in the module.  There are essentially two 

strategies that a Saudi decision-maker could employ when providing f rm 

machinery,  The first is to distribute the equipment uniformly over the 

land to be nechanlavd.  The second is to determine the level of mechaniza- 

tion required to produce high yields and then concentrate the machinery en 
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a portion of the land which could be mechanized in an attempt to reach 

a taryct yield figure. The implications of these strategies for total 

production may be quite different.  Economists suggested that the probable 

tendency of a typical planner would be to concentrate the machinery in 

smaller areas, and that the possibility that such a policy might consti- 

tute suboptimization should be considered. 

The effects of geographical distribution are partly embedded in the line 

representing yield constraint as a function of mechanization level.  If 

there is a "critical mass" effect with machinery so that minimum amounts 

arc necessary for a given land area before much of an impact on yield 

occurs, the line would have a step-level change at some point instead 

of being continuous as is presently the case.  A straight line would imply 

that, ceteris paribus, uniform distribution cf machinery would be the 

optimal policy while the step-level increase would imply the opposite 

unless sufficient machinery was involved to bring the entire area above 

the threshold. 

Roughly analogous remarks could be made about fertilizer distribution 

except that the shape of a fertilizer yield function is well known and 

the smooth curve presents a rather straightforward optimization problem 

to the planner. A fami y of curves having the same shape should, however, 

be used to determine the effects of a range of assumptions. 

Economists also suggested that it would be desirable to combine the 

effects of fertilizer, water, and mechanization on yield into a single 

function since their effects are interactive.  It was recognized, how- 

ever, that this might be extremely difficult and perhaps impossible depend- 

ing on the amount of information available.  At a minimum, a family of 

curves should be tried for each separate function, where each curve would 

represent the best estimate of yield response to a particular input given 

explicit assumptions of the values of the other inputs. 

Each of the present yield curves represents, in effect, a partial deriva- 
tive of yield with respect to some given input. 
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A by--|)rndmt of the discussion of yield curves was the idi'nt If icat ion of 

an additional assumption implicit in the curves of Research Report 1122. 

The assumption is that water and fertilizer arc always applied at the 

appropriate times.  This may bo an appropriate assumption for an experi- 

mental farm, but it is by no means trivial. 

The equation (C2) used to calculate demand for wheat should be modified 

to remove the assuuiption of a constant income elasticity.  Economists 

pointed out that demand may only increase with income up to a point; 

beyond that point it may remain constart or decrease.  The assumption 

of constant elasticity is appropriate only if it is also assumed that 

per capita income will not rise above the point at which demand levels 

off or decreases.  An indication of the acceptability of the second 

assumption might, it was suggested, be gained by examining per capita 

demand for wheat in other countries at various levels of development. 

If the second assumption is found to be unwarranted, the income elasticity 

of demand for wheat should be made a function of private consumption expen- 

ditures. 

Fault was also found vith  measures of income and productivity employed 

in the agriculture module.  Economists pointed out that income for the 

agricultural sector is usually measured on a per family rather than a per 

person baf;is (especially where agriculture is largely traditional). 

Given that the agriculture module's traditional sector will now be ignored, 

however, there seems little reason to retain a measure of agricultural 

family income.  Similarly, the labor productivity measure should be revised 

to provide information only on those involved in modernized agriculture. 

Finally, it was suggested that purely definitional equations (such as 

that for labor productivity) be removed from the model per se, as they 

make it somewhat jluttend.  Since such equations define monitor variables 

used as performance indicators, they may be relegated to the decision 

module's observation interface. 

10 
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IV.     CRITIQUE OF Tlllv HUMAN  RESOURCES MODULE 
I 
I 

On first reading, the human resources module appears to be the best of 

the three.  Unfortunately, when the criteria of appropriateness are 

applied against the module, it is seen to have serious faults.  The main 

problem is that the module is not dynamic. Transition constants that 

determine implicitly the population growth rate and explicitly the flow 

from category to category within the module are static.  There exists, 

for example, no way for educational expenditures to influence the number 

of students or the dropout rate.  This state of affairs was acknowledged 

In part IV of Research Paper 131, as was the solution:  a set of algorithms 

relating transition constants to government expenditures or c:her poli- 

cies.  No work has been done along these lines, however, and thus a rr.ost 

undesirable situation exists for the decision module.  Perhaps the most 

critical sector in terms of its impact on potential development is not 

susceptible to control. Essentially there are only two remedies avail- 

able: provide the algorithms or redo the module. 

In addition to the lack of control input to the human resources module, 

there exist several problems of a more substantive nature which were 

pointed out by area experts.  To begin with the module does not dis- 

tinguish between Saudi Arabia's indigenous labor force and the relatively 

large amount of skilled foreign labor employed there.  Not only is skilled 

foreign labor presently used in large quantities, but the current Saudi 
J 6 

development plan suggests that even more will be imported. 

Another problem with the module is that it does not distinguish between 

students enrolled in religious schools and universities and those enrolled in 

modern conventional ones.  The graduates of the different typos of schools 

differ in their capabilities to become effective manners, technicians. 

6 See Arab Press Service, May 26, 1975, p.10. 

11 
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and bureaucrats quickly.  In addition, estimates of population (and, as 

a result, those for manpower) are probably too high.  The population 

estimate of 8,200,000 for 1972 in the module, for example, should be ad- 

justed downward in light of more recent estimates of 1972 Saudi popula- 
7 8 tion of 7,200,000 from one source and ^.1 million from anothei.   For 

planning purposes it would seem more appropriate to employ the lower 

estimate because of its implications as a bottleneck, but a range of esti- 

mates should be tested for their implications. 

r 

Estimated percentages of the work force falling into various categories 

are also somewhat erroneous.  In particular, the percentage (74.0) for 

self-employed agricultural workers should be lowered (to about A5 percent), 

and that for petroleum wage earners (1.0) raised (to about 2.5).  Taken 

as a group, the self-employed non-agricultural, non-industrial wage earner, 

and non-petroleum industrial wage earner categories should be increased 

from 10 percent to about 30 percent.  Area experts emphasized that, in 

general, there exists a relatively wide range of estimates in various 

published sources of both the Saudi population and its breakdown by man- 

power and other human resource categories.  Thus it becomes important 

to look for convergence when selecting estimates from the literature or 

to employ a range of estimates if no convergence exists. 

■ 

The preceding criticisms have focused largely on the data used in esti- 

mating model parameters. The module also assumes the values of some 

parameters in order to estimate others.  Area experts were specifically 

requested to assess the values assumed in light of their knowledge.  The 
9 

assumption of .75 for X , which implies that 25 percent of the pupils 

in primary grades either move into the intermediate grades or drop out, 

was considered reasonable.  Similarly, the assumed value of .5 for X _ 
33 

(the proportion of  intermediate school  pupils  returning each year)  was 

Hitti and Abed  (1974:247) 
8 
Knaucrhasc (1974:12 7) 

The subscripts of X represent its position in the transition matrix 
shown on p. 19 of Research Paper //31. 
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not criticized.  The value of .075 estimated for X.„, however, was regarded 

as probably a bit small; more than 7.5 percent of the primary-level pupils 

probably go on to the intermediate level.  Since X _ was estimated, X 

would have to be reduced slightly in order to raise X _ somewhat.  Alter- 

natively, one might assume that the error results from inaccuracies in the 

data and retain the present value of X_„.  Given the importance of sub- 

stantively reasonable assumptions and the difficulty of obtaining data on 

the Saudi educational system, the better choice for the present situation 

would probably be reestimating X,„. 

Other transition constants were criticized.  Perhaps the best procedure 

of reporting the criticism is to do so by manpower category into which 

people are flowing.  In terms of the transition matrix in Research Paper 

//31, this means that the constants will be reported on a row at a time. 

In row 6, X,._ is assumed to be zero, and thus no self-emplovcd, non--agri- 
blJ 

cultural workers (for example, shopkeepers and owners of taxis or auto 

repair shops) attend school.  This is incorrect.  Most of those attending 

adult basic education classes are high-achieving, self-motiväted indivi- 

duals, and are likely to come from this self-employed category.  Similarly, 

an examination of the constants in row 7 suggests that each year 15 per- 

cent of those enrolled in technical/adult education enter a university. 

University students come almost entirely from secondary schools, and 

therefore X,- should be near zero, 
/b 

The source of petroleum wage-earners is indicated in row 8 to be the 

unstructured pool.  In reality, nearly all of those hired by the oil 

industry have at least a primary education, and at least a few are 

university graduates.   Thus X , X , and X  should all be greater 

than zero.  Non-petroleum (industrial) wage earners are shown in row 9 

to come entirely from the unstructured pool and intermediate education. 

Some industrial workers, however, come from teclinical schools, and one 

would assume that at least some industrial managers are college graduates. 

Thus X , and X 7 should be greater than zero.  Some uncertainty exists 

10 Letter from W.P. O'Grady of ARAMCO. 
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with respect to X  .  It has been suggested (Kiiaucrhase, 1974:128) 

that some Saudi government jobs are filled by dropouts from primary 

school.  Since one would expect only a limited number of jobs for young 

boys, this would imply that a reasonable number of students in the primary 

grades start at a late age and then quit as :oon as they are able to 

qualify for government jobs.  If such students are included in the primary 

(elementary) education category, then X -_ sho-ild be greater than zero. 

If, on the other hand, such students are included in the adult/technical 

education category, the assumption that SC.0- is equal to zero is quite 

reasonable.  Additional knowledge of the structure of the Saudi educational 

system is necessary to resolve this problem.  In addition, the graduates 

of teacher training schools are e-plcyed primar-lly by the government. 

Instead, such individuals are shovn entering several different categories. 

Thus X -c (the proportion of teacher training pupils entering government 

service each year) is too low and ioai other transition constants in column 5 

are too high. 

Area experts pointed out that the Saudi army draws most of its officers 

from secondary school graduates and most of its enlisted men from illita- 

rates, with almost none of its officers having university degrees. Accord- 

ingly, the figures of .067 for X   (univeristy students), i.o for X 
1*' 116 

(technical/adult school students), and .133 for X .- (teacher trainees) 

should be zero or near zero. 

I. 

The non-industrial wage earner category has a value of .133 for X . (the 

transition constant from the teacher training category).  As pointed out 

earlier, teachers work primarily for the government, and the assumption 

that 27 percent of those leaving each year (or 13.3 percent of the total 

number enrolled) enter this category is probably too high. 

i. The final substantive criticism made by the area experts is that the 

module permits no flow from the agricultural self-employed category to 

non-agricultural labor categories such as oil, military, and non-industrial 

wage earners.  A major thrust of the Saudi development effort is to 

14 
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transfer manpower out of subsistence agriculture and Into more productive 

employment by bringinR in foreign agricultural laborers if necessary. 

The assumption that X-.^ through X^^  are all zero is thus not justified. 

: 
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V. SUÜCDSTED INITIAL STRUCTURE FOR THE DECISION HOOULE 

Introduction 

Development of a plausible initial structure for the Saudi decision 

module was a difficult task.  The Saudi governraent has a very small 

bureaucracy relative to its income so that the decision-making process 

is highly personalist.  Very little exists in the way of a published 

licerature to give insight on the process, and data that would permit 

us to infer something about the process are either nonexistent or often 

not completely reliable.  Moreover, recent large increases in Saudi 

Arabia's oil revenue, together with the country's emergence as a leader 

among Arab nations and the increased dependence of industrialized nations 

on petroleum from the Middle. East, have introduced a l^rge element of 

uncertainty into whatever inferences we might be able to draw from past 

periods. 

Thus the structure presented in this section should be regarded as only 

a first cut.  It will, however, provide a focus for the further analysis 

of Saudi decision-making and development of a more sophisticated model. 

Moreover, such a specification was needed in order to link the three sub- 

stantive modules into a single entity for presentation to policy planners. 

In the discussion that follows, the suggested initial decision structure 

will be explicated and needs for further development identified. 

Preliminary Considerations 

Before attempting to specify the structure of the decision module, it was 

necessary to decide what kinds of policy outputs are most important in 

Saudi Arabia.  In the developed countries, many kinds of RoviTiimental 

policies may be considered important to the conduct of domestic and for- 

eign affairs.  For example, tax policies, regulatory and tariff policies, 

environmental policies, defense spending, and so on may all have a 

16 
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considerable influence on lar(;e parts of a nation's population and eco- 

nomic affairs.  In Saudi Arabia, bowevcr, the situation is much simpler. 

Al.houyh the govcrnncnt is involved to some extent with all the examples 

just mentioned, its primary policy focus is the use of oil revenues to 

develop a diversified economy.  It is not extensively involved with rela- 

tively subtle tinkering with a larp.e and economical powerful private 

sector (excluding oil) because none at present exists. 

Thus the focus of the decision module became budgetary allocations and 

how (and why) they are produced.  This in turn influenced the module's 

assumed time frame.  Each iteration of the module' is equivalent to one 

Saudi fiscal year.  These fiscal yean are based on the Moslem calendar, 

however, and the correspondence between them and Gregorian calendar years 

is shown below: 

Moslem Fiscal Year 

1382/83 

1383/84 

138A/85 

1384/86 

1386/87 

1387/88 

1388/89 

1389/90 

1390/91 

1391/92 

1392/9.'' 

1393/94 

Gregorian Calendar D=ite 
at End of Moslen Fiscal Year" 

November 16, 1963 

November 4, 1964 

October 24, 1965 

October 14, 1966 

October 3, 1967 

September 22, 1968 

September 11, 1969 

September 1, 1970 

August 21, 1971 

August 9, 1972 

July 30, 1973 

July     20, 1974 

Since the Gregorian date on which the Saudi fiscal year begins changes 

each (Gregorian) year, the decision module must keep track of this.  For 

the human resources module, the changing start date is unimportant. The 

Source: Hittl and Abed (1974: 279). 
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slightly longer Gregorian years have been used In the estimation of tran- 

sition constants, but this is assumed to be negligible for present pur- 

poses.  For the agriculture model, the changing start date is also prob- 

ably irrelevant at present because relatively little central agricultural 

planning and budgeting have been done in the past or are be ng done pres- 

ently.  The oil module operates on a monthly basis and exogenous distur- 

bances that affect it (for example, a reduction in demand) may bj intro- 

duced during any month.  The effects of such a disturbance may well be 

quite different depending on whether it occurs at the beginning, the 

middle, or toward the end of a fiscal year. Thus, if the decision module 

is assumed to iterate once per Saudi fiscal year, the month in which the 

oil module starts must correspond—at least roughly—with the start of 

the fiscal year involved. A simple way of approximating the desired 

correspondence would be to change the oil module's start month to the 

next earlier month every fourth year. 

I 
I 

I 

Given that the decision module was to be concerned with budget decisions 

and was to operate on the basis of the Saudi fiscal year, wc  could pro- 

gress on the module's basic structure. The result is shown in the flow- 

chart in Figure 1.  Each step in the flow will be discussed briefly belcw, 

along with its underlying rationale. 

Module Description 

In the discussion that follows it is assumed that a program exists that 

schedules the execution of the actual decision and substantive module 

programs, and communicates with the user of the simulation when necessary. 

As indicated in the flowchart, the user is first asked for the date at 

which the simulation is assumed to begin.  Because initial values must 

be specified for a host of variables for whatever start date is assumed, 

it is suggested that a reasonable default start date (or set of u ites) 

be chosen and initial values for all appropriate variables for that date 

(or dates) be read into the program from a permanent file. 

18 
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The date sup.ccstcd as the default value Is July 197A.  This corresponds 

to the beginning of a Saudi fiscal year, and is also conveniently after 

oil production was no longer being influenced by the embargo of late 1973 

and early 197A.  In the remainder of this cl.apter it is assumed that the 

suggested date has been used.  The user would be allowed to choose another 

start date, but only if he was prepared to provide the initial data 

required.  Similarly, the project staff could employ other (earlier) start 

dates in order to test the simulation's validity. 

i. 

D 

After the user has chosen the simulation's start date, he is asked when 

(month and year) he will wish to introduce a disturbance (make a change 

in the value of an exogenous variable).  This date is stored, and a deter- 

mination is made of whether the date falls within the coming Saudi fiscal 

year.  If so, the oil module is run until the month in which the inter- 

vention is scheduled has Veen reached.  The user is then prompted to pro- 

vide the intervention.  After his reply, «-.he oil module resumes execution 

(for that month and until the end of the fiscal year).   If the date for 

the first module intervention does not fall within the coming fiscal year, 

then the oil module executes for 12 months without interruption. 

After the oil module has executed for 12 months (with or without an inter- 

ruption) the human resources and agrici'lture modules are each executed in 

turn.  The end of the fiscal year has thus been reached. 

The supervisor program then prompts the user for one piece of factual infor- 

mation and two pieces of information about Saudi perceptions which will be 

used by the decision module. The user is asked whether an Arab-Israeli 

settlement has been signed (yes or no).  He is next asked about the Saudi 

perception of the probability (high, moderate, negligible) of an Arab-Israeli 

war breaking out during the next (fiscal) year.  Finally, he is asked to 

provide information on the Saudi perception of the severity (extremely 

severe, severe, moderate, negligible) or intrarcgional (other than Arab- 

Israeli) security problems.  Then the decision modulo begins execution. 

It has been assumed, for the sake of simplicity, that only one inter- 
vention per year is desired.  More than one may easily be permitted. 

22 
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It will evaluate the various sectors' performance for the year just ended 

and decide on spending levels for the fiscal year to come. 

In reality the Saudi planning and decision process is an ongoing one; to 

have the decision module function only at the end of a fiscal year is an 

obvious oversimplification.  Yet to attempt to have the module produce 

control information for the oil module on a monthly basis or work incre- 

mentally on the coming year's budget is probably overly ambitious until 

more is known about Saudi decision-making.  Thus, for present purposes, 

"time will stop" while the decision module evaluates and plans. 

The evaluation of the fiscal year just ended is a relatively primitive 

one.  First, information on revenue from oil production for the year is 

obtained and added to the interest on short- and long-term investments 

Itc obtain total revenue. '  Then government expenditures for all sectors 
J J      T-      1 , are summed.  Total expenditures are compared with total revenue and the 

result is either a revenue surplus, a revenue deficit, or an approximate 

balance between revenue and expenditures.  If a revenue surplus has 

[occurred, the government must decide what to do with its excess revenue. 

The choice is between two alternatives:  long-term investments (real pro- 

perty or equities) or short-terra investments and bank deposits.  It is 

assumed that Saudi Arabia will not put much into the long-term investment 

category unless an Arab-Israeli settlement has occurred.  Given such a 

settlement, the proportion of surplus funds invested in this category 

would probably be small initially and rise over time to some ceiling pro- 

portion that represented the Saudi's desired liquidity goal. (See Figure 

2).  The remaining funds would be placed into the short-term category. 

If a settlement has not occurred, it is assumed that all surplus funds 

would go into the short-term category.  If a settlement has occurred, but 

for some reason appears likely to break down in the coming year, the 

suiplus would all be placed into the short-terra category.  An approximate 

12 
Non-oil domestic revenue is very small and is being ignored fur present 

purposes. 
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Figure 2.  Level of Long-Tcrm Investment after Arab-Israeli Settlement 
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i balance between revenue and expenditures would result in the small sur- 

plus being invested (or banked) on a short-term basis or the small deficit 

biing covered by a withdrawal from short-term money of the amount neces- 

sary to produce a balance.  The case of other than a very small deficit 

is difficult to deal with and is discussed in a separate section later 

in this chapter.  For present purposes it is assumed that if a moderate 

or large deficit occurs, a branch is made to a deficit subroutine the 

structure of which is as yet unspecified and control then r*»tu*»i« to the 

beginning of the routine where projections are made of expenditures for 

the coining fiscal year. 

I 

Tentative expenditures  for the coming fiscal year are next   established 

by category.     The  first  expenditure level  to be  set   is  that  for military 

expenditures.     This  is assumed to be made up primarily of money spent  for 

imports of military equipment.     The algorithm used  for setting f   trial 

expenditure level  is as  follows: 

I 
where 

M 

Mt B Vl * (orl + <r2 + a3) 

level of military expenditures and «- ♦ •- + a*    are 

coefficients whose values are set according to the following 

scheme: 

I 

I 

li 

ID 

: 

+.10 if high revenue surplus previous year 
+.05 if low revenue surplus previous year 
.00 if revenue approximately equals expenditures 

previous year; 
-.05 if low revenue deficit previous year 
-.10 if high revenue deficit previous year 

13 
+.20 if extremely severe intraregional 

security problems 
+.10 if severe intrarcgional security problems 
+ .05 if moderate intrarogion:il security problems 
+.00 if negligible intrarcgional security problems 

+.10 if high probability of Arab-Israeli conflict 
in next year 

+.05 if moderate probability of Arab-Israeli coi.flict 
in next  year 

13 
Lxc hiding  Arab-Israel i   Cimfliit 
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i +.00 if ncRlipil'lc probability of Arab-Israeli 
conflict in next year. 

The second expenditure level to be set is that for education.  The algo- 

rithm by which this is done is as yet undetermined.  A brief summary of 

the effort made and problems encountered in the attempt to specify such 

an algorithm may be found in a separate section later in this chapter. 

The expenditure for agriculture is set next.  This is equal to the amount 

required to import food (as measured by wheat) for the urban areas  plus 

a small amount (assumed to increase incrementally) for water, fertilizer 

and machinery to be used in the government's experimental farm program, 

unless the threshold of excessive import cost has been passed (probably for 

more than a single year).  In the latter case the amounts spent to modernize 

and develop domestic agriculture would increase drastically.  Area experts 

suggested that the threshold amount is probably very large (perhaps 10-20 

percent of the country's revenue), and that it is unlikely to be reached.15 

The final expenditure to be determined is that for industrial development. 

It is unclear just what the algorithm involved should be.  Information on 

the new Saudi development plan  indicates that approximately $13 billion 

is to be invested over a 5-year period in building heavy industry, but area 

specialists suggest that it is unlikely that all of this sum will actually 

be spent.  Since little industry (other than oil) presently exists in Saudi 

Arabia, it is also difficult to infer what the Saudis might use as perfor- 

mance indicators to assess and adjust an ongoing attempt to build an indus- 

trial sector. What is clear is that industrialization is a high priority 

14 
The food demand for urban areas would be reduced by the amount of food 

produced by the modernized agricultural component.  This amount will be 
small unless the threshold has been passed long enough to produce vastly 
increased domestic agricultural expenditures and for those expenditures 
to produce results. 

In addition, alternatives other than domestic investment exist.  Tor 
example, it has been suggested that an investment in the Sudan, a country 
with great agricultural potential but with limited capital, might yield 
a much greater rate of return than development of domestic agriculture. 

16 
Aral» Press Service, May 2fi, 1975, p. 10 
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for the Saudis, that large developmental expenditures will be made in pur- 

suit of that goal, and that thus such expenditures should be taken into 

account in the decision module. 

The projected expenditures in the categories mentioned above are summed 

and the total is compared with projected revenue for the coming year 

Revenue projections are made on the following basis.  First, Interest on 

investments is computed at user-provided assumed rates of returm.  To 

this is added projected oil revenue, which is estimated on the basis of 

a simple extrapolation from last year's revenues after a check is made 

of the acceptability of the prf-sent production rate.  If the present rate 

is unacceptable, an adjustment is made.  The scheme for evaluating produc- 

tion rate and making adjustments is described in a later section of this 

chapter.  If the rate is acceptable, then the extrapolated revenue is added 

to the projected interest income and the total projected revenue compared 

with the total projected expenditures.  The revenue and expenditure projec- 

tions are considered satisfactory if an approximate balance or a revenue 

the supervisor program, which then runs the oil, agriculture and human 

resources modules for the next year, stopping during the year if an inter- 

vention is desired by the user.  If a deficit is forecast, then the deci- 

sion module returns to the point at which military expenditures are pro- 

jected and cycles through again as if a deficit had occurred during the 

fiscal year just ended. Presumably, after at most a few iterations, either 

an aooroximate balance between oroiected revenue and expenditure? ^r a pre- 

lected revenue surplus will be reached and contrcl will be transferred to 
17 

the supervisor program. 

This is not a trivial matter.  If a very large deficit wore forecast 
it would probably be unrealistic to assume that it would be overcome 
by many successive incromont.il budget cuts.  In such c ircumstancorf Saudi 
decision-makers would probably make bold cuts in  one category or another 
depending on their priorities.  As montionod oarlior, inferring what these 
actions might ho is difficult.  Soo tho section on deficits in this 
chapter. 
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Conscquonci's of Re venue Dc f iclt s 

As indicated earlier, attempting to specify even very simple Saudi deci- 

sion rules for coping with a deficit is extremely difficult.  At the 

heart of the difficulty is the need to specify where spending cuts would 

be made if necessary.  It was suggested by area specialists that how the 

Saudis would respond to a deficit depends on whether they perceive it is 

a temporary phenomenon or as a long-term trend.  Their extraordinary large 

reserves would permit them to deal relatively easily with any small deficit, 

and to cope with a large deficit on a one-time basis without insurmount- 

able problems.  But even small deficits would probably be unacceptable 

over time; large ones certanly would. 

As described in this chapter, the initial structure of the decision 

module assumes that the response to a small deficit would be at least a 

cut in the next year's projected military spending.  Presumably, projected 

spending in certain other sectors would be adjusted downward, and this 

should be taken into account in specifying budgetary decision algorithms 

for those sectors.  The problem is to identify the sectors to be cut. 

One means of attacking this problem would be to examine Saudi budgets from 

1958 to 1974.  During the first decade or so of this period the Saudis 

had considerably less oil revenue and were engaged in a program to repay 

sizeable government debts from deficits incurred before Faisal's influence 

was felt.  Then, in more recent years, oil revenue increased steadily.  An 

examination of changes in amounts budgeted in the various sectors as revenue 

increased, and earlier when debt repayment constrained spending, could r.hed 

some light on the ordering of Saudi goals. 

Problems Involved with Spec:fication of an Algorithm for Determining 
Educatioral Spending 

The initial approach to specifying an algorithm for setting expenditure 

level in the educational sector was to use the hum.in resources module 

to provide information on the total number of students at all educational 
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I        levels and then multiply this number by an assumed figure for cost per 

student.  The cost per pupil was assumed to rise incrementally over time 

|        until it reached a ceilinß value. An estimate of the ceiling value was 

to be made by examining Kuwait expenditures per pupil.  Kuwait would serve 

I        as an example of a "mature" oil-rich country in which social welfare expen- 

ditures had stabilized at a plateau.  In the Saudi budget for the fiscal 

year beginning July 1974, however, the education allocation was raised 

68 percent over that of the previous year, doubtless in part because of 

the large increase in government oil revenues following the  late 1973 

price rises.  ihat 68 percent increase, however, put the Saudi per pupil 

rate at about twice that of Kuwait.  Thus the motion of Kuwait as a "mature 

model" for education seemed to be of rather limited utility.  Moreover, 

no satisfactory explanation for the 68 percent increase could be found, 

and Saudi expenditures had already been at a very high level.  The conclu- 

sion drawn was that educational expenditures and their juPtirication would 

require intensive investigation before an algorithm could be formulated 

with anv confidence 

Saudi Evaluation of Their Oil Production Rate 

In the decision module, the Saudis are assumed to determine whether the 

past year's production rate (in barrels per day) is appropriate for use 

during the coming fiscal year.  Its suitability is influenced by several 

factors.  First, the Saudis can sell no more oil than is demanded by their 

customers; this exogenous variable is thus assumed to act as an upper 

bound for acceptable production values.  Second, in times when demand is 

less than capacity for OPEC nations taken as a group, each member's pro- 

duction level is set approximately under an informal allocation scheme. 

Area specialists pointed out that the scheme is quite effective in spite 

of its informal nature, and thus Saudi Arabia should not be considered 

to have wide flexibility in setting its production rate subject only to 
18 

demand constraints.   Finally, the production rate is subject to 

18 
For example, sizeable Saudi production cuts below their allocation level 

In a period of unchanging denatui would provide pressure for cither increased 
production by other OFEC memhers* (strongly opposed by some members) or 
increased price (opposed by Saudi Arabia). 
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constraints concerning reservoir da'.nü^o and reserve life.  Extremely 

high production rates over short periods of time would violate the former, 

and at some point even moderate rates would violate the second. 

Attempts were maile to include these factors in the design for the decision 

module.  It was assumed that the user will provide information on demand. 

This information would be embodied in a variable which could express demand 

either directly in barrels per day or in the form of an index relative 
19 

to demand at the start time chosen.   In either case, however, such demand 

information is further assumed to be adjusted by the user for the effects 

of OPEC production allocation schemes. Thus this variable forms an upper 

constraint on production level. If production is at this level and the 

user intervenes during a fiscal year and lowers this value, then the pro- 

duction rate is lowered immediately to the new value for the balance of the 

year. Similarly, a rise in demand is responded to immediately if it does 

not require p-roduction in excess of current capacity. 

Since downward adjustment of production in response to decreases in demand 

is automatic, the first check made by the decision module during evaluation 

of production rates is to make certain that reservoirs ar«3 not being damaged 

or reserves depleted too soon.  It has been assumed that these two criteria 

interact with a third, namely, whether the country's absorptive capacity is 

surpassed at present levels of oi1 revenue.  The value of this variable 

may be either given by the analyst (as is presently assumed to be the case) 

or built into the module.  Tables 1 and 2 show how yes/no values for vari- 

ables representing each of the three criteria are assumed to combine to pro- 

duce Saudi decisions on production level.  Reservoir damage is assumed to 

occur if the productive level is high enough to deplete reserves in 10 years, 

It is also assumed that Saudis would undertake strong conservation measures 

if the ratio of proved reserves to current production is less than 15 years. 

19 An actual value for production rate would still be required for the 
start date. 
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VARIABLES SITUATIONS 

1 
Abr-orplive Capacity Surpassed 

Reservoir Damage Occurring 

Reserve Life Running Out 

1 2 3 A 5 6 7 8 

Y Y Y N N N N Y 

Y Y N N Y Y N N 

Y N N N N Y Y Y 

Y ' Yes 

N " No 

SITUATION 

TABLE 2 

RESPONSES 

1. 

2. 

3. 

A. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Cut production so that reserves/production = 15. 
The resulting production value will decline each year. 

Cut production to just below reservoir damage point. 

Maintain production at present level. 

Maintain production at present level. 

Cut production to just below reservoir damage point. 

Cut production so that reserves/production ■ 15. 
The resulting production va^ue will decline each year. 

Cut production so that reserves/production = 15. 
The resulting production value will decline each year. 

Cut production so that reserves/production ■ 15. 
The resulting production value will decline each year. 
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This ficurc has been used as the criterion for whether reserve life 
20 

is running out. 

After the module has ensured that the production level satisfies the 

"normal situation" constraints just mentioned, it checks whether an Arab- 

Israeli war is occurring.  If so, it ascertains whether its customers are 
21 

supporting Israel.  An embargo (expressed as a cut in production) is 

imposed on Saudi customers if they support Israel. 

Given the production level established at this point, the decision nodule 

goes on to project revenue for the coming fiscal year on the basis of that 

level and the price of oil.  Area specialists indicated that an OPEC 

country has only a very limited ability to alter the price of its oil 

around the price agreed upon at OPEC meetings.  Such marginal price adjust- 

ments have been ignored in the present model structure.  The price of oil 
2? 

is assumed to be an "OPEC" price,  and this price is to be suppxieci 
23 

exogenously by the user.   Once the revenue for the coming fiscal year 

has been projected, the module goes on to project interest income and 

then compare total projected revenue with total projected expenditures, 

as described earlier in this chapter. 

Reservoir damage can occur as the result of production at very high 
levels for even a relatively short period of time.  Since the consequences 
of reservoir damangc (a decline in the amount of oil than can ultimately 
be extracted from a reservoir) are so severe, it is assumed that produc- 
tion at such high rates would not be considered by the Saudis under most 
conditions.  Moreover, if they did produce at such rates they would do so 
'or only a short period of time (one year assumed at present).  Thus if 
the module finds that reservoir damage is occurring, it looks at the pro- 
duction rate for the previous year in assessing the anticipated reserve 
life.  Otherwise reserve life is evaluated on the basis of the present 
year's production rate. 

21 The occurrence of an Arab-Israeli confict is assumed to bo an exogenous 
variable whose value (yes/no) may be set by the user at any time.  Informa- 
tion on whether Saudi customers support Israel would be another such 
variable. 

22 

23 

OPEC-cstablished posted price under present contractual arran^monts. 

To do uthcrwiso would require a sophistirated model of bargdining among 
OPEC members.  It is suggested, however, that later versions of the 
decision module produce infoniut ion as to the Suidis* predispositions 
eenccrnini; price and production levels which result from their situation. 
These would be quite valuable to the anticipated user. 
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CHAPTEK VI.  REVIEW OF COMPLETE MODEL BY F.X-l-l.AC OITICKKS AND POLICY 
PLANNERS 

The complete model, consisting of the three substantive modules plus the 

suggested initial decision module, was presented for review to ex-flag 

officers and policy planners.  The substantive modules were described and 

the decision module's flow talked through after an introductory discus- 

sion of the model's intended purpose and its basic approach.  Two typos of 

criticism surfaced during these reviews, the first involving specific 

errors or omissions within the model, and the second involving problems 

of a more general nature regarding the model's approach. 

Specif!c Criticisms 

Upon being told, i i response to a question, that Saudi Arabia planned a 

tenfold increase in its domestic consumption of refined petroleum pro- 

ducts, one respondent pointed out that the construction of refineries to 

produce the required quantities would require capital investment and sug- 

gested that such investment be included in the model.  Presumably this 

would also require keeping track of domestic refining capacity over time. 

With respect to the question of possible Saudi budget deficits it was 

suggested that short- and long-term deficits would probably be handled 

differently by the Saudis and that they should be kept conceptually dis- 

tinct within the module.  It was also pointed out that a military budget 

allocation could often be used as a source of revenue to cover a short- 

term deficit because, in many instances, the delivery time of purchased 

military equipment may be "slipped." This would not, of course, necessa- 

rily remove the üvCiült, but wmild delay expenüitur« (porh.ips for a year),'4 

The time obtained in this fashion could be used to "find" the money some- 

where else. 

24 
If a contract were cancelled instead of delivery being pushed back, the 

deficit might be removed (if enough money were saved). 
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There was stronc criticism of the model's lack of attention to bottle- 

necks in a developmental economy.  In particular, it was pointed out that 

development, especially industrial development, requires skilled manpower, 

the need for which did not appear within the model.  in addition, even 

assuminc that the model could project manpower needs, there was no way 

of taking into account either possible bottlenecks in getting personnel 

trained abroad25 or the effect of educational expenditures on the number 

of personnel produced by Saudi schools. 

General Criticisns 

The general points were raised by the individuals interviewed.  First, 

it was pointed our that the decision modulo assumed the equivalent of a 

single decision-maker.  In reality the Saudi government has functional 

ministries, the heads of some cf which may be quite influential in making 

policy within their areas of responsibility.  It was suggested uhat the 

model could be improved in two ways.  First, decision-making within each 

sector could be more explicitly based on that of the relevant ministry 

where appropriate.  Second, account could be taken of conflicting bureau- 

cratic interests where (and if) they are identified. 

The second general point concerned the environment within which Saudi 

decision-makers function.  International political and economic considera- 

tions may act as constraints on the feasibility of some Saudi policies. 

It was recognized that some exogenous influences are included within the 

model but there was a desire to see additional detail and a more explicit 

representation of exogenous variables in terms of U.S. and West European 

policy options. 

The last general criticisms raised deal with the way the developmental 

process was to be conceptualized.  It was argued that the process should be 

25 fox  example, how many students can be trained abroad and in which dis- 
cirlines?  From what base in Saudi Arabia will the sLudcnts be drawn? 
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conceptualized roughly ns shown in Figure 3.  Items nbovc the decision 

box represent resource inputs to the process.  Below the decision box are 

sectors to which the resources are allocated.  At least two of these sec- 

tors (oil and education) provide additional inputs for the process in feed- 

back loops.  Th« current model larks the ability to see the results of 

resource allocation to sectors otlier than oil and the ability to allocate 

non-financial resources.  These were considered extremely important short- 

comings from the perspective of a policy planner. 

i 
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Figure 3. A Policy Planner's View of the Development Process 
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VII.  IMPLICATIONS FOR Till: PROJECT'S RMSEAKCH PRIORITIES 

! 

r 

.. 

The key problem with the project's model in its present form is its total 

lack of utility to the policy planner. This point was r.ade rather force- 

fully when an ex-flag officer suggested that the model sir-.ply failed to 

capture a very critical aspect of the development process. The aspect of 

which he spoke was the severe bottleneck imposed by a shorcage of trained 

nanpower on any effort to develop previously nonexistent (or very small) 

areas of the economy even when large amounts of capital are available. 

In order to capture this problem within the model, the representations of 

sectors to be developed must contain, in addition to recu 

capital, requirements for trained nanpower that are tied 

level of development. The levels of trained manpower ava 

priate categories at any time must he known, and the proc 

trained individuals must be related to the resources (bot 

irements rcr 

•o the sector's 

liable in appro- 

ess that produces 

h menetarv and 

human) allocated to it.  The human resources module is presently completely 

unresponsive to the input of resources. Moreover, there is no demand for 
26 

its outputs (educated and/or trained manpower) elsewhere In the economy. 

i. 

I 

1. 

li 
i: 

The implications of these problems for the project's efforts are relatively 

straightforward but very important.  First, a running decision module must 

be produced, since feedback from policy planners depends upon their seeing 

a complete model.  The structure given in Chapter V of this report should 

be suitable 'or an initial effort, provided additional detail is provided 

in areas where the need was indicated.  Second, an industrial sector routine 

should be produced that contains requirements for both capital and manpower 
27 

for various levels of development.   This sector should specifically 

9 ft 
For an already developed and extremely capital-intensive industry such 

as oil t' is is .iot too important.  Capital melier than nanpower will he by 
far the greater constraint on reasonable expansion of production capacity. 

7 7 
As indicated in Chapter V, it is envisioned that the industrial sector 

routine lor Saudi Arabia will be developed within the ileeislui; module.  Only 

for a nation with a moderately lar^.e imiustrial sector already in existence 
would the development of an elaborate and independent sector module be appro- 

priate. 
37 
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include (as a Rinimum) both petrochemicall and heavy industry.  Third, 

the human resources module should be reworked.  Successful and timely 

completion of these tasks will result in a model that is not a priori 

useless to a policy planner.  Efforts can then focus on tuning the model 

in accordance with substantive criticism from policy plj .anners, 

i: 

Two additional points should be kept in mind while the necessary work is 

being done.  First, careful attention should be paid to the possibility 

of error in statistics and published information about Saudi Arabia.  Every 

effort should be made to examine as r.uch material as possible, to check 

for contradictions and convergences, and, if possible, -.o check Saudi 

data against figures for similar countries.  Second, continued and inten- 

sive development and refinement of the decision module should provide 

the focus for the research tasks, and the research effort should be itera- 

tive ia the sense that questions about the control Inputs to (»na inter- 

actions between) the substantive modules spur further inquiry into the 

decision process including its guiding goals and priorities. 
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At-least since the publication of Weaver's (1948) well known paper on 

complexity, many scientists have been aware that the methodological practices 

employed in studying a problem ought in some sense to be related to the "com- 

plexity" of the phenomenon under investigation. Recently Forrester (1969:107) 

has argued that all social systems belong to the class of complex systems and, 

as such, "...have many unexpected and little understood characteristics." 

Some of Forrester's work led to the world modeling project described in Limits 

to Growth. And, even more recently, Marstrand and Sinclair (1973:89) summarize 

their critique (with due apologies to Gertrude Stein) of the pollution subsys- 

tem of the World models by claiming, "...The Limits to Growth has achieved ... 

a final simplicity by ignoring ell complexity." 

It is noteworthy that the concept of complexity is so frequently encoun- 

tered in discussions of the "holistic" modeling of social systems. Perhaps 

even more interesting is the relative lack of attention paid to what might be 

meant by the "complexity" in these context (a notable exception being Nurmi 

(1974). The purpose of this paper is to consider possible meanings for com- 

plexity in a social science context and to discuss implication of these mean- 

ings for the development and interpretation of p'-rformance measures (e.g., 

quality of life) for "complex systems." 

A useful way to begin may be by summarizing several claims made about 

complexity beginning with Weaver's argument which first appeared in Weaver 

(1948) and was later slightly modified in Weaver (1967). Up until the 20th 

Century, suggests Weavei , physical science was in a period of developing tech- 

niques to deal with the analysis of "two-variable problems." Such a problem 

is illustrated by the way gas pressure (variable one) depends upon gas volume 

(variable two) in a very major way and upon other variables at most only 

slightly (at least for a wide range of values of the two variables). Such 
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problems "...are essentially simple in structure, this simplicity resulting 

|    largely from the fact that the theories or the experiments need deal with 

.    only two quantities, changes in one of which cause changes in the other. The 

restriction to two variables and in most cases to simple relations between 

|    the variables and their first and second derivatives, kept the theoretical 

system well within the then analytical and computational capacity of mathe- 

matics. Correspondingly, these could be simplicity in the experimental ba- 

sis; and this simolicity was also a necessary condition for progress at that 

development of science (1967:26)." Then, roughly at the beginning of the 

I twentieth century, physical scientists and mathematicians began developing 

and utilizing theoretical tools such as probability theory and statistical 

mechanics for handling problems with very large numbers of variables. Such 

problems Weaver terms "problems of disorganized complexity." "It is a prob- 

lem in which the number of variables is very large, and one in which each of 

the many variables has a behavior which is individually erratic and may be 

j-    totally unknown. But in spite of this helter-skelter or unknown behavior of 

all the individual variables, the system, as a whole, possesses certain or- 

derly and analyzable average properties (1957:29)." T'ie special features 

of problems of disorganized complexity then are 1) large number of "variables" 

and 2) the behavior of each "variable" is statistically independent of the 

behavior of other variables. 

What remains, suggests Weaver, is to develop methods for handling prob- 

lems involving large numbers of variables where the variables "show the essen- 

tial f^a^^ ^ o^imizaiMon (1967:31)." Mhlle this essential feature is not 

specified in a positive way. presumably Weaver «s focusing upon problems where 

;•    averaging and other statistical techniques are inappropriate or misleading. 

Such problems he terms problems of "organized complexity." Finally, Weaver 
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suggests that methods of dealing with organized complexity may be especially 

I     useful in the social and behavioral sciences. 

Weaver's treatment of complexity seems based upon two characteristics 

of a problem - one quantitative and one qualitative. The first is the num- 
* 

|     ber of variables and the second is the "way" in which the variables are re- 

lated. As will be seen, these two characteristics have since been frequent- 

ly employed to index complexity. Note however that together they require 

that complexity be seen not as a property of "reality" but rather as a prop- 

erty of our description of "reality." Thus an index of the complexity of 

a referent reality is an index of the complexity of that reality under some 

description. This point will be returned to, but first there are several 

more views of complexity similar to Weaver's "disorganized complexity" which 

ought be nentionod. 

Von Neumann (1966), speculated, "It is characteristic of objects of low 

complexity that it is easier to talk about the object than produce it and 

easier to predict its properties than to build it. But in complicated parts 

of formal logic it is always one order of magnitude harder to tell what an 

object can do than to produce the object. The domain of validity of the 

question is of a higher type than the question itself." Unfortunately, von 

Neumann has left unclear the precise meaning of this enigmatic passage. 

Clearly though, he has in mind that beyond some threshold complexity level 

our mode of understanding systems changes. Shaw (1970) uses von Neumann's 

statement to conclude that "any science, like psychology, which desires for- 

mal models of highly complex systems, like organisms, will have to consider 

von Neumann's conjecture a threat to the fulfillment of its explanatory 

goals." 

Et 
Though as Nurmi (   ) points out Weaver uses variable in a way some- 
what different than would a behavioral scientist. 
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Forrester (1969) defines complex systems as systems with a "high- 

order, multiple-loop, nonlinea- feedback structure." These systems, 

claims Forrester, behave very differently from the more simple systems 

we are used to dealing with. Complex systems, for example, are counter- 

intuitive, insensitive to parameter changes, and have short-term re- 

sponses which are very different from their long-term responser. 

Levins (1970) views complex systems which have many elements and 

few constraints on the relations between these elements. It is worth 

quoting at length his thoughts about such systems: 

Suppose we did know the interrelations among all 
parts of a system and could describe the rate of 
change of each variable as a function of the 
others. Then we would have a very large set of 
simultaneous non-linear equations in a vast number 
of variables, and depending on so many parameters, 
the estimation of each of which may take a lifetime 
.... These equations will usually be insoluable. 
They would likely be too numerous to compute. If 
we could compute, the solution would simply be 
a number. If we could solve the equations, the 
answer would be a complicated expression in the 
parameters that would have no meaning for us. 
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Based upon treatments such as those just mentioned, it is tempting to 

conclude that complexity is an "intrinsic" characteristic of a system (or, 

at least, of a system under a description). From such a perspective it would 

be possible to (metaphorically) develop a complexity "probe" which could be 

inserted into a system and from which could be read the "complexity" score 

of that system. However, there are a variety of reasons why such a conclu- 

sion is likely in error and that no adequate characterization of the conplex- 

ity of a system can be given independent of a specification of the class of 

systems "dealing" with that system. For exa-ple. many living species might 

be said to be feeing a less complex enviror.-.ent now than they did thousands 

of years ago in the sense that, through evolution, many conroon relational 

structures may have been "pre-progra-red" into their brains. Such pre-pro- 

grarming through evolution or design ray well be a key to any system behaving 

adaptively in a seemingly "complex environment." 

As another exarple, baby salamanders live completely on land for a time 

after they are born before entering the water in search of new forms of food. 

Is their ability to swim learned in some fashion; perhaps by imitating other 

salamanders or by trial and error? Coghilll (19») anesthetized a salaman- 

der at birth and kept it in this condition for the length of time salamanders 

had been observed to remain on land before beginning to swim. After this 

time had elapsed, the salamander was dropped into water. Even though no learn- 

ing could have taken place, the salamander was able to swim effectively. The 

reason for the delay between the time of birth and the onset of the ability 

to swim was that, as a part of the maturation process, a certain neutral con- 

nection had to be made in the salamander's spinal cord. The ability to swim 

is pre-programmed into the developmental process of the salamander. The ef- 

fect of dropping a one week old salamander into the pool of water would be 
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very different from th«t, o< dropping a five month old salamander into the 

same pool. Does the complexity of the pool of water change if one animal 

Is able to deal effectively with it while another is not? A more rigorous 

example drawn from automata theory might make this point more clearly. The 

problem is to design a Turing maching which can determine whether a string 

of symbols reads the same backwards as forwards (as in ABLE WAS I ERE I SAW 

ELBA). Arbib (1969) proves that, for a Turing machine with one reading 

head the time necessary to decide the problem increases with the square of 

the length of the symbol sequence. For a Turing machine with two reading 

heads, however, the time increases only as a linear function of the sequence 

length. If the complexity of the problem is indexed by the time required 

to solve it, it is clear that the internal structure of the "solving machine" 

must be specified rather carefully. 

These examples lead to a conclusion similar to that of Nurmi (1974), 

"Complexity can be viewed as an ontological property of the relationship be- 

tween the actor and the environment (p. B^.'' As long as the focus of study 

is systems with control structures, complexity must be viewed in a contin- 

gent fashion. The next section will suggest implications of this contingent 

view for theorizing about control structures. 
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Econometric models are dimply mathematical statements of the quantitative 

relations between variables. Generally these statements are in the form 

of simultaneous (often linear) equations together with a set of constraints 

I     (e.g., certain coefficients must be non negative). In constructing such 

models, the theorist must specify the form (structure) of the equations as 

well as the way in which the variables enter the equations. From these 

equations certain quantitative and qualitative deductions can be made. These 

include such things as predictions of future levels of endogeneous variables, 

'dentification of equilibrium and stability conditions, etc. Figure 1* il- 

lustrates the basic mechanism. 
1. 

Insert Figure 1 about here 

The reader is referred to Christ (1967) for a very readable account of the 

construction of econometric models. 

As Christ points out, such models can be guides to choice of policy re- 

quired to optimize certain utility or welfare functions, if the analyst has 

a clear statement of the function which is to optimized and also a clear 

idea of the set o^ possible policies from which the choice might be made 

(Theil, 1958). And finally, such a model might be used for simulation stu- 

dies of the behavior of the system it represents.** There are several dif- 

- 

Taken from Christ, 1967, p. 104. 
!** 

It should be pointed out the-: there is little to gain from simulations 
of econometric models when there are analytical solutions available. Four 
major points are made by Howrey and Kelejian: (1) Once a linearZecono- 
metr.c model has been estimated and tested in terms of kno^TdTstribu- 
.rS .1n5n

0^COn^rninq para"'üter estimates, simulation experiments that 
are undertaken to investigate the model as an interrelated system vield 

£nf « tm:!?rnat1on about ^e validity of thG n,odGl- (2) Although some of the dynamic properties of linear models can be inferred from sim- 
ulation resul ts, an analytical technique based on the model itself is 
available for this purpose. (3) The application of nonstochastic simu- 
lation procedures to econometric models that contain nonlinearitics in 
the endogenous variables yields results that are not consistent with the 

frTH^VVV^ f0rm 0f  the model- (4) The results deri-ved from the stochastic simulation of nonlinear systems are consistent with 
the corresponding reduced-form equations. (Naylor, 1971, p. 300) 
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flculties with this class of modeling, however. Completely simultaneous 

|     linear equations, while argued for by some modelers such as Liu (1960) are 

considered inappropriate because they do not look at the time aspects of 

the interrelationships. That is, as Wold and Faxer (1957) point out cer- 

j     tain pressures affect the growth or stability of a particular variable be- 

fore others do. Block recursive systems have been ceveloped to deal with 

I      this problem (Ando, Fisher, and Simon, 1963). The difficulty with systems 

of thii nature, however, is that forecasts are only as appropriate as the 

time frame remains short enough to allow for intra-subsystem variance to be 

more important than inter-subsystem variance.* 

Another difficulty in analyzing these models to complex, dynamic issues 

deal with the frequency with which simplifying linearity assumptions are 

made. Much of the real world may be  nonlinear and while linear models are 

more tractable than nonlinrar ones, realism may require nonlinearity. Two 

solutions have been put 'orth for dealing with this problem. The first is 

to limit the equations to be nonlinear in the variables but not in the un- 

1      known parameters. T^ second is to construct a linear approximation to the 

j     model in the neighborhood of the observed values and employ the model to 

analyze small changes (Netherlands Central Planning Bureau, 1951; Van Den 

Belt, et aK, 1965). Obvious difficulties arise in both approaches, how- 

ever. The problem of identification in nonlinear systems has not been fully 

solved and provision must, of course, be made ultimately to avoid working 

j      with underidentified equations and systems. One procedure for solving equa- 

tions in a nonlinear system is by employing ordinary least squares and then 

U§1ng these results as initial approximations to full information solutions 

(Eisenpres and Greenstadt. 1969). The difficulty of using such methods is 

« 
^simplified version of this argument was prepared by Fisher and Ando 
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that the reality which policy makers wish to deal with tends to be dynamic. 

| If the variables in our model  were always correlated in the same way regard- 

less of the mode of system behavior, then they could always be aggregated 

together into the model in the same way.    But if the correlation between 

variables changes when the model  of the behavior of our system changes, then 

our models must represent the variables separately during each transition 

mode.    The need for separate representation is not well met in linear or 

nonlinear econometric models.    Realization of the importance of this prob- 

lem in dynamic modeling has led to the understanding that one cannot use 

correlation coefficients in the building of dynamic models   (Brunner and 

Brewer, 1971).    It has also led scholars such as Forrester (1968) to the 

develcprnent of dynamic multiloop feedback systems. 

Dynamic Systems Oriented Simulations — _ 

Most attempts to generate an explicit model of foreign policy behavior, 

on the part of academics, have relied upon linear relations among relatively 

few variables (e.g., linear regression nudels and factor analysis).    These 

models have certain advantages over mental  images of foreign policy interac- 

tions since they have explicitly specified sets of assumptions about the 

relations between these variables which can be checked by resorting to data 

analyses.    These assumptions of linearity provide fairly accurate short-term 

(several years) projections since any curve, over a short enough interval, 

can be approximated by a straight line.    However, the longer into the future 

the projections are made, the greater will be the likely error, just as in 

the case for trend extrapolation.     In designing long-tonn planning systems, 

the analyst must be prepared to work with non-linear systems.    One problem 

with non-linear systems is the lack of methods for solving such systems anal- 

ytically.    However, solutions can be reached through the use of computer 
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simulations.  These simulations provide information about the overtime 

Implications of the defined alternatives. Moreover, they will allow the 

manipulation of the variables and relations to test th relative, long- 

range impacts of various policy alternatives. These simulation models to 

je useful to the policy planner require that the variables be categorized 

as to whether they are manipulable or non-manipulable and as to whether 

they are exogenous or endogenous: 

1. Manipulable variables are directly controllable by 
the pol icy maker. 

2. Non-manipulable variables may vary as functions of 
other variables in the models but are not directly 
controlled by the policy maker's actions. 

3. Exogenous variables effect but ere not affected 
directly by relations specified in the system. 

4. Endogenous variables effect other variables and 
are in turn affected by other variables in the 
system. 

A set of variables representing each subset of manipulable exogenous, non- 

manipulable endogenous, and non-manipulable exogenous variables can be 

posited. The variables and relations could, in part, be identified by peo- 

ple involved in the policy process and could be used to construct simulations. 

Thus, within the system, each variable would be in one of the following 

vectors: 

M 1 = vector of manipulable exogenous variables 

U i ■ vector of non-manipulable endogenous variables 
X • 

U 1 = vector of non-manipulable exogenous variables 

These variables are related by some set of relations, f. Thus: 

iX  ..n  ..x 
f{Mx.. UY U^.) ■ "The System" (5) 

*  See the very interesting debate between Nordhaus (1973) and Forrester, 
et^ al_. (1974) on the use of such an approach. 
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Models of this nature consist essentially of a large set of mathematical 

equations which are programmed into a computer. Projections into the future 

are simply the implications of the assumptions on which the equations rest. 

The value of extrapolation is determined completely by the validity of the 

assumptions that went into the building of the model. They drive the re- 

sults mechanically. Their validity, however, depends on the descriptive ade- 

quacy of "the system" and on the empirical domain to which the model is ap- 

plied. The adequacy of the system is governed by two considerations: (1) 

available knowledge of how the included variables interact raises a serious 

question as to the state of preparedness for this type of model of most of 

the social sciences today. The other condition relates to the presence of 

all variable factors that significantlyzaffect the interacting behavior of 

the otner variables. This particula: aspect of dynamic modeling leads us 

to question the adequacy of the approach. We can take up these two criti- 
* 

cisms in their order. 

Social scientists do not yet possess a body of theory sufficiently de- 

veloped and tested to permit the confident specification of variables to be 

included, form of equations to be used, and appropriate lags for uch  vari- 

able prior to the estimation of parameters entering into equations. Existing 

theory offers some guidance, but it is the most fanciful kind of wishful 

thinking to believe that it offers much guidance in the above respects for 

many of the political problems which face decision makers in the pol.cy ori- 

ented future. This being the case, it is obvious that any effective testing 

and estimation does require veryzlarge numbers of observations. This would 

be true even if the observations to be used were generated by experiments 

For a comparison of ö number of modeling techniques arj their applica- 
tion in political economic forecasting see Heiss, Knorr and Morgenstern. 
Long Term Projections of Power (1973). 
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arranged according to Ihc oest available knowledge about experimental de- 
* 

sign. 

Perhaps the greatest challenge in mathematical modeling and simulation 

Is to select a model large enough to represent a real situation realistically, 

but small enough so that it can be tested by experiments and observations. 

Given our state of knowledge about the relations betv/een numerous variables, 

this leads us quickly into difficulty. One solution frequently used in inter- 

national relations has been to move to highly aggregated forms of data. But 

such highly aggregative series do not begin tc contain enough degrees of free- 

dome to permit extensive testing and estimation. This would be true even if 

the observations in such a series resulted from well-planned experiments. In 

fact, most available aggregative series are highly auto-correlated, highly 

multi-colinear, are frequently poor measures of what we want to measure and 

do not neasure short run developr.ents. They are involved in an operating sys- 

tem Involving many relatively rapid feedbacks. All this only compounds the 

already apparent drawbacks of estimation and testing based only on highly aggre- 

j..        . ** 

gative time series. 

This issue is perhaps best handled by E.A. Singer (1950). He argues that 

reality is an ideal, and unobtainable description of the world. But like all 

ideals, it can be approximated. A formal system is an approximation if it 

meets certain requirements: It must be consistent, the data must be statis- 

tically in accord, it must be rich enough to include space, time, motion, 

mass, mind, group, and value. It must also be significant in the sense that 

it directs inquiry into its own deficiencies, so that a better approximation 

** 

Several new articles are appearing which provide alternative methods 
for estimating parameters from empirical data for this type of model 
building. See, for instance, Häuser and Goldberger, 1971. 

The classic reference is Theil, 1954. 
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Is made possible. In other words, its language and rules must Include cri- 

teria of better and worse approximations, i.e., degrees of realism. 

Singer is certainly not claiming that all practical work must contain 

the whole of reality. Rather, he argues that each researcher will construct 

a subsystem adequate to his own needs for a particular period in time. But 

the lines of communication have to be kept open in the sense that it is al- 

ways relevant to ask whether two subsystems should not be combined in order 

for a single researcher to cover larger periods of time or for several re- 

searchers to answer several intertwined sets of problems. There may be a 

temporary way out of this problem. Returning to Figure 1, our stylized 

schematic and development of a model, in which inputs to the model in the 

form of exogenous and lagged endogenous variables and outputs in the form 

of current endogenous variables were the organization framework fc discuss- 

ing models. Another possibility involves describing the system in automata 

theoretic terms. Following Arbib (1964) such a specification involves: 

The System = (U, Y, X, x, 6) 

where; 

U is a finite set (the set of inputs partitioned 
as in equation (5)) 

Y is a finite set (the set of outputs) 

X is a finite set (the set of internal states) 

X:UxX-*X is the next-state function 

6:IM-*X is the next-output function 

Such systems are assumed to work on a discreet time schedule so that if at 

time t it is the state x and redeives an input u then at time t plus one 

it has changed to state x(x,u) and emits output 6(X.IJ) 

Clearly it is desirable to identify what the state transition functions 

are if we wish to estimate future shifts in behavior in our policy problem. 
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This requirement can be illustrated by a simple example. Consider the be- 

havior of a "bully" nation. Suppose it is capable of being in only two in- 

ternal states-it either is stable (S) or unstable (-vS). Further, it is 

capable of emitting and sensing only two sorts of behaviors—aggressive (A) 

and non-aggressive (^A). Thus we have: 

u: {A,^A} 

y: {A.'WU 

x: {S/vS} 

Since the nation is a bully, it will behave aggressively whenever it can. 

And yet the only time a bully does not aggress is when it is aggressed upor 

and in a weak (in our terms unstable) state. Thus we can write y= (x,u) as 

in Table 1. 

Input (u) 

A 

^A 

A 

•x-A 

Table 1 

State (x) 

S 

s 

'WS 

'*S 

Output (y) 

A 

A 

^ A 

A 

As can be seen the output of the bully nation is entirely deterministic. 

Further, since even a bully becomes unstable when aggressed upon, x = A(X,U) 

can be written as in Table 2. 

Table 2 

Input (u) State hi New State  (x) 

A S •vS 

M s S 

A ^s tS 

•vA •vS •vS 
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All this most likely seems both absurd and simple. However, further suppose 

a political scientist is watching the bully nation and trying to relate its 

behavior (outputs) to the behavior it receives (its input). What will he see? 

First of all, he will generally ignore the internal structure of the sys- 

tem and simply relate inputs and outputs. Thus he might watch the bully over 

a long period of time and note that non-agressive inputs always are fo lowed 

by aggressive outputs on the part of the bully. However, he would note, ag- 

gressive outputs are preceded by aggressive inputs only about one half of the 

time. Therefore, he writes an article in which he proclaims two general laws. 

law (1)  p(y = A|u ■%Ä) = 1 

law (2)  P(y = A|u ■ A) = 1/2 

Of course, by this time the world is getting rather sick of the bully's 

behavior and commissions our political scientist to recommend a policy toward 

the bully (this policy above, the optimal policy would, of course, be to al- 

ways behave in an aggressive way toward the bully nation which would, accord- 

ing to law (2), guarantee that 1/2 of the bully's responses would be non-ag- 

gressive. 

Mote that our mythical political scientist, like so many of us, ignored 

the internal state of the bully nation. As a result, he was forced to state 

his laws in probabilistic terms and to conclude that the "best" that could 

be done was to reduce p(y = A) to about one half. 

However, by referring back to the transition tables, it can be seen 

that the bully can be made to act in a completely non-aggressive way. Suppose 

first he is initially in state ^S. Then by always behaving in an aggressive 

way toward the bully, the bully will never respond in an aggressive way. If, 

on the other hand, he is initially in state S, then he will respond in an ag- 

gressive manner no matter what you do. However, by threatening him, you will 

force him into an unstable state and therefore continuing aggressive acts will 
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result in no more threats from the bully.* Thus, paying attention to inter- 

nal states, it is possible to eliminate references to probabilities and to 

suggest a policy which will result in at most one aggressive behavior by the 

bully. While in this example ignoring internal structure did not result in 

"wrong" policy advice, it is possible to construct a slightly more complex 

example for which it would.** 

The important point here is that developing descriptive theories of pol- 

icy behavior requires paying close attention to the internal structure of the 

foreign policy generating mechanism as well as to that of the environment 

(domestic as well as international) in which the mechanism is imbedded. We 

need to know how inputs affect internal states and how inputs together with 

internal states determine outputs. As Halperin and Kanter (1'73, p.3) suggest, 

"....the scholar requires an understanding of a nation's domestic poliiical 

structure and of its national security bureaucracy in order to explain or pre- 

dict the foreign policy actions it will take." At this point in the develop- 

ment of research in social science, we also need, however, to identify the 

differences in a finite set of states or subsystems which have been identi- 

fied as potential explanatory structures for understanding of policy problems. 

We need also to better understand the implications of policy actions in each 

state of the system (thus, we need to devote understanding of 6: SxX^Y. 

This approach is based upon finite state automata theory and has a strong 

argument in its favor. That is. it requires the precise specification of the 

functional relationships between endogenous and exogenous variables for pro- 

ducing estimates of the output. 

Though such a policyzmight result in your becoming a bully. 

For example, see Kanter and Thorson (1972). 
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What has been presented here are three alternative approaches to model- 

ing major policy problems for the future. It is suggested that econometric 

models and dynamic rorecasting models both are in ri?ed of continued develop- 

ment. Both have difficulties. The former suffers Vrom an inability to deal 

with large scale, long-range forecasting and decision oriented problems. The        ; 

latter suffers from an inability to provide significant validation checks on 

the empirical validity of subrelations within the model. The solution is to 

move to partial answers based upon the notion that the structure of our theory 

undergoes shifts given both the current state of the system and the particular 

shocks in the form of input variables thai: the system is experiencing. But 

once we have such a model we still are left with a series of general questions 

which must be addressed by all such models. Brewer and Hall (1972) suggest 

the following checklist. ' 

. 

I 

I 

1. Is the distortion between the model outputs and what the 
policy maker is looking for so large that the model is re- 
jected out of hand? Can this be reduced? At a reason- 
able cost in time, effort, and money? 

2. Are the model's output and input generally intelligible; 
are they in a form that is familiar to the policy maker? 

3. Does the model offend "common sense?" 

4. Are elements of the identified question excluded in the 
Interests of generalization or precision? 

5. Is the model static and descriptive in the interest of 
simplification? 

6. Is it possible to include submodels or to change individual 
behavioral relationships that appear to have a bearing on 
the policy questions without destroying the proceising or 
the logic of the model or without significantly incrpasing 
its operating cost? 

7. Are relevant variables, as determined empirically and by 
virtue of sensitivity testing, omitted in the interest 
of precision or expense? 

8. Is the model able to predict, through reconstruction, 
the time series upon which it is formulated? Has it been 
able to predict time series from the reference context 

I developed subsequent to the model's formulation? 
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Observation 
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Figure 1       Artificial System Structure 

L 
PS:    LRCC74 
STI: (NIL   ML   KIL   NIL   NIL   NIL   NIL   ML) 

It (STOP) - END 
2: (REQUEST) - (OUTPUT ■RESIGKATIOM", STOP) 
3: JMWUC,KARK,KARX,KÄRK) - (OLOC*),REQUEST) 
4: (FOOD SKORTAGE.FISCAl IRRESPONSIBILin.f.ECATlVE FOREIGN 

COt-HEKT BY AN ALLY) . (OL0(**),REQUEST) 
5:  FOOD SHORTAGE) -» (OLOC*),KÄRK) 
6; (SUPPORT OF F^DICAL FC:EIGN CAUSES.KO ACHIEVEKEKT) - fOlO(**).HMXl 
7: (SUPPORT OF RADICAL FOxEIGN CAUSES,SFRC.SFRC.SFRC) * (OLD ** 

FISCAL IRRESPONSIBILITY) /   v  v /. 
8: (FISCAL IRRFSrC'.SIEILITY) *  (CLD(**).^.R,<) 
9: (NEGATIVE FOREIGN CC'^ENT BY AN ALLY - (OLO(##).KAfUC] 
10: (BAN CIGAr.ETTES or EA1; ALCHOHOL or BAN LUXURIES - 

(010(**),ORTHCCOXT) 
lit (ORTHOCOXY.CRTKC-XY.ORTH-OXY,ORTHODOXY) -» (OLD(**).MARK) 
12: (FOOD SURPLUS,fARK) - (CLD('*)) 
13: (SUPPORT RADICAL FOREIGN CAUSES.ACHI:VL,:ENT,VARK) - (OLD(**)) 
14: (INCREASE IN SKILLED LA:OR,rARKJ - (OLD(**)) 
15: (SADAT HAS TROUBLES,f'^RK) - (OLD(**)) 
16: ■► REAü 

• SFRC '  SUPPORT OF RADICAL FOREIGN CAUSES 

Figure 2  A Simplified Production System 
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